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KURZFASSUNG
Inkohärente und kohärente Lichtquellen werden in allen Feldern der physikalischen Forschung in-
tensiv eingesetzt. Im Besonderen ermöglichen hoch-brilliante Röntgenquellen, wie Synchrotrone
der dritten Generation und Freie-Elektronen Laser, einzigartige Experimentiertechniken wodurch
diese zu unverzichtbaren Werkzeugen wurden. Sie sind allerdings auch im Umfang zu Großfor-
schungseinrichtungen herangewachsen. Um den hohen Bedarf an hoch-brillianten Lichtquellen
zu decken, besteht daher die Notwendigkeit neuartige und kompakte Quellen zu entwickeln wel-
che auf dem Maßstab eines Labors realisierbar sind.
Diese Dissertation widmet sich der Traveling-Wave Thomsonstreuung (TWTS) welche die Rea-
lisierung ultra-kompakter, intrinsisch synchronisierbarer und hoch-brillianter Röntgenquellen er-
möglicht. TWTS ist eine Methode der Streuung von Laserpulsen an relativistischen Elektronen.
Dabei durchquert ein Elektronenpuls mit nahezu Lichtgeschwindigkeit einen Laserpuls. Während
der Durchquerung beginnen die Elektronen im Feld des Laserpulses zu oszillieren wobei sie
Strahlung emittieren. Die ausgesandte Strahlung besitzt eine deutlich kürzere Wellenlänge als
das Laserfeld aufgrund der hohen Elektronengeschwindigkeit und der damit verbundenen gro-
ßen Dopplerverschiebung. Das besondere an TWTS ist, dass Elektronen- und Laserpropagations-
richtung einen Winkel einschließen sowie pulsfrontverkippte Hochleistungslaserpulse eingesetzt
werden. Dadurch können um Größenordnungen längere Interaktionsdistanzen als in herkömmli-
chen frontalen Thomsonstreuungsanordnungen erreicht werden.
TWTS ermöglicht dadurch die Realisierung optischer Freie-Elektronen Laser (OFEL) und inko-
härenter Strahlungsquellen mit einer um Größenordnungen erhöhten Photonenausbeute gegen-
über Thomsonstreuungsquellen in frontalen Interaktionsanordungen. Werden modernste Elek-
tronenbeschleuniger und Lasersysteme genutzt, dann ist der Betrieb optischer Freie-Elektronen
Laser bereits heute mit TWTS möglich.
Das wird in der Dissertation am Beispiel eines Vakuumultraviolettstrahlung emittierenden TWTS
OFEL gezeigt. Dessen Anforderungen an die Qualität der Elektronen- und Laserpulse werden im
Detail in der Arbeit besprochen sowie weitere Beispiele weicher und harter Röntgenstrahlung
emittierender TWTS OFEL präsentiert. Diese Anforderungen werden anhand von Skalierungs-
vorschriften ermittelt welche aus einer selbstkonsistenten, 1.5 dimensionalen Theorie zur Wech-
selwirkung zwischen Elektronen und Laserfeld in TWTS abgeleitet sind. Sowohl die Theorie zur
Wechselwirkung als auch die Ableitung der Skalierungsvorschriften sind Teile dieser Dissertati-
on. Eine wichtige Erkenntnis der Theorie ist die qualitative Äquivalenz von Elektronen- und Strah-
lungsfeldbewegungsgleichungen in TWTS zu denen herkömmlicher Freie-Elektronen Laser. Das
beweist analytisch die Möglichkeit zur Realisierung eines OFEL mit TWTS.
Einen weiteren wichtigen Teil dieser Dissertation bildet die Arbeit zur Generierung der Laser-
pulse mit verkippter Pulsfront. Optische Aufbauten zur Verkippung der Laserpulsfront werden
vorgestellt und für einige der präsentierten TWTS OFEL ausführlich dargelegt. Die Aufbauten
verkippen nicht nur die Laserpulsfront sondern gewähren gleichzeitig Kontrolle über die Laser-
pulsdispersionen. Dadurch kann während der gesamten Interaktionen eine ausreichend hohe
Qualität des Laserfeldes sichergestellt werden, was für TWTS OFEL und inkohärente TWTS
Lichtquellen mit großem Interaktionswinkel unbedingt notwendig ist. Ein Beispiel einer inko-
härenten TWTS Lichtquelle wird ebenfalls präsentiert. Diese emittiert Strahlung mit einer um
Größenordnungen höheren spektrale Photonendichte als eine herkömmliche Thomsonquelle in
einer frontalen Streuanordnung mit vergleichbaren Laser- und Elektronenpulsen.
ABSTRACT
All across physics research, incoherent and coherent light sources are extensively utilized. Espe-
cially highly brilliant X-ray sources such as third generation synchrotrons or free-electron lasers
have become an invaluable tool enabling experimental techniques that are unique to these kinds
of light sources. But these sources have developed to large scale facilities and a demand in
compact laboratory scale sources providing radiation of similar quality arises nowadays.
This thesis focuses on Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering (TWTS) which allows for the real-
ization of ultra-compact, inherently synchronized and highly brilliant light sources. The TWTS
geometry provides optical undulators, through which electrons pass and thereby emit radiation,
with hundreds to thousands of undulator periods by utilizing pulse-front tilted lasers pulses from
high peak-power laser systems.
TWTS can realize incoherent radiation sources with orders of magnitude higher photon yield
than established head-on Thomson sources. Moreover, optical free-electron lasers (OFELs) can
be realized with TWTS if state-of-the-art technology in electron accelerators and laser systems is
utilized.
This thesis will show that TWTS OFELs emitting ultraviolet radiation are realizable today with
existing technology for electron accelerators and laser systems. The requirements on electron
bunch and laser pulse quality of these ultraviolet TWTS OFELs are discussed in detail as well
as the corresponding requirements of TWTS OFELs emitting in the soft and hard X-ray range.
These requirements are derived from scaling laws which stem from a self-consistent analytic
description of the electron bunch and radiation field dynamics in TWTS OFELs presented within
this thesis. It is shown that these dynamics in TWTS OFELs are qualitatively equivalent to the
electron bunch and radiation field dynamics of standard free-electron lasers which analytically
proves the applicability of TWTS for the realization of an optical free-electron laser.
Furthermore, experimental setup strategies to generate the pulse-front tilted TWTS laser
pulses are presented and designs of experimental setups for the above examples are discussed.
The presented setup strategies provide dispersion compensation, required due to angular dis-
persion of the laser pulse, which is especially relevant when building compact, high-yield hard
X-ray TWTS sources in large interaction angle setups. An example of such an enhanced Thom-
son source by TWTS, which provides orders of magnitude higher spectral photon density than a
comparable head-on interaction geometry, is presented, too.
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1. MOTIVATION
Free-electron lasers (FEL) enabled numerous scientific discoveries throughout various fields of
science ranging from e.g. chemistry [1–3] over atomic and molecular physics [4–6] as well as
material physics [7–9] to structural biology [10–12]. They can provide intense, ultrashort and co-
herent radiation pulses with central wavelengths within a spectral region ranging from several
hundred micrometers (Teraherz scale) down to a tenth of a nanometer (Ångström scale), depend-
ing on design [13]. Accordingly, the range in applications of FELs is large as illustrated by the
selection of works above.
FELs providing infrared radiation are available for decades by now but the quest for under-
standing matter at atomic length and time scales and beyond has driven the development to-
wards hard X-ray FELs providing radiation pulses of femtosecond durations and Ångström wave-
lengths. These enabled, for example, the study of transient nanoscale dynamics of matter or
the determination of structure of small samples before these are destroyed by the intense FEL
radiation pulse [14–19]. But the continuous progress towards shorter radiation wavelength came
on the expanse of increased machine size. While FELs providing far infrared radiation can be
realized on a ten meter scale [20] modern hard X-ray FELs have several hundred meter space
requirements [21, 22]. Naturally, these large scale facilities have higher costs in construction,
operation and personnel. It is therefore desirable to find a feasible solution to reduce the size
of these machines again. This requires to find alternate ways to drive the process underlying
radiation generation in an FEL, since the size increase is inherent to the conventional method
used to build these machines.
In a conventional FEL radiation is produced by relativistic electrons traveling through an undu-
lator, a device consisting of an array of permanent magnets pairs facing each other with different
polarities. From pair to pair the orientation of the magnets is flipped such that the resulting mag-
netic field in the undulator resembles a plane magnetic wave. Electrons traversing the undulator
propagate between the poles of the magnet pairs and thus wiggle with the period of the undu-
lator magnetic field. Thereby they emit radiation at a wavelength determined by their energy Ee
and the undulator magnetic field period λu
λFEL ∝ λu
E2e
.
The interaction distance required to drive radiation generation until saturation, where no more
electron kinetic energy can be converted into radiation, also scales with electron energy and
undulator period
Lsat ∝ Eeλ1/ 3u .
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In order to reduce the size of FELs alternative undulator concepts therefore aim at reducing
the undulator period from the centimeter scale available with conventional undulators into the
millimeter or micrometer scale. Reducing the undulator period by one to two orders of magnitude
allows for a significant reduction of the light source size since the required electron energy to
produce radiation in the X-ray range reduces by an order of magnitude, too, which allows for
an order of magnitude reduction of the kilometer-scale spanning electron accelerators and thus
a significant reduction of facility cost. Furthermore, reduced undulator periods also reduce the
interaction distance required to achieve saturation in FEL radiation production which gives rise
to another reduction of facility size, though it is not as tremendous as the reduction in electron
accelerator length.
Alternative undulator concepts include dielectric structures [23, 24], circular corrugated mi-
crowave waveguides [25] and helical waveguides for microwave pulses copropagating with the
electrons [26]. However, laser pulses [27, 28] are the only scalable alternative to conventional
magnetic undulators since they avoid the generation of electron beam wakefields by surrounding
structures as well as are able to provide undulators of several hundred periods lengths at field
strengths necessary to drive radiation generation until saturation. When utilizing laser pulses as
optical undulators the electron wiggling motion is induced by the electric field of the laser and
the wiggling period is given by the laser wavelength. It is typically on the micrometer scale for
high-power laser systems and thus three to four orders of magnitude smaller than the period
of magnetic undulators. On a fundamental level the radiation generation in optical undulators is
completely equivalent to magnetic undulators which becomes clear when comparing the elec-
tromagnetic fields and their induced motion in the electron rest frame [29].
In fact, the idea to utilize optical undulators to build an FEL is more than thirty years old and
a couple of incoherent sources have been built already [30–38]. Nowadays a few of these are
routinely operated [39–41] and these are the only existing sources of well defined high flux radia-
tion at picometer scale wavelengths. Light sources employing optical undulators are commonly
dubbed Thomson scattering or inverse Compton scattering sources [42–45].
A recent development is the realization of all-optical Thomson sources [46–54] by utilizing
laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) of electrons [55–60]. Laser wakefield accelerators are able
to accelerate electron bunches to energies on the scale of gigaelectronvolts within a few cen-
timeter acceleration distance and to produce electron bunch charges on the scale of hundred
picocoulombs [61, 62]. Electron acceleration takes place by focusing a high-power laser pulse
to micrometer scale transverse widths into an underdense plasma, i. e. a plasma of low enough
density such that the laser pulse is not reflected at the vacuum-plasma transition region, in order
to excite a charge density wave [63]. In LWFA driven Thomson sources the largest component
is the laser system itself since acceleration and scattering take place on a centimeter scale.
Therefore, these compact sources can be considered “table-top” in comparison to conventional
accelerator driven sources employing radiofrequency cavities for electron acceleration and mag-
netic undulators for radiation generation.
Although there have been many realizations of incoherent Thomson sources, an optical FEL
(OFEL) could not be demonstrated up to date. Reasons can be found in the extremely challeng-
ing requirements on the quality of electron bunches and laser pulses inherent to the head-on
scattering geometry of proposed optical FEL schemes so far [64–66].
Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering (TWTS) geometries [67, 68] overcome this problem of
head-on geometries allowing for the realization of optical free-electron lasers [KS1]. Within this
thesis it is shown that OFELs [KS2, KS3] can be realized by TWTS today. With TWTS the electron
bunch and laser pulse requirements for TWTS OFEL operation can be lowered to a level feasible
with current state-of-the-art technology in electron accelerators and laser systems. The combi-
nation of TWTS and LWFA thereby allows for ultra compact setups with inherent synchronization
of electrons and laser. Using conventional accelerated electrons is of course possible, too.
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Figure 1.1.: The Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering geometry for incoherent high yield hard
X-ray sources and TWTS OFELs. Radiation is produced by relativistic electrons fly-
ing trough an optical undulator realized by a pulse-front tilted laser pulse. These are
prepared by letting a laser pulses from a high peak-power laser system pass through
a grating pair arrangement which first tilts the laser pulse-front and second controls
laser dispersion along the electron trajectory. In order to achieve sufficient undulator
strength for a high yield radiation source the laser pulse is focused by a cylindrical
mirror. It is aligned parallel to the electron trajectory and its focal line coincides with
the electron trajectory. The laser pulse front tilt ensures continuous overlap of elec-
trons and laser pulse throughout the whole time the electrons need to cross the
transverse laser pulse profile. With a pulse front tilt of half the interaction angle,
which is enclosed by the electron and laser propagation direction, overlap can be
maintained over hundreds to thousands of undulator periods. The actual interaction
distance in TWTS geometries is only limited by available laser power or size of optics.
(Originally in [KS2])
The TWTS geometry is depicted in fig. 1.1. It overcomes the limitations of head-on Thomson
scattering by switching into a side scattering geometry where electron bunch and laser pulse
propagation directions enclose the interaction angle φ. In order to maintain overlap between
electrons and laser pulse until saturation in radiation production is achieved, the laser pulse front
is tilted with respect to its propagation direction by half the interaction angle. Tilting the laser
pulse-front allows to realize interaction distances on the centimeter to meter scale which is much
longer than the laser pulse length which otherwise limits the achievable interaction distance.
In TWTS the interaction distance is instead determined by the laser pulse width rather than its
length and thus only limited by the available laser power or the size of available optics. Therefore,
interaction distances in TWTS geometries can become much longer than the pulse length of
high-repetition-rate high-power laser systems which are used for high-yield TWTS as well as
head-on Thomson sources.
The availability of several hundred period long optical undulators by TWTS is not only attractive
for TWTS OFEL operation, but also for operating incoherent radiation sources in the hard X-ray
and γ-ray region where TWTS geometries can lead to orders of magnitude higher photon fluxes
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than can be achieved in head-on Thomson scattering geometries today.
Apart from the straight forward realization of a TWTS OFEL as depicted in fig. 1.1, a Raman
FEL has been proposed, too, producing radiation from the interaction of a relativistic electron
bunch flying through an optical lattice formed by two TWTS laser pulses [69, 70].
Since the first presentation of TWTS in ref. [67] in the year 2009, the idea of a TWTS OFEL has
been proposed repeatedly by other groups [71, 72] in the following years. Although these tried
to present methods for the generation of pulse-front tilted laser pulses for TWTS OFELs [71,
72], they did not consider that high power laser pulses are required for TWTS OFEL realization
which renders their setups useless as these used optical components that do not withstand
the energy fluence of a high-power laser pulse. This comes, however, at no surprise as there
was no theoretical description of TWTS OFELs at this time from which electron bunch and laser
pulse requirements for TWTS OFEL operation could be determined. This thesis remedies both
of these issues. First, the TWTS OFEL electron equations of motion are derived within a 1.5D
theory and proven to be formally equivalent to the equations of motion of a conventional FEL.
Second, scaling laws for electron bunch as well as laser pulse requirements are deduced by
making use of the results from the analytical theory. Third, optical setups for the generation of
TWTS laser pulses [KS4] are provided which are suitable for high power laser pulses since only
reflective optics are used.
In the following the thesis structure is outlined. The next chapter explains the basic physical
principles of FELs. Chapter 3 explains in more detail the advantages of Traveling-Wave Thom-
son-Scattering over head-on Thomson scattering, especially in terms of photon conversion effi-
ciency and the influence of quantum effects, and it gives reasons for the reduced electron and
laser pulse requirements for OFEL operation in TWTS geometries compared to head-on Thom-
son scattering geometries. At the same time it explains why OFELs have higher requirements
on electron bunch quality than conventional magnet undulator based FELs. Chapter 4 then goes
into the details of generating pulse-front tilted laser pulses for TWTS taking compensation of
perturbing laser pulse dispersion into account. The presented optical setup strategies allow to
control and remove perturbing laser pulse dispersion along the electron trajectory. This is an
important prerequisite for the realization of TWTS OFELs since dispersion is introduced with
the pulse-front tilt and may hinder coherent radiation amplification. Chapter 5 derives the TWTS
OFEL equations of motion in a fully dispersion compensated laser field as it can be produced
by the setups presented in chapter 4. Within a 1.5D theory it is shown that the TWTS OFEL
equations of motion are formally equivalent to the equations of motion of a conventional FEL
which implies that the microbunching instability will develop and coherent amplification of radia-
tion will take place in TWTS OFELs. Furthermore scaling laws for electron bunch and laser pulse
requirements as well as requirements on the scattering geometry and produced radiation are
derived. These build the basis for the examples presented in chapter 6. It explains the use of the
scaling laws derived in the preceding chapters to design setups for incoherent TWTS sources as
well as TWTS OFELs. Specifically it presents setups for an incoherent source producing 30 keV
photons at an interaction angle of 120◦ and of a TWTS OFEL producing vacuum ultraviolet radi-
ation which are both realizable today. It additionally highlights measures to be taken to achieve
lasing at extreme ultraviolet as well as soft and hard X-ray wavelengths in conjunction with the
requirements on electron bunches and laser pulses. For an Ångström TWTS OFEL the electron
bunch and laser pulse quality requirements, the optical setup for its realization as well as its ap-
plication to probe the femtosecond and nanoscale dynamics of laser driven plasmas by coherent
diffraction imaging are thoroughly discussed. The final chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives
an outlook on possible types of applications for incoherent TWTS sources and TWTS OFELs, and
lists further uses of TWTS besides being a light source.
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2. PRINCIPLES OF FREE-ELECTRON
LASERS
2.1. WHAT IS A FREE-ELECTRON LASER?
Free-electron lasers (FELs) are light sources emitting directed, coherent, small bandwidth and
high intensity radiation with a broad variability in central wavelength. FELs emitting terahertz
radiation with millimeter wavelengths have been built [73] as well as hard X-ray FELs emitting
sub-nanometer radiation [74, 75]. Light is produced in an FEL by relativistic electrons traversing
an undulator whose oscillating (electro-) magnetic field forces the electrons to follow an oscilla-
tory trajectory causing the emission of dipole radiation. The relativistic velocity of the electrons
thereby confines the radiation into a narrow cone in the forward direction [42]. Undulators are
build to mimic an electromagnetic plane wave in the rest frame of the electrons and can either
be realized by an array of magnets where north- and south pole face each other with alternat-
ing orientation along the array or by a laser field. If a laser provides the oscillating field, it is
called an optical undulator. Figures 2.1a and 2.1b visualize a magnetic and an optical undulator,
respectively, and the respective oscillating electron trajectories therein.
The FEL wavelength is determined by resonance of the radiation with the periodic electron
motion in the undulator. Resonance exists when the phase position of an electron inside the
radiation wave is the same at the beginning of each undulator period. Then the faster radiation
wave slips one wavelength with respect to the electron while it moves one undulator period
further. According to fig. 2.1c, the resonance condition for the wavelength being coherently
amplified by a single electron in an undulator is
λsc = Tund(c − v¯ cos θ)
θ≪1≈ cTund(1 − v¯ / c + θ2/ 2) , (2.1)
where c is the speed of light, v¯ the mean velocity of the electron and Tund is the time an electron
needs to travel one undulator period. This time depends on the relative velocity between an
electron and the undulator field. To good approximation Tund = λu/ c for on axis injection into a
magnetic undulator and Tund = λLaser/ (c + v¯ ) ≈ λLaser/ 2c for a counterpropagating laser undula-
tor. While an electron traverses the undulator its mean velocity v¯ is smaller than its incoming
velocity v0 ≈ c
[
1 − 1/ (2γ20 )
]
, with γ0 being the electrons relativistic Lorent factor, due to the
ponderomotive force of the undulator field. It is given by
v¯ = c
[
1 −
1 + a20/ 2
2γ20
]
,
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.1.: (a) An electron bunch traversing a magnetic undulator wiggles and produces
monochromatic radiation due to the magnetic field force. Radiation produced by
the electrons acts back on the bunch and leads to microbunching. Microbunches
are separated by a radiation wavelength λFEL allowing for coherent amplification of
radiation. (b) The electric field of a laser forces the electrons to wiggle just as the
magnetic field of a magnetic undulator in a conventional FEL does. Such an optical
FEL (OFEL) develops microbunching and allows for coherent amplification of radia-
tion but on a much shorter distance due to the micrometer-scale laser wavelength
λLaser being orders of magnitude smaller than the typical centimeter-scale periods
λu of magnetic undulators. (c) Visualizes the resonance condition for coherent am-
plification of a single wavelength λFEL by a single electron. An electron traveling
at speed v¯ oscillates once in the undulator field during the time Tund and thereby
covers the distance v¯Tund. At the same time a radiation wave covers the distance
cTund which encloses the projected electron distance. Their difference must equal
an integer multiple of the radiation wavelength to ensure equal phase relation be-
tween electron and radiation at the beginning of every electron oscillation. Then the
waves radiated during each oscillation constructively interfere. (d) Derivation of the
electron oscillation period Tund in a laser undulator. A period corresponds to the time
an electron with speed v needs to advance one laser period λLaser. It depends on
the relative velocity between electron and laser wave in the direction of motion of
the laser wave Tund = λLaser/ (c − v||) = λLaser/ (c − v cosφ).
where the dimensionless undulator strength parameter is
a0 = 0.934 · B[T] · λu[cm] (magnetic undulator) or
a0 = 0.85 × 10−9 · λLaser[µm] · I
1/ 2[W cm−2] (laser undulator with irradiance I).
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Thus, the wavelength radiated by an electron in an undulator is given by
λsc =
λund
2γ20
(1 + a20/ 2 + γ
2
0θ
2) , (2.2)
which is obtained by inserting the expression for the electrons mean velocity v¯ and λund = cTund
into eq. (2.1). In FELs based on magnetic undulators or optical undulators in head-on scattering
geometries the radiation is typically observed along the electron bunch propagation direction,
i. e. θ = 0, and thus their emitted wavelength is calculated by
λFEL =
λund
2γ20
(1 + a20/ 2) .
1 (2.3)
For relativistic electrons, where β0 = v0/ c ≈ 1, and not too strong optical undulators, i. e.
γ20 ≫ a20, relation (2.2) for the radiated wavelength in an undulator is easily generalized to arbi-
trary interaction angles where the electron and laser propagation direction enclose the angle φ.
Non-collinear propagation of electrons and laser field prolongs the time until one undulator period
is passed and thus increases the undulator period to
λund = cTund =
cλLaser
c − v¯ cosφ
=
λLaser
(1 − β0 cosφ)
as it is depicted in fig. 2.1d.
The undulator strength parameter a0 can also be seen as the normalized deflection angle,
as shown in fig. 2.1c, and mainly determines the composition of the radiation spectrum. With
increasing undulator strength a0 & 1 electrons are deflected beyond the 1/ γ cone along their
mean direction of motion into which most of radiation is emitted leading to a pulsed radiation
time structure, see fig. 2.2. A Fourier decomposition of a pulse train observed in the forward di-
rection shows that its spectrum has significant contributions from harmonics of the fundamental
radiation frequency for a0 & 1. Along the forward direction only odd harmonics are observed due
to the alternating electric field polarization direction from pulse to pulse which originates from
the change in acceleration direction during each undulator half period.
When using radiation in scattering experiments from small samples, e.g. to image nano ob-
jects [76], short and well collimated radiation pulses of high irradiance and small bandwidth are
required to obtain a substantial scattering signal before the object is destroyed by the pulse itself.
The quantity characterizing these pulses best is peak spectral brightness [77]
B =
Nphot
τpulse∆A∆Ω
∆λ
λ
(2.4)
giving the number of photons Nphot within the spectral bandwidth ∆λ/λ in a pulse of duration
τpulse radiated from the source area ∆A into the solid angle ∆Ω. Generally, scattering signals
become better the higher the peak brightness of a source is. But electron bunch quality limits
the achievable peak brightness. The source area, radiation divergence and spectral width of the
radiation can be at best as good as the respective parameters of the electron bunch where its
energy spread limits the spectral width. In order to achieve high photon flux at high peak bright-
ness accelerators providing electrons need to produce high charge electron bunches with low
emittance, i.e. small energy spread and small angular divergence allowing for strong focusing.
1 This definition of the FEL radiation wavelength is only appropriate in interaction geometries where radiation is
primarily emitted along the electron propagation direction. That is, for magnetic and optical undulators where
electrons propagate collinear to the undulator axis or the laser pulse propagation direction, respectively. In Trav-
eling-Wave Thomson-Scattering geometries the primary radiation emission direction encloses an angle with the
electron bunch propagation direction which results in a small modification for the TWTS OFEL radiation wavelength
relation. See ch. 5, specifically eq. (5.11).
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Figure 2.2.: Time structure and spectrum of radiation emitted by a relativistic electron (γ0 = 40)
along its mean propagation direction which interacts with an intense laser pulse in
a head-on scattering geometry. Time structure (left) and spectrum (right) are shown
for two different optical undulator parameters a0 = 0.2 (top) and a0 = 2 (bottom). For
a0 = 2 most radiation is emitted into harmonics owing to deflection of the electron
by an angle larger than 1/ γ with respect to its mean direction of motion during each
oscillation half cycle. The large deflection angle leads to radiation emission outside
the 1/ γ-cone with respect to the mean direction of motion into which most of the
radiation energy is emitted. This causes a pulsed radiation time structure as it is ob-
served along the mean electron direction of motion. These short pulses have broad
spectra due to the strong undulator field and their spectrum peaks at resonances of
the coherent amplification process.
Increasing electron bunch quality also allows to transit from incoherent to coherent radiation
generation further increasing brightness. Normally the power radiated by an electron bunch
traversing an undulator is proportional to the number of electrons Ne in the bunch since these
are distributed randomly along the longitudinal coordinate and therefore radiate independently.
The power observed is proportional to the superposition of the complex electric fields Ej with
phases φj radiated by all Ne electrons
Prad ∝
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ne∑
j
Eje
iϕj
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
Ne∑
j
E2j +
Ne∑
j
Ne∑
k
j &=k
EjEke
i(ϕj−ϕk ) . (2.5)
It becomes proportional to Ne for randomly phase distributed electrons, since the phase factor
exp
[
i(ϕj − ϕk )
]
in the second term averages to zero. In an FEL however, undulators are build long
enough for the radiation to act back on the electron bunch which then develops a substructure in
the form of microbunches that are separated by a radiation wavelength. Then the phases of the
electrons are not random anymore but become correlated, i.e. the phase difference ϕj−ϕk is fixed
to multiples of 2π. Hence the phase factor in the second term approaches unity and radiated
power scales as N2e . This is one of three reasons for the several orders of magnitude higher
peak brightness of FELs compared to synchrotron radiation sources which employ undulators
much shorter than the distance required for microbunching. The second reason for the higher
peak brightness in FELs is their smaller relative radiation bandwidth ∆λFEL/λFEL = 1/Nund which
is inversely proportional to the number of undulator periods Nund [78].2 The third reason is the
higher collimation of FEL radiation. From the number of transverse radiation field modes present
in FEL radiation, the least diffracting one is strongest amplified and eventually dominates which
leads to spatial coherence [80]. This mode is diffraction limited in divergence owing to coherence
and has the smallest possible product of ∆A∆Ω = λ2FEL/ 4 [81]. Fig. 2.3 compares peak spectral
brightness of a few synchrotron, Thomson, betatron and FEL based light sources.
2.2. MICROBUNCHING AND COHERENT RADIATION AMPLIFICATION IN
AN FEL
2.2.1. MICROBUNCHING WITHOUT RADIATION FIELD GAIN
Microbunching of electrons in an FEL is driven by the combined fields of undulator E and initial
(spontaneous) radiation E rad. Their potentials, A and Arad respectively, constitute together the
‘ponderomotive’ potential V which determines the electron motion in an FEL.
V = −qv
(
A + Arad
)
As in the simplest case E = E0 sin(k0(ct + z))ex and E rad = Erad cos(k1(ct − z))ex are plane waves,
their potentials are plane waves, too, and thus the ponderomotive potential takes the form of
a traveling series of periodic potential wells. Electrons in an electron beam, being distributed
over many ponderomotive potential wells, experience a modulation of their kinetic energy Ekin =
(γ − 1)mc2 depending on their position within the ponderomotive potential
dγ
dt
= −
e
mc2
(E rad + E )v
∝ a0Erad
[
cos((k1 + k0)ct − (k1 − k0)z) + cos((k1 − k0)ct − (k1 + k0)z)
]
, (2.6)
which is written for head-on Thomson scattering where vx = (a0/ γ0) cos[k0(ct − z)] [42]. This
equation shows that the combined fields of laser and radiation modulate the electrons kinetic
energy as if it would interact with two waves of different frequency, period and phase velocity.
While the first wave represented by the first term has a phase velocity
vph = c
k1 + k0
k1 − k0
> c
the second wave represented by the second term has a phase velocity
vph = c
k1 − k0
k1 + k0
< c .
The energy modulation induced by the first wave oscillates with twice the incident laser fre-
quency and thus averages out over one undulator period. Since only long term kinetic energy
loss or gain of electrons over many undulator periods are significant for microbunching, this first
2The relative electron bunch energy spread needs to be below this limit as well. Otherwise amplification is strongly
mitigated [79, 80].
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Figure 2.3.: Peak spectral brightness for various types of light sources. The grey shaded area
comprises sources of incoherent radiation from magnetic undulators (continuous
lines), optical undulators (orange crosses) and betatron oscillations during laser-wake-
field acceleration (green crosses). About half of the sources using optical undulators
are compact “table-top” setups making use of laser-wakefield accelerated electrons.
Free-electron lasers producing coherent radiation reach highest peak spectral bright-
nesses. Dashed lines mark facilities currently under construction. (Adapted from ref.
[82] and data from [31, 33, 37, 49, 54, 83, 84].)
wave does not need to be considered further. In contrast, the slower phase velocity of the sec-
ond wave allows it to copropagate with the electron beam and induce a long term kinetic energy
loss or gain over many undulator periods. This second wave is called the ‘ponderomotive wave’.
The electrons phase in the ponderomotive wave
θ = (k1 − k0)ct − (k1 + k0)z
is called the ‘ponderomotive phase’. The kinetic energy modulation in the ponderomotive wave
is such that the resulting drift in phase θ is towards phase positions of ponderomotive potential
minima leading to bunching of electrons at the minima. Analyzing the potential energy of an
electron in the combined electromagnetic potential of laser and radiation
V ∝ −a0Erad sin(θ) ,
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Figure 2.4.: Pendulum-like electron phase space motion in the ponderomotive potential of com-
bined undulator and radiation field. Electrons are initially monoenergetic (η = (γ0 −
γj )/ γ0 = 0) and uniformly distributed in ponderomotive phase θ = (k1−k0)ct−(k1+k0)z.
During interaction they gain kinetic energy while losing potential energy or vice versa
depending on their phase. Then electrons are either faster or slower than the pon-
deromotive wave leading to spatial bunching of the electron beam at minima of the
pondermotive potential.
shows that these minima are spaced by one FEL radiation wavelength and thus radiation in an
FEL is coherently amplified by each microbunch.
Figure 2.4 depicts the temporal evolution of an electrons normalized kinetic energy
η = (γ0 − γ)/ γ0
and ponderomotive phase θ neglecting the fast oscillation of the first wave. In this one-dimen-
sional, plane-wave limit with a0 ≪ 1 the equations of motion for the jth electron are
γ˙j = −
a0eErad
2γjmc
cos θj , θ˙j = 4k0c
γ0 − γj
γ0
, (2.7)
which can be reduced to a pendulum equation for the phase
θ¨j −Ω
2 cos θj = 0 with Ω
2 = 2ek0a0Erad/ γ
2
0m
being the square of the oscillation angular eigenfrequency for electrons near potential minima.
These minima are located at θ = (4n + 1)π/ 2, n ∈ N and accordingly electrons oscillate in pon-
deromotive phase around these positions. Electrons starting in potential minima are neither
accelerated nor decelerated but remain constant in ponderomotive phase θ˙ = 0. This again
expresses that radiation is produced at a wavelength being in resonance with the electron oscil-
lation in the undulator. Consequently, the FEL radiation wavelength relation (2.3) is also obtained
if θ˙ = 0 = (k1 − k0)c − (k1 + k0)z˙ is solved for k1.
2.2.2. MICROBUNCHING AND RADIATION AMPLIFICATION WITH RADIATION FIELD
GAIN
The microbunch-wise coherent superposition of radiation increases its power by orders of mag-
nitude over spontaneous emission during interaction. Thus, the implicitly made assumption of a
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constant radiation field in the above description of electron dynamics does not hold. Rather a tem-
poral evolution of amplitude Erad(t) and phase Υ(t) of the radiation field E rad = Erad(t) cos(k1(ct −
z) + Υ(t))ex needs to be taken into account. Writing the field in this form focuses on the basic
processes of the interaction modeled in an infinitely long electron beam and radiation field. The
finite spatial extents of electron, laser and radiation pulse are neglected as well as transverse
momentum components of electrons, the influence of space charge on electron dynamics, radi-
ation diffraction and slippage of the FEL pulse with respect to the electron beam (see ref. [80]
for a sophisticated treatment). By including the slowly varying phase Υ(t) the variation of radia-
tion phase velocity during interaction is taken into account. The radiation phase velocity variation
stems from the evolution of the charge distribution in the electron beam, which represents a
medium within the radiation wave propagates.
As a consequence of the radiation phase drift during amplification the phase velocity of the
ponderomotive wave drifts as well. Accordingly the phase of an electron therein changes during
radiation amplification leading to a reinterpretation of ponderomotive phase θ → θ + Υ. The
temporal evolution of radiation field phase, radiation field amplitude and individual electron pon-
deromotive phases are connected via Maxwell’s equations and the above pendulum equations.
Both radiation field phase and amplitude are driven by the transverse electron beam current
Jx =
∑
j −eδ(r − r j )vx,j depending on electron positions and hence ponderomotive phases which
in turn depend on radiation amplitude and phase. Thus in an FEL the radiation field couples elec-
tron dynamics allowing for coherent amplification of the radiation itself. The set of FEL equations
of motion becomes self-consistent by adding to eq. 2.6 the temporal evolution of radiation field
amplitude arad = eErad/ mc2k1 and phase Υ
d(γj / γ0)
dt ′
= −a0arad cos(θj +Υ) ,
dθj
dt ′
= 2
γ0 − γj
γ0
,
darad
dt ′
= γ0
Ω
2
p
(k1c)2
a0 〈cos(θ +Υ)〉 , dΥdt ′ = −γ0
Ω
2
p
(k1c)2
a0
arad
〈sin(θ +Υ)〉 , (2.8)
which assumes γj ≃ γ0 and where Ω2p = e2ne/ ǫ0m ∝ ne is the plasma frequency of the electron
beam with number density ne, ǫ0 is the vacuum permittivity, 〈· · ·〉 = (1/Ne)
∑Ne
j (· · ·) is an average
over all electrons in the potential and the time derivative is with respect to the number of optical
undulator periods passed t ′ = kuct.
Electron dynamics according to the self-consistent equations of motion are visualized in fig.
2.5, assuming electrons are initially uniformly distributed in phase θ and are monoenergetic, i. e.
their normalized kinetic energy pj ∝ (γ0 − γj )/ γ0 = 0 for all electrons. In addition, the radia-
tion field phase and amplitude are assumed to vanish initially resulting in an initially vanishing
ponderomotive potential V .
At the beginning radiation power increases quickly by a few orders of magnitude owing to a
transfer of kinetic energy from the majority of electrons into radiation. Compared to the constant
radiation field case of eqs. (2.7) and fig. 2.4, where the amount of electrons losing kinetic en-
ergy was the same as those gaining kinetic energy, this imbalanced transfer of electron kinetic
energy is caused by a drift of the ponderomotive phase. Due to this drift most electrons initially
in an accelerating phase reduce their acceleration while electrons initially in a decelerating phase
are decelerated even stronger which at the same time increases emission of radiation. With
increasing radiation the potential becomes stronger leading to stronger microbunching. This
again increases radiation production and ponderomotive phase shift leading to continued radia-
tion amplification owing to this self-amplifying feedback. Shortly before saturation well separated
microbunches have developed and are spaced in phase by 2π equaling one radiation wavelength.
Thereafter electrons spread out in phase again and the ratio of electrons taking energy from the
radiation field to electrons supplying energy to the radiation field slowly inverses which finally
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leads to a decrease in radiation power.
During amplification radiation power increases exponentially Prad(t) ∝ ect/ LG = e4π
√
3ρct/λu .
Thereby the gain length LG
LG =
λu
4π
√
3ρ
(2.9)
is the distance an electron bunch travels within the undulator field during a relative radiation
power increase of e. The dimensionless Pierce parameter ρ is a measure for the coupling of the
radiation field to the electron bunch and solely determines (in this one dimensional theory) the
speed at which radiation power increases
ρ =
(
γ20a
2
0
8
Ω
2
p,rel
(k1c)2
) 1
3
(for a20/ 2 ≪ 1) , (2.10)
where Ωp,rel = Ωp/
√
γ0 is the true oscillation frequency of space charge waves propagating along
the mean electron direction of motion.
The coupling depends on incident laser power a20 as well as electron energy γ0 and increases
when these are increased due to the increase in radiated power from incoherent scattering
Pinc ∝ a20γ20 . The ratio of electron beam plasma frequency to radiation frequency quantifies the
influence of the electron bunch as a medium for the radiation wave. If the radiation frequency
is large compared to the plasma frequency, the electron beam will be almost transparent to the
radiation. Then the radiation phase modulation Υ˙, which is the root of sustained microbunching
and thus coherent amplification, is weaker and the development of microbunching takes longer,
cf. eq. (2.8). This is why undulators of X-ray FELs starting from spontaneous radiation are one
hundred meters long and FELs providing microwave radiation and starting from spontaneous
radiation are a few meters long [85].
Typical values for Pierce parameters of free-electron lasers starting amplification from their
own incoherent emitted radiation are 10−3 < ρ < 10−4. Its value is of importance not only when
determining the length of an undulator required to achieve saturation, but it is also a measure of
FEL efficiency and bandwidth. At saturation when the scaled radiation power a2 = Prad/ ρPe ≈ 1,
where Pe = γ0mc2Ip/ e is the power of an electron beam of peak current Ip, the transfer of
electron beam power into radiation power is directly proportional to ρ which thus determines
FEL efficiency. The FEL bandwidth can be calculated when deriving radiation field growth for a
multi frequency radiation field and is found to be ∆λFEL/λFEL ≈ 2ρ [82]. This at the same time
determines the electron energy spread at saturation ∆γ/ γ ≤ ρ which sets an upper limit on the
initial electron energy spread since larger energy spreads greatly reduce amplification [79, 80].
Besides electron energy spread, there are three dimensional properties of electron bunches
and radiation which affect its amplification in a real setup. There are, for example, electron bunch
emittance and radiation diffraction. The next section gives an overview on the most important
parameters and their limits in order to drive the exponential amplification process.
2.3. REQUIREMENTS ON ELECTRON BUNCH AND RADIATION BEAM
PARAMETERS
Large electron energy spreads increase the gain length, broaden the radiation spectrum and if
the radiation produced at startup is too broadband, will inhibit microbunching and hence radiation
amplification. An upper limit for acceptable electron energy spread can be derived from the
radiation bandwidth at saturation [80] given by the Pierce parameter
∆λFEL
λFEL
≈ 2ρ . (2.11)
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Figure 2.5.: Temporal evolution of electron phase space (blue), ponderomotive potential (orange)
and electron density (red) in an FEL together with the increase in radiation power until
saturation is reached. Lsat is the distance traveled by electrons until saturation. Ini-
tially electrons are monoenergetic and uniformly distributed in ponderomotive phase
θ. During interaction radiation is produced which increases the ponderomotive poten-
tial leading to confinement of electron phase space motion into intervals enclosing
the potential minima. The bunching induced in this way drives the ponderomotive
potential phase, the evolution of which forces the majority of electrons to transfer
energy to the radiation field which in turn increases the ponderomotive potential and
thus electron bunching. This positive feedback loop provides for exponential amplifi-
cation of radiation Prad ∝ ect/ LG over many gain length LG until maximum bunching
and shortly after saturation is achieved.
The FEL radiation wavelength relation eq. (2.3) connects electron beam energy spread ∆γ0/ γ0 to
radiation bandwidth 2∆γ0/ γ0 = ∆λFEL/λFEL yielding as a limit
∆γ0
γ0
≤ ρ . (2.12)
The longitudinal space-charge field can disturb microbunching, too. Space charge is not of
importance as long as the reduced plasma oscillation wavelength k−1p , with k
2
p = Ω
2
p/ γ
3
0c
2, is
larger than the gain length [86]
k−1p > LG , (2.13)
which is usually fulfilled in optical undulators where gain lengths are in the millimeter range.
Space charge already impacts the electron beam dynamics before acceleration by introducing
a divergence to the beam which is linked to electron beam emittance. An electron beam doubles
its cross section after propagation by a distance β⋆ = σ2bγ0/ ǫN, where σb is the rms cross-sec-
tional radius of the electron beam and ǫN its normalized emittance. As depicted in fig. 2.6a, this
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6.: (a) Loss of overlap between electrons and laser field due to electron beam diver-
gence. (b) Parts of the divergent radiation beam decouple from amplification by
leaving the area swept over by the electron beam of rms cross-sectional radius σb.
increase in size reduces overlap with the laser and further reduces the electron density on axis
and hence the coupling as well as the effective number of electrons producing radiation. As both
lead to a reduction of amplification there is a limit on electron beam emittance
ǫN ≤
2σ2bγ0
Lsat
, (2.14)
which requires saturation of the amplification within two β⋆. This limit is typically not of impor-
tance for FELs using magnetic undulators where the increasing strength of the undulator field
towards the poles provides natural focusing and where strong focusing using quadrupoles is ap-
plied between undulator sections. But it is of importance for optical undulators where interaction
distances are in the sub-meter range which does not allow for refocusing and where laser beam
profiles are typically not tailored to provide natural focusing.
Overlap of the electron beam with the radiation beam is of importance, too. The radiation
beam naturally diverges during interaction such that radiation leaks out of the electron bunch
and is lost for amplification, see fig. 2.6b. Since new radiation is produced continuously during
interaction, the loss can be offset by gain. The diffraction loss is small if the Rayleigh length
zR = 4πσ2b/λFEL of the radiation is larger than the gain length
zR > LG . (2.15)
Equaling the radiation and electron beam characteristic divergence lengths, zR and β⋆ respec-
tively, yields a condition for perfect matching of electron beam emittance ǫN and radiation beam
emittance
ǫN =
γ0λFEL
4π
, (2.16)
which ensures good spatial (transverse) coherence. A more accurate estimate for the degree of
transverse coherence can be made by calculating the transverse coherence parameter [87, 88]
ǫˆ =
2πǫN
γ0λFEL
, (2.17)
which is on the order of unity, ǫˆ ≈ 1, for optimum transverse coherence. This requirement
for optimum transverse coherence can be recast into a requirement on normalized transverse
electron beam emittance
ǫN =
γ0λFEL
2π
. (2.18)
Comparing this requirement for transverse coherence to the requirement for equal electron
bunch and radiation divergence (2.16), it can be seen that the radiation divergence needs to
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Figure 2.7.: Reflectivity of mirrors under normal incidence for typical metallic coatings as well as
for multi-layer mirrors and atomic crystals at the Bragg angle. No high reflectivity
materials are available for EUV, soft and hard X-ray wavelengths which could be used
for resonator mirrors. (Adapted from ref. [77]).
be smaller then the electron bunch divergence for optimum transverse coherence. Since mi-
crobunching is initiated where the radiation irradiance is largest, a smaller radiation divergence
facilitates the microbunching process. On the other hand, a microbunch develops only over the
whole electron bunch width if the radiation diverges, since divergence propagates information
about the radiation phase, along which microbunches develop, from the bunch center across
the whole bunch. Therefore, radiation divergence is necessary but must not be too strong in or-
der to ensures a uniform microbunch front which makes transverse coherence possible. Useful
transverse coherence is typically available in the range ǫˆ = 0.5 · · · 10.
2.4. RADIATION PROPERTIES OF SELF-AMPLIFIED SPONTANEOUS
EMISSION FELS
Free-electron lasers reaching high photon output in the extreme ultraviolet and X-ray range make
use of self-amplification of emitted spontaneous radiation (SASE) described in section 2.2. This
is necessary as mirrors for resonators are not available in this spectral region since the reflectivity
of metals typically used as mirror coatings quickly drops to zero and reflection from multilayer
mirrors or atomic crystals using the Bragg angle has too low reflectivity as shown in fig. 2.7.
The amplification from spontaneous radiation is a stochastic process varying in its starting con-
ditions from shot-to-shot which leads to intrinsic shot-to-shot variations of FEL radiation spectra
and pulse structure [89]. A typical FEL spectrum is not a smooth bell shaped curve but consists
of a few peaks as shown in fig. 2.8. The same holds for the temporal pulse structure with similar
intensity fluctuations over a pulse duration. These originate from the difference between elec-
tron bunch length and the length over which phase correlation in an FEL can develop. To achieve
temporal phase correlation the electrons must synchronize their oscillation via the radiation field.
But synchronization cannot take place over the whole electron bunch as the radiation originating
at the end of the bunch does not sweep over the whole bunch until the end of the undulator. On
the contrary, electron bunch lengths for existing X-ray FELs are several tens of micrometer while
the advance of the radiation field with respect to the electron bunch is typically ten micrometer
after passing one thousand undulator periods. The cooperation length lc = λFEL/ 4πρ over which
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Figure 2.8.: Single shot and averaged spectra of the SCSS FEL. The single shot spectrum (blue)
consists of a few peaks the position of which differs from shot-to-shot. The continu-
ous spectrum (orange) is an average over 100 shots displaying an average spectrum
bandwidth of 0.58% FWHM. (Adapted from ref. [91]).
temporal coherence in an FEL pulse develops is determined by the radiation slippage over a gain
length. With it and the electron bunch length lb the number of spikes in an FEL pulse can be
estimated by lb/ 2πlc [90]. These can be several ten in existing X-ray FELs.
One method to improve temporal coherence is seeding of an FEL with radiation at a subhar-
monic wavelength of the undulator radiation [92]. Such a high-gain harmonic-generation (HGHG)
FEL emitting extreme ultraviolet radiation has been built at FERMI [93, 94]. In HGHG a temporally
coherent pulse at a sub-harmonic of the target X-ray wavelength provides an initial radiation field
when overlapped with an electron bunch in a short undulator section (modulator) of the same
period as the undulators later used for X-ray amplification (radiator). In the modulator electrons
start their pendulum motion and obtain a small energy spread. In a following dispersive section
this energy spread is converted into a regular density modulation representing a microbunching
at a multiple of the radiation wavelength. This microbunching then is a coherent seed for X-ray
amplification in the radiator producing temporally coherent FEL pulses [95]. This scheme can be
repeated several times where the first stage is used to produce a coherent seeding field for the
second stage modulator and so forth.
While the temporal coherence of FELs is limited, they become almost fully transverse co-
herent when interaction lasts until saturation. Spatial coherence is reached when the radiation
consists only of a single transverse field mode. At the beginning of radiation amplification many
modes are excited and compete in reshuffling the electrons to initiate the feedback loop. But
only the fundamental gaussian mode has its highest intensity on the electron beam axis where
electron density is largest and its divergence is smallest compared to all other modes. For both
reasons it is in favor over other modes and has the largest growth rate which is referred to as
‘gain guiding’ [96, 97]. The exponential amplification of the fundamental gaussian mode is a
strong process that can lead to transverse coherence even if the electron beam divergence is
larger than the radiation field divergence as opposed to sources of spontaneous radiation offering
only good coherence if this condition is met [98].
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3. TRAVELING-WAVE
THOMSON-SCATTERING FOR
COMPACT AND BRIGHT LIGHT
SOURCES
Today operating or planned X-ray free-electron lasers are based on conventional magnetic un-
dulators for radiation generation. These have periods on the centimeter scale and thus require
GeV electron energies to produce X-rays, according to the scattered wavelength relation (2.3).
Therefore, X-ray FELs require kilometer scale conventional accelerators. Reducing the undula-
tor period to millimeter or sub-millimeter scale would allow for a substantial decrease of the
facilities through the reduced demand in electron energy, which would allow for a considerable
decrease of accelerator size. Optical undulators from high power laser pulses are able to provide
the desired decrease in undulator period. Optical undulators furthermore circumvent the tech-
nological challenges encountered when miniaturizing magnetic undulators. These partially arise
from the required reduction of undulator gap that is needed to maintain a constant undulator
field on axis when reducing the magnet size in order to reduce the period [99, 100]. Small gaps
require for example low divergence electron beams and increase the back action of electron
beam wakefields on the beam itself. On the other hand, handling as well as magnet-to-magnet
magnetization stability during operation becomes increasingly difficult with higher magnetization
but larger gaps.
With laser undulators the undulator period λund is determined by the central wavelength λLaser
of the laser and the interaction angle φ enclosed by the electron and laser direction of propaga-
tion, see fig. 2.1d,
λund =
λLaser
1 − β0 cosφ
,
where β0 = v0/ c is the normalized initial electron velocity. With high-power-laser wavelengths
typically at 1 µm accessible undulator periods range from 500 nm to 3 mm at interaction angles
between 180◦ and 1.5◦, assuming relativistic electrons β0 ≈ 1. The corresponding radiated
wavelength at arbitrary interaction angle φ is
λsc =
λLaser
2γ20 (1 − β0 cosφ)
(1 + a20/ 2 + γ
2
0θ
2) (3.1)
where the observation direction and the electron beam axis together enclose the observation
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Figure 3.1.: Scaling of scattered photon energy for optical undulators with laser wavelength
λLaser = 1 µm in dependence of electron energy and interaction angle φ. The cor-
responding undulator period λund ≈ λLaser/ (1 − cosφ) is given for each interaction an-
gle. With constant electron energy the scattered photon energy can be tuned from
the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) to the hard X-ray range just by adjusting the interaction
angle.
angle θ. Figure 3.1 shows the scaling of emitted photon energy with electron energy and interac-
tion angle for on axis (θ = 0) observation. Even for fixed energy electron sources the interaction
angle grants control over scattered photon energy over orders of magnitude.
3.1. LIMITS OF STANDARD HEAD-ON THOMSON SCATTERING
As of today a couple of Thomson scattering sources have been realized, see fig. 2.3, most of
them in a head-on scattering geometry. The yield of these sources has become comparable
to third generation light sources and for photon energies of a few hundred keV and above they
are the only high yield sources. But when aiming at higher photon yields limits of the standard
Thomson scattering geometry are encountered which restrict the realization of a source with high
yield and small bandwidth, i.e. a harmonic-free spectrum [67]. The photon yield of a Thomson
source scales with the number of electrons Ne in the bunch, the number of undulator periods
Nund and the scaled laser amplitude a0 = 0.85 × 10−9 · λLaser[µm] · I1/ 2[W cm−2], for a laser with
irradiance I,
Nphot = αNeNunda
2
0 ,
where α ≈ 1/ 137 is the fine structure constant [43].
For a fixed electron source the yield can be increased by either increasing the laser irradiance or
by increasing the number of undulator periods. Increasing the laser irradiance is limited by a0 < 1
from the requirement of a small bandwidth, harmonic-free source in order to avoid photon losses
from monochromators. Increasing the number of undulator periods is limited by spatial overlap
of electrons and laser pulse in two ways.
First, in a head-on scattering geometry laser pulse defocusing during interaction limits the
interaction distance to approximately twice the Rayleigh length zR = πw20 /λLaser of the laser
pulse, see fig. 3.2a. Increasing the laser width w0 > 2σe to values larger than twice the electron
beam rms cross-sectional radius σe increases the possible interaction distance but results in
a waste of laser photons due to non-optimum overlap. The maximum number of undulator
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2.: (a) Non-optimum overlap between laser and electron pulse to ensure efficient inter-
action over two Rayleigh lengths zR. The laser pulse focal width is chosen larger than
the electron pulse width to mitigate field amplitude reduction from defocusing. Poor
overlap results in a waste of laser energy. (b) In a standard side-scattering geometry
laser energy is wasted, too. Wide laser pulses are needed to obtain the maximum
number of optical undulator periods given by the number of laser oscillations. The
actual region of overlap between electron and laser pulse is only a small fraction of
the complete laser pulse but in side scattering the interaction length is not limited by
laser defocusing since the laser focus is on the electron trajectory.
periods achievable in a head-on geometry equals the number of laser oscillations within the
pulse duration τ0, provided the laser width is properly matched in order to include the interaction
distance within two Rayleigh lengths 2zR = cτ0/ 2. Assuming for example a 1 µm wavelength
laser pulse, a target scaled amplitude a0 = 0.5 and an optical undulator length of 5000 periods,
i. e. cτ0/λLaser = 5000, the required laser width is w0 = 20 µm in order to match the laser focal
region of 2zR to the possible interaction distance of 2500λLaser. In an ultra-compact setup utilizing
laser-wakefield acceleration these 20 µm can be already twice the size of the electron bunch after
acceleration. The laser energy requirement is therefore four times higher than it would need to
be if the laser width could be matched to the electron bunch diameter.
Second, in a side-scattering geometry, see fig. 3.2b, the laser width depends on the number
of laser oscillation periods within the laser, too. The width must be chosen to allow the electron
bunch to oscillate in all available laser periods within the laser pulse duration. If the laser width
is too small, the electron bunch will only oscillate in a fraction of the available laser periods since
the transverse laser profile ends before the whole longitudinal laser profile has swept over the
electron bunch. The matched width of the laser pulse w0 = cτ0 sinφ/ (1 − β0 cosφ) is given by its
duration and the interaction angle. Carrying on the last example for an interaction angle of ninety
degree, the required pulse width is w0 = 5 mm, the 250-fold of the above head-on scattering case
since the overlap between laser pulse and electrons is even worse. However, ninety degree side
scattering has on the one hand the advantage of being independent of the laser Rayleigh length
since the electrons move within the laser focal plane. On the other hand it allows matching of
the laser pulse focal width to the electron beam width in the direction transverse to laser and
electron propagation direction, i.e. allows for optimum overlap in this direction.
3.2. SCALABLE OPTICAL UNDULATORS WITH TRAVELING-WAVE
THOMSON-SCATTERING
The disadvantage of waisting laser energy in standard Thomson scattering sources can be over-
come in Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering (TWTS). TWTS realizes optimum overlap of electron
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Figure 3.3.: Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering (TWTS) optimizes the electron and laser pulse
overlap by employing a side-scattering geometry and pulse-front tilted laser pulses.
Phase fronts are perpendicular to the laser propagation direction and the angle be-
tween phase fronts and pulse front defines the pulse-front tilt angle αtilt. The com-
bination of side scattering at an angle φ and pulse-front tilt of half the interaction
angle αtilt = φ/ 2 ensures continuous overlap of electrons and laser over the whole
laser pulse width while the electrons traverse it. In TWTS the number of undulator
periods Nund becomes independent of laser pulse duration τ0 but is determined by
laser pulse width. (Originally in [KS4])
Figure 3.4.: Laser pulse-front tilt angle αtilt is determined by matching the delay δ of the
pulse-front along the horizontal direction to the electron pulse delay, δ =
v∆t sin(φ) tan(αtilt)
!
= c∆t − v∆t cosφ.
and laser pulse by making use of a side-scattering geometry and a tilt of the laser pulse-front.
With a tilt of the laser pulse-front there is a longitudinal offset between irradiance maxima
across the transverse laser profile. The angle enclosed by the pulse-front and phase-fronts, which
are aligned perpendicular to the laser pulse direction of propagation, is the pulse-front tilt angle
αtilt. The pulse-front tilt in TWTS ensures continuous overlap of laser pulse and electrons during
the interaction, even when these are far from the laser pulse center, see fig. 3.3. A tilt αtilt =
φ/ 2 by half the interaction angle optimally compensates the lag of the electrons during their
propagation obliquely to the laser pulse propagation direction. Following fig. 3.4 this matches
the delay of the laser pulse front δ = β0c∆t sin(φ) tan(αtilt) to the electron lag along the laser
pulse propagation direction δ = c∆t(1 − β0 cosφ), acquired within the time ∆t,
αtilt = arctan
(
1 − β0 cosφ
β0 sinφ
)
γ0≫1≃ φ/ 2 , (3.2)
assuming relativistic electron pulses.
With complete overlap of electrons and laser pulse provided by the combination of pulse-front
tilt and side scattering the number of undulator periods becomes independent of laser pulse
duration in TWTS. The interaction distance is instead controlled solely by the horizontal laser
pulse width within the interaction plane spanned by laser and electron propagation direction.
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Figure 3.5.: Compared to standard Thomson scattering much longer interaction distances Lint
can be provided with the same laser energy using TWTS which employs pulse-front
tilted laser pulses and side scattering. (Originally in [KS2])
The number of undulator periods is thus only limited by available laser power and size of optics.
Defocusing of the laser pulse in the interaction plane imposes no problem. With centimeter
wide laser pulses used for long optical undulators the Rayleigh length is several hundred meter
and therefore much larger than the centimeter to meter distances covered by the laser pulse
during interaction. In the plane perpendicular to the interaction plane the laser can be focused
directly on the electron trajectory by a cylindrical mirror, the focal line of which is aligned with the
electron beam axis. In the longitudinal direction the laser pulse needs to enclose the electron
bunch if all electrons in the bunch shall produce radiation. All in all there is optimum overlap
between electron and laser pulse and no waste of laser energy in TWTS. As depicted in fig. 3.5,
this optimum overlap allows for the realization of longer optical undulators and thus a brighter
light source in TWTS than in standard Thomson scattering geometries using the same laser
system.
3.3. WHY COMPACT FREE-ELECTRON LASER SCHEMES HAVE HIGHER
QUALITY REQUIREMENTS ON ELECTRON BUNCHES
Using optical undulators in head-on scattering geometries in order to realize compact optical
free-electron lasers (OFEL) has been discussed for decades [27, 28, 65]. Yet they have not
been experimentally demonstrated due to the extremely challenging requirements on the quality
of laser and electron beams [66, 101] arising from their low MeV range electron energies in
conjunction with the scaling of electron beam requirements presented in section 2.3.
The Pierce parameter [102, 103] is the fundamental scaling parameter for the electron beam
requirements. In ch. 5 and ref. [KS2] it is derived for an OFEL at arbitrary interaction angle φ and in
terms of electron bunch peak current Ip, electron bunch rms cross-sectional radius σb and Lorentz
factor γ0 as well as scaled laser amplitude a0 and optical undulator period λund ≈ λLaser/ (1−cosφ)
it is given by
ρ =
[
1
16γ30
Ip
IA
(
λunda0fB
2πσb
)2]1/ 3 a20≪2≃
[
γ0
4
Ip
IA
(
λFELa0
2πσb
)2]1/ 3
,
using the approximation λFEL ≈ λund/ 2γ20 for the FEL radiation wavelength λFEL, and where
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IA ≈ 17 kA is the Alfvén current, fB = [J0(χ) − J1(χ)] is the Bessel function factor with Jn(χ) being
the nth Bessel function of the first kind and χ = a20/ (4 + 2a
2
0).
As can be seen from the right-hand side, the Pierce parameter and hence the electron radiation
coupling reduces when realizing a target radiation wavelength λFEL with compact undulators re-
quiring low electron energies. With decreasing coupling the gain bandwidth, being the region of
the radiation spectrum that is coherently amplified, becomes smaller, too. According to the scal-
ing laws for electron beam requirements from section 2.3 this directly translates into a smaller
acceptable electron relative energy spread ∆γ0/ γ0 ≤ ρ ∝ γ1/ 30 λ2/ 3FEL and acceptable normalized
transverse emittance ǫN ≤ σb
√
2ρ ∝ γ1/ 60 λ1/ 3FEL. Although the dependence on electron energy
seems to be weak, the reduction from GeV to MeV energies for X-ray wavelengths makes a
huge difference in quality requirements.
Yet, the TWTS geometry is in favor over head-on geometries at this point. The variability of
TWTS with respect to the interaction angle allows to prefer small interaction angle scenarios φ .
20◦ with undulator periods up to hundreds of micrometers and corresponding electron energies
on a 100 MeV-scale for X-ray wavelengths. These are still two orders of magnitude smaller
than the centimeter periods of conventional magnetic undulators, which enables a significant
decrease in facility size, but these optical undulator periods are large enough to yield feasible
requirements on electron beam quality.
The next section contrasts in a particular example a TWTS OFEL setup to two head-on OFEL
scenarios, where the difference between the head-on setups is the central wavelength of the
laser systems used to generate the optical undulator field. It is shown that for TWTS the afore-
mentioned possibility of not using the smallest possible undulator period results in higher effi-
ciency in laser to radiation photon conversion, higher brightness, weaker normalized transverse
emittance requirement and better transverse coherence.
3.4. TRAVELING-WAVE THOMSON-SCATTERING FOR OPTICAL
FREE-ELECTRON LASERS
The freedom to choose an interaction angle and thus the electron energy can be used to con-
siderably soften the electron beam requirements in TWTS OFELs compared to head-on OFEL
schemes [KS1]. In this section OFELs radiating at 13.5 nm using two different types of elec-
tron sources are compared. Electron sources are a standard radio-frequency accelerator and a
laser-wakefield accelerator.
Both accelerators are assumed to provide electron pulses with equal peak current of 5 kA to
ease comparison. The high current value is necessary to allow for head-on OFEL realization in
general. Radio frequency accelerated (rf) electrons have higher emittance ǫN = 1πmm mrad and
bunch charge Qel = 500 pC but longer pulse duration τel = 100 fs. Due to the higher emittance a
larger focal width σb = 15 µm is chosen to achieve a sufficient depth of focus. Laser wakefield
accelerated (LWFA) electrons have emittance ǫN = 0.2πmm mrad, bunch charge Qel = 50 pC,
pulse duration τel = 10 fs and focal width σb = 5 µm.
The TWTS OFELs make use of different laser systems for each of the electron sources. For the
rf electrons a 750 TW laser with 120 fs pulse duration and 1 µm wavelength is chosen and for the
LWFA electrons a 202 TW, 30 fs, 800 nm system. The former resembles the PEnELOPE system
currently under construction at HZDR [104, 105] and the latter the DRACO system operating at
HZDR [106, 107]. Two head-on OFEL schemes based on different laser systems are compared
to TWTS for each of the electron sources. One scheme utilizes a 10.64 µm wavelength CO2
laser and the other an 800 nm Ti:sapphire system. All laser systems provide optical undulators
of strength a0 = 0.6 to facilitate comparison.
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Table 3.1.: Experimental parameters of head-on and TWTS OFELs radiating at 13.5 nm using ei-
ther rf-accelerated or laser wakefield accelerated (LWFA) electrons. Parameter values
are obtained by the scaling laws presented in ch. 5 and ref. [KS2].
Parameter TWTS TWTS Ti:sa Ti:sa CO2 CO2
RF acc. LWFA RF acc. LWFA RF acc. LWFA
Resonant wavelength [nm] 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5
Laser wavelength [µm] 1 0.8 0.8 0.8 10.64 10.64
Interaction angle [◦] 6.75 4.6 180 180 180 180
Undulator wavelength [µm] 143 245 0.4 0.4 5.32 5.32
Electron energy [MeV] 40 52.6 1.6 1.6 7.3 7.3
Peak current [kA] 5 5 5 5 5 5
Norm. emittance [mm mrad] 1.0 0.2 0.8 0.4 1 0.5
Rel. energy spread 0.3% 0.69% 0.12% 0.24% 0.18% 0.38%
Undulator parameter a0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Laser energy [J] 90.0 6.1 22.7 1.2 4.5 1.0
Intensity profile stability 3.9% 8.8% 1.5% 3.2% 2.4% 4.9%
Gain length [mm] 2.16 1.63 16.0 × 10−3 8.0 × 10−3 0.13 65.0 × 10−3
Interaction distance [mm] 34.54 26.13 0.25 0.12 0.22 0.10
EUV Photons 2.9 × 1012 8.7 × 1012 8.5 × 1010 1.8 × 1010 48.0 × 1010 10.0 × 1010
In order to reach the target radiation wavelength of 13.5 nm the electron energies for the CO2
and Ti:sapphire system need to be 7.3 MeV and 1.6 MeV, respectively. In TWTS the electron
energy is not solely determined by the radiation wavelength but also depends on the interaction
angle. In TWTS the variability in interaction angle allows to tweak the electron and laser quality
requirements in order to find the best trade-off. The best requirement on energy spread (eq.
(2.12)) at the given emittance (which needs to be sufficient to fulfill the requirments (5.23) and
(2.14)) are found at interaction angles of 6.75◦ and 4.6◦ for rf acceleration and LWFA setup, re-
spectively. The corresponding electron energies are 40 MeV and 53 MeV, respectively. These
are still small compared to conventional FELs using magnet undulators with centimeter scale
undulator periods. For example, the FLASH FEL [108] produces 13.5 nm radiation with an undu-
lator of 2.73 cm period requiring 681 MeV electron energy which is an order of magnitude larger
than the requirement of the TWTS setups featuring undulator periods on the scale of 200 µm.
Furthermore the 27 m interaction distance at FLASH is three orders of magnitude larger than
the 35 mm of the TWTS OFEL using rf-accelerated electrons. The complete electron and laser
parameters of the TWTS OFELs are summarized in tab. 3.1.
Comparing the electron energy spread requirements, TWTS already shows its advantage over
head-on Thomson schemes. The TWTS setups have a twofold higher energy spread acceptance
than the CO2 laser setups and an almost threefold higher acceptance than the Ti:sapphire setups.
Furthermore, the 1 mm mrad emittance of the rf-accelerated electrons is actually a bit too large
for the Ti:sapphire laser setup (0.7 mm mrad) but is sufficient for CO2 and TWTS OFELs.
As explained above, higher energy spread acceptance is due to a better coupling and hence
higher efficiency of the TWTS setups. Extending the concept of FEL efficiency for optical FELs
from conversion of electron beam into radiation power to the conversion of optical undulator
photons into OFEL photons per electron gives a good measure for the impact of the optimized
overlap in TWTS setups. Figure 3.6a compares efficiency in terms of radiated OFEL photons
over incident optical undulator photons per electron for TWTS and head-on OFEL setups. High-
est efficiency for each electron source is achieved in TWTS setups although the laser energy
requirement is larger. Yet, the total number of radiated photons Nphot
Nphot = ρNe
Ee
Ephot
, (3.3)
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6.: (a) Photon conversion efficiency and peak spectral brightness compared for head-on
and TWTS OFELs utilizing radio frequency accelerated (circles) or laser wakefield
accelerated (squares) electron bunches. Two head-on OFEL setups based on differ-
ent laser systems are compared to TWTS OFELs. One head-on setup is based on
a Ti:sapphire laser system with 800 nm wavelength and the other based on a CO2
laser system with 10.64 µm wavelength. Required laser energy and pulse duration
are given for every configuration. (b) Required electron energy and degree of trans-
verse coherence ǫˆ for each of the OFEL setups. The choice of small interaction
angles in TWTS OFELs allows for higher electron energies resulting in better trans-
verse coherence due to better matching of electron and radiation beam divergence.
(Originally in [KS1])
is orders of magnitude larger in TWTS compared to the head-on setups because the photon yield
scales with the product of Pierce parameter ρ and electron energy Ee = γ0mc2, both of which
are larger in TWTS. The photon yield furthermore scales with the number of electrons in the
bunch Ne = Qel/ e and the photon energy Ephot = hc/λFEL both of which are equal for TWTS and
head-on.
The scaling of photon output with electron energy also results in a higher peak spectral bright-
ness of TWTS OFELs compared to head-on schemes. Assuming a diffraction limited gaussian
radiation beam ∆A∆Ω ≈ λ2FEL [81, p. 672] with a pulse duration of approximately the electron
pulse duration τpulse ≈ τel, the peak spectral brightness BFEL of an FEL is calculated from the
total radiated number of photons Nphot and its relative bandwidth measured in units of 0.1%
∆λFEL/λFEL[0.1%] = 1000 · 2ρ
BFEL =
Nphot
τelλ
2
FEL2ρ
0.001 ∝ Ee . (3.4)
Peak brightnesses of head-on and TWTS OFELs are shown in fig. 3.6a, too. TWTS OFELs have
an order of magnitude higher peak spectral brightness than the CO2 setup and a factor of twenty
higher peak spectral brightness than the Ti:sapphire head-on setup.
The advantage of higher electron energies in TWTS does not stop at higher brightnesses.
TWTS OFEL radiation also has higher transverse coherence than head-on setups as shown in
fig. 3.6b. It plots the transverse coherence parameter ǫˆ = 2πǫN/ γ0λFEL, cf. eq. 2.17, of all OFELs
over electron energy. TWTS OFELs utilizing laser wakefield accelerated electron bunches achieve
optimum transverse coherence and with rf-accelerated electrons the radiation becomes at least
partially transverse coherent or better. The same is obtained with laser wakefield accelerated
electrons in the head-on setup utilizing a CO2 laser which at the same time marks the best
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7.: (a) Required transverse normalized emittance to obtain fully transverse coherent radi-
ation in head-on and TWTS OFELs in dependence of radiation wavelength. The inset
shows the scaling of required electron energy to radiate at a target wavelength. (b)
Scaling of the impact of photon emission recoil in dependence of the OFEL radia-
tion wavelength. If the photon emission recoil becomes larger than the maximum
acceptable electron energy spread for an OFEL setup, the photon output will reduce
significantly. (Originally in [KS1])
result obtained with head-on setups. The remaining three head-on setups deliver only incoherent
radiation.
A generalization of this example is obtained when recasting the condition ǫˆ ≈ 1 for optimum
transverse coherence into a condition on normalized transverse electron beam emittance, cf.
(2.18),
ǫN ≈ γ0λFEL2π .
The scaling of required transverse emittance for optimum transverse coherence is shown in fig.
3.7a in dependence of OFEL radiation wavelength. TWTS OFELs operating at small interaction
angles are able to deliver fully transverse coherent radiation for extreme ultraviolet and larger
radiation wavelengths with existing electron accelerators delivering beams with normalized emit-
tances well below 1 mm mrad [75, 109–112]. Head-on OFEL schemes have one to two orders
of magnitude lower limits being far from realization especially at the low MeV level electron
energies.
Furthermore, these low energy beams are problematic in terms of beam transport due to
their space charge dominated dynamics. During electron beam transport from the rf-gun to
the interaction region space charge increases emittance and during FEL interaction counteracts
microbunching. While the latter is not a problem for head on OFEL setups due to their short gain
lengths, see the limit on the reduced electron beam plasma oscillation period (2.13), controlling
the emittance increase during transport is technically challenging.
Besides space charge, the quantum recoil experienced by an electron after a photon emission
becomes problematic for the low energy beams at X-ray wavelengths, too. If the photon emis-
sion recoil δEe = hc/λFEL is on the order of the acceptable electron energy spread ∆Ee ≤ ργ0mc2,
an electron does not contribute anymore to radiation amplification after a single photon emission
which significantly reduces the total photon output [80, 113]. The scaling of the ratio of accept-
able energy spread to photon emission recoil in dependence of the OFEL wavelength is shown
in fig. 3.7b for TWTS and head-on OFELs using parameters of the rf-accelerated electron beams.
The TWTS OFEL is in the classical regime even for sub-Å radiation wavelength in contrast to the
head-on setups for which gain degradation is expected already at wavelengths of 1 Å and 5 Å for
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the CO2 and Ti:sapphire systems, respectively.
The presented results for photon conversion efficiency, brilliance, transverse coherence and
gain degradation from quantum effects show that TWTS geometries are superior to standard
head-on Thomson setups for optical free-electron laser realization. The increase of photon out-
put and more important the reduction of electron beam quality requirements becomes possible
by the free choice of interaction angle and hence electron energy which allows to balance all
electron beam requirements. In later chapters of this thesis more scaling laws are derived that
include requirements on laser systems providing the pulses for TWTS OFELs and required space
and optics parameters to prepare these pulses. Then it is still the variability in interaction angle
which gives the opportunity to balance all the requirements and allows to find setups realizable
with laser and electron accelerator technology available today.
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4. DESCRIPTION AND GENERATION OF
TWTS LASER PULSES
The successful realization of an optical free-electron lasers (OFEL) in the TWTS geometry de-
pends not only on the quality of electron beams which was already a topic in the last chapter.
It is of equal importance to provide high quality laser pulses resembling as close as possible
a plane wave along the electron trajectory. Yet, the introduction of a pulse-front tilt to a laser
pulse is associated with the introduction of dispersion to the pulse. In brief, during interaction
laser pulse dispersion can increase the laser pulse duration and spatially separate its frequencies
contained in its spectrum. The latter causes a shift of radiated frequency during the interaction
leading to a broadening of the radiation spectrum which necessarily must be smaller than the
gain bandwidth when aiming for optical free-electron laser operation. The former reduces the
laser amplitude and thereby the optical undulator strength. This reduction can be very rapid and
cut the interaction significantly.
The chapter begins with an overview of the dispersions introduced with pulse-front tilts and
quantifies their impact on the interaction. Then methods for dispersion compensation in TWTS
geometries are discussed and it is shown that pulses being locally free of perturbing dispersion
can be generated. A novel method for the generation of such laser pulses featuring dispersion
compensation along the electron trajectory is presented. These pulses provide a plane wave
optical undulator field and allow for TWTS OFELs at arbitrary interaction angles.
Since pulses for TWTS OFELs are usually required to have high field strength, focusing of
these pulses may be necessary. Combining pulse-front tilt generation and focusing is a topic
on its own which is treated in the last section of this chapter. It presents another novel method
for the generation of laser pulses for TWTS OFELs providing focusing and allowing for compact
setups by making use of an out-of-focus interaction geometry.
4.1. DISPERSIONS OF PULSE-FRONT TILTED LASER PULSES
Two methods are known to generate pulse-front tilted laser pulses. One is by the combination
of spatial dispersion and group-delay dispersion [114] and the other by angular dispersion [115–
117]. It follows a short introduction to these kind of dispersions assuming short, gaussian laser
pulses [118, 119]. That is, the transverse amplitude profile of the pulse follows a gaussian
distribution and the frequency spectrum follows a gaussian distribution with central frequency
Ω0 = 2πc/λLaser. The pulse distortions described in the following are only a few of the distortions
a laser pulse can exhibit but these are the ones to deal with in a laser pulse for TWTS. An
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overview over all first order laser pulse distortions is given in ref. [118] and refs. [120, 121] give
a general introduction to laser pulse dispersions.
Angular Dispersion (AD) All frequencies contained within the spectrum of the laser pulse
propagate into different directions. Angular dispersion AD is defined as the first order coefficient
in the expansion of the angle θ ≈ AD·(Ω−Ω0) enclosed by the propagation directions of frequency
Ω and central laser frequency Ω0
AD =
dθ
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
.
For example, angular dispersion is introduced to a laser pulse during diffraction at a grating since
each of the frequencies within the laser pulse is diffracted into a different direction
sinψout(Ω) = −n1
2πc
Ω
+ sinψin , (4.1)
where diffraction is into −1st order and n1 is the line density of the grating. Thus θgrating,1 =
ψout,1(Ω) − ψout,1(Ω0) and
ADgrating,1 =
dψout,1
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
=
d sinψout,1
dΩ
1
d sinψout,1
dψout,1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
=
sinψin,1 − sinψout,1
Ω0 cosψout,1
.
Figure 4.1 visualizes the consequences of angular dispersion in terms of laser pulse widening
and elongation due to spatial frequency separation. Further a pulse-front tilt is introduced with
an angle
tanαtilt,1 = Ω0ADgrating,1 =
sinψin,1 − sinψout,1
cosψout,1
. (4.2)
The relation between pulse-front tilt and angular dispersion is found from an inverse Fourier
transform of the electric field of a laser pulse with angular dispersion from frequency to time
domain
E(y, z = 0,Ω) = eτ
2
0 (Ω−Ω0)
2/ 4ei
Ω0
c AD(Ω−Ω0)y FT⇒ E(y, z = 0, t) ∝ e−(t− ycΩ0AD)2/ τ20 ,
where Ω0AD(Ω − Ω0)/ c ≈ ky (Ω) is approximately the y -component of the wavevector of fre-
quency Ω and the z-axis points along the propagation direction of the pulse. The electric field
in time-domain shows a temporal delay t0 = (y/ c)Ω0AD in maximum irradiance arrival along the
transverse direction y which is just the definition of a pulse-front tilt about an angle
tanαtilt =
dct0
dy
= Ω0AD .
Introducing pulse-front tilts by diffraction of a laser pulse at a grating is the method chosen for
TWTS. The compensation of pulse elongation and widening due to AD is presented later in this
chapter.
Spatial Dispersion (SD) The separation of frequencies along the transverse direction, i.e.
y -axis, is called spatial dispersion. In gaussian pulses, where the spatial distribution of each
frequency follows its own gaussian, spatial dispersion SD is quantified by the offset of a fre-
quencies distribution center y0 from the laser pulse center y0(Ω0) = 0. Spatial dispersion SD
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Figure 4.1.: Diffraction of a laser pulse at a grating of line density n1. The initally dispersion
free pulse is incident to the grating under the angle ψin and outgoing under the an-
gle ψout. At the grating every frequency Ω contained in the pulse is diffracted in a
different direction which is called angular dispersion (AD). The angle ψout refers to
the outgoing angle of the central laser frequency Ω0 (green). The angle enclosed
by the propagation direction of a different frequency and the central laser frequency
is θ(Ω) = ψout(Ω) − ψout(Ω0). Angular dispersion causes transverse and longitudinal
separation of frequencies, called spatial dispersion (SD) and group-delay dispersion
(GDD), respectively, and thus leads to an increase of pulse width and duration. Fur-
thermore, a pulse-front tilt by an angle αtilt is introduced because the pulse envelope
can not travel faster than the speed of light. In this picture diffraction is into the first
order (ψout > ψin) leading to a negative pulse-front tilt (αtilt < 0).
is defined as the first order coefficient in the expansion of the frequency separation distance
y0(Ω) ≈ SD(Ω −Ω0)
SD =
dy0
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
.
As seen from the picture, angular dispersion inherently introduces spatial dispersion after prop-
agation by a distance z. With y0(Ω) = −z tan θ(Ω) ≈ −zθ(Ω) the connection between SD and AD
is
SD(z) = −zAD = −
z
Ω0
tanαtilt .
Spatial dispersion in a gaussian pulse causes widening and elongation of the pulse. Widening is
caused by the frequencies which strongest diverge since the distance between the outer edges
of their spatial distributions defines the pulse width
W = w
[
1 +
(
2
SD
wτ0
)2]1/ 2
,
where the dispersion-free laser width w takes widening from defocusing into account. Elonga-
tion is due to local bandwidth reduction when spatial distributions of frequencies do not overlap
anymore
τ = τ0
[
1 +
(
2
SD
wτ0
)2]1/ 2
,
where τ0 equals two times the rms duration of the laser irradiance and is thus related to the
full width at half-maximum duration of the irradiance τFWHM,I =
√
2 ln 2τ0, which is typically
meant when saying ‘pulse duration’. Both pulse distortions from spatial dispersion only affect
laser pulses in large interaction angle TWTS scenarios. For typical TWTS conditions, where
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laser pulses span several ten laser wavelengths longitudinally and transversely, Ω0τ0 ≫ 1 and
w0 ≫ λLaser respectively, pulse elongation and widening are negligible for interaction angles
φ . 130◦, since
2
SD
wτ0
= −
1
2Ω0τ0
w0
w
cosφ tan(φ/ 2)
sinφ
≈ − 1
2Ω0τ0
cosφ tan(φ/ 2)[
sin2 φ + λ2Laser/ (2πw0)
2
]1/ 2 φ.130
◦
≪ 1 ,
assuming the interaction ends after a laser propagation distance of z = Lint cos(φ)/ 2 from the
focus, with Lint = w0/ sinφ being the interaction length which is itself determined by the laser
pulse width w0, and the pulse-front tilt angle αtilt = φ/ 2 equals half the interaction angle φ.
Group Delay Dispersion (GDD) The longitudinal/temporal separation of frequencies in a laser
pulse is called group delay dispersion. The temporal separation along the laser pulse axis can be
seen as an additional slow phase shift on top of the regular phase progression of a plane wave
ϕ(z,Ω) = zΩ/ c + (GDD/ 2)(Ω −Ω0)2. Assuming the dependence of the phase ϕ from Ω is known,
group delay dispersion is defined as
GDD =
d2ϕ
dΩ2
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
.
With angular dispersion, each frequency travels at a different speed along the laser pulse direc-
tion of propagation which results in GDD. Considering only the phase variation in the longitudinal
direction, the phase of a pulse with angular dispersion is ϕ(z,Ω) = z(Ω/ c) cos θ(Ω) and GDD can
be connected to AD
GDD = −
Ω0
c
zAD2 = −
z
Ω0c
tan2 αtilt .
Group delay dispersion in a gaussian pulse causes its elongation τ0 → T and a continuous shift
of central laser frequency Ω0 → ω during interaction. Both effects are due to the temporal
separation of frequencies.
T = τ0

1 +
(
2
GDD
τ20
)2
1/ 2
ω(t) = Ω0
[
1 +
2
Ω0τ0
t
τ0
2GDD/ τ20
1 + (2GDD/ τ20 )
2
]
Although the frequency shift will be always small as long as Ω0τ0 ≫ 1, the pulse elongation
can become large even after a short interaction distance in the ten centimeter range and thus
significantly diminish interaction due to the reduction in field amplitude.
As an example, for a laser of wavelength λLaser = 1 µm, pulse duration τ0 = 25 fs, pulse-front
tilt αtilt = 60◦ and a target interaction length of Lint = 25 cm the laser pulse elongates beyond
1000τ0 towards the end of the interaction if the laser is fully compensated in the middle of the
interaction. In this case, interaction with significant photon output terminates long before the
target interaction distance is reached. On the other hand, for a laser pulse with the same wave-
length, but τ0 = 150 fs, αtilt = 5◦ the pulse duration increases to merely 1.001τ0 after the same
interaction distance. This illustrates that laser pulse dispersion needs to be controlled. In large
interaction angle setups, such as the first example, it is necessary to compensate dispersion
during the interaction. Small interaction angle setups, such as the second example, might be
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realized without dispersion compensation during the interaction but require dispersion compen-
sation for propagation from the pulse-front tilting grating to the interaction region.
As a final consequence, when aiming for TWTS OFEL operation it is important to evaluate fre-
quency and irradiance variations along the electron trajectory taking all dispersions into account.
Therefore a fully analytic, wave-optical description of the electric field of a pulse-front tilted laser
pulse is developed in the next section to evaluate these variations. Limits on acceptable irradi-
ance and frequency variations for OFEL operation are derived, too. These limits help to decide on
the necessity of dispersion compensation during the interaction. How dispersion compensation
during the interaction can be accomplished is shown in the section following the next one.
4.2. EVALUATING FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS OF
OPTICAL UNDULATORS IN TWTS GEOMETRIES WITHOUT
DISPERSION COMPENSATION DURING INTERACTION
Optical undulator frequency and amplitude variations induce variations in radiated wavelength. A
limit on radiation wavelength variations is set by the gain bandwidth given by twice the Pierce
parameter ρ. Wavelength variations must be smaller than the gain bandwidth ∆λFEL/λFEL ≤ 2ρ,
cf. eq. (2.11), since otherwise the scattering output is reduced. With the Thomson formula
(2.2) the wavelength variation limit can be recast into limits on frequency variation ∆Ω˜/ Ω˜ and
irradiance variation ∆I/ I = 2∆a0/ a0 along the electron trajectory [KS2]
∆Ω˜
Ω˜
≤ 2ρ ,
∆I
I
≤ 4ρ1 + a
2
0/ 2
a20
.
(4.3)
Laser frequency and irradiance variations along the electron trajectory are found from an ana-
lytic description of the laser electric field. This description is developed in the following section.
4.2.1. ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION OF PULSE-FRONT TILTED LASER PULSES
An analytic description of the laser electric field is obtained by assuming a pulse-front tilted
laser which is free of perturbing dispersion in the middle of the interaction and with a gaussian
spectrum ǫ(Ω −Ω0) = exp[−(Ω −Ω0)2τ20 / 4]
Eˆ(z = 0, y,Ω) = ǫ(Ω −Ω0)e
− y
2
w20 ei
(Ω−Ω0)
c y tanαtilt ,
which is written in frequency space. Note, τ0 is related to the full-width at half-maximum duration
of the irradiance via τFWHM,I =
√
2 ln 2τ0 which is typically meant when saying ‘pulse duration’. In
accordance with ref. [KS4], the field at every other position is found by propagating Eˆ(z = 0, y,Ω)
along the z-axis with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral [81, p. 636] [KS5]
Eˆ(z, y,Ω) = ǫ(Ω −Ω0)
√
Ω
2πc
e−i
(
Ω
c z−
π
4
)
√
z
∞∫
−∞
Eˆ(z = 0, y,Ω)e−i
Ω
2cz (y−ξ)
2
dξ
= ǫ(Ω −Ω0)
√
w0
w (z)
e
−
[
y+
(Ω−Ω0)
Ω0
z tanαtilt
]2[
1
w (z)2
+i Ω2cR(z)
]
×
× e−i
Ω
c z+i
(Ω−Ω0)
c y tanαtilt+i
(Ω−Ω0)
2
2Ω0c
z tan2 αtilt+
1
2 arctan
z
zR , (4.4)
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where w (z)2 = w20 [1 + (z/ zR)
2] is the width of the pulse increasing with distance from the focus,
R(z) = z[1 + (zR/ z)2] is the radius of phase-front curvature and zR = πw20 /λLaser is the Rayleigh
length. This field representation already shows that the propagating pulse exhibits spatial dis-
persion and group-delay dispersion. Spatial dispersion is manifest in the exponent of the first
exponential function which describes the transverse profile. Group-delay dispersion is manifest
in the term ∝ (Ω − Ω0)2 in the complex argument of the field. Both dispersions emerge from
angular dispersion during propagation. The field contains a third-order dispersion [121, 122] term
∝ exp [i(Ω −Ω0)3z2 tan2 αtilt/ 2Ω20cR], too. For TWTS it will be small and is neglected since laser
pulses for TWTS typically contain several ten laser periods and have almost no phase and pulse
curvature in order to limit optical undulator frequency variations and to achieve good overlap.
Before the field can be evaluated along the electron trajectory, it needs to be inversely Fourier
transformed to time domain
E(z, y, t) =
1
2π
∫
Eˆ(z, y,Ω)eiΩtdΩ .
The analytical result for the laser electric field in time domain is
E(z, y, t) =
√
w0
w
e−
y2
W 2 ei
Ω0
c (ct−z)e−i
Ω0
2cR y
2
e
i 12 arctan
z
zR ×
×
1√
π
[
τ2T 2
]− 14
e
−i 12 arctan
(
4 g
τ2
)
e−
L˜2
T2 ei4
(l2g−s2g−lsτ2/ 2)
τ2T2
(4.5)
where
W 2 = w2 + 4SD2/ τ20 ,
T 2 = τ2 + 16
g2
τ2
,
τ2 = τ20 + 4
SD2
w2
,
L˜ = l + 4
sg
τ2
,
l = t −
z
c
+
y
c
tanαtilt −
y2
2cR
+
y
c
Ω0SD
R
,
s =
2ySD
w2
,
g =
Ω0SD
2
2cR
+
y
c
SD
R
+
1
2
GDD
SD = −
z
Ω0
tanαtilt ,
GDD = −
z
Ω0c
tan2 αtilt
and the pulse is located at z = 0 at t = 0 where t = 0 marks the middle of the interaction. As can
be seen from this analytic pulse description, pulse distortions emerge from angular dispersion
during propagation. The pulse width increases w0 → W , the pulse duration increases τ0 →
τ → T and the pulse front bends and rotates t − z/ c + (y/ c) tanαtilt → L˜ due to defocusing and
increasing dispersion. In addition to these distortions regarding the amplitude of the pulse also
complex phase distortions emerge from dispersion and bending of the phase fronts as can be
seen from the complex phase structure of the field.
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4.2.2. APPROXIMATING OPTICAL UNDULATOR AMPLITUDE VARIATION DURING
INTERACTION
First, the variation of laser amplitude during the interaction is analyzed. There are in principle two
sources of amplitude distortions, dispersion and defocusing, as it can be seen from the evolution
of laser pulse irradiance I ∝ EE*
I(y, z, t)
I(0, 0, 0)
=
1
[1 + (z/ zR)2]1/ 2
e
−2 y
2
w20
[
1 + D˜2
]− 12
e
−2
(
L˜′+2 SDw0τ0
y
w0
D˜
)2
[1+D˜2] , (4.6)
where
L˜′ =
ct − z + y tanαtilt
cτ0
D˜ = 2
z tan2 αtilt
Ω0τ0cτ0
.
The first factor represents amplitude reduction from defocusing and scales with the ratio of
Rayleigh length to the distance of the position where interaction ends from the focus Ldist =
Lint cos(φ)/ 2 = w0 cos(φ)/ 2 sinφ during interaction
Ldist
zR
=
λLaser cosφ
2πLint sin
2 φ
=
1
4π
(
1 − tan2(φ/ 2)
) λund
Lint
.
The interaction will take place well within a Rayleigh length, since the aim of TWTS is to provide
long optical undulators with many undulator periods Lint ≫ λund. Thus there are no distortions
from defocusing allowing to take w → w0 and R →∞.
The second factor represents irradiance variation from the gaussian transverse profile. But
the real transverse profile depends on the experimental conditions and can be manipulated.
Therefore it is not taken into account in the approximation of expected irradiance variation given
below. For this only the variation originating from laser dispersion is taken into account.
The remaining factors represent amplitude distortions from dispersion and only taking group
delay dispersion into account since the effect of spatial dispersion is usually negligible for TWTS
OFELs utilizing wide laser pulses. The impact of spatial dispersion is characterized by
2
SD
wτ0
= −
1
2Ω0τ0
(
1 − tan2(φ/ 2)
)
≪ 1
and for TWTS OFELs utilizing not too short laser pulses, Ω0τ0 = λLaser/ 2πcτ0 ≫ 1, spatial
dispersion does not significantly distort the pulse for moderate interaction angles φ ≤ 130◦
where 1 − tan2(φ/ 2) ∼ 1 allowing to take τ → τ0 and W → w0. This limit on interaction angles is
no significant restriction on TWTS OFEL realization since TWTS OFELs will be typically operated
at smaller interaction angles due to the lower electron and laser requirements, as has been
motivated in sec. 3.3.
With the influence of defocusing and spatial dispersion expected to be negligible, group-delay
dispersion will be the most significant contribution to amplitude distortions during the interaction.
Along the trajectory of an electron located at the bunch center
zel = ct cosφ yel = −ct sinφ (4.7)
the overlap between electron and laser pulse is optimum and thus L˜′ = 0 always. In the middle
of the interaction at t = 0 the electrons are in the center of the laser pulse which is exactly at the
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focus position where dispersion vanishes D˜ = 0. Until the end of interaction at tend = Lint/ 2c the
dispersion term takes on a finite value
∆D˜ =
Lint cosφ tan2(φ/ 2)
Ω0τ0cτ0
=
LintλLaser
(cτ0)2
cosφ tan2(φ/ 2)
2π
.
Expanding the irradiance variation taken at the end of interaction
I(y = −ctend sinφ, z = ctend cosφ, tend)
I(0, 0, 0)
− 1 =
∆I
I
for ∆D˜ ≪ 1 yields the variation of irradiance until the end of interaction∣∣∣∣∆II
∣∣∣∣ = ∆D˜22 = 12
(
LintλLaser
(cτ0)2
cosφ tan2(φ/ 2)
2π
)2
!≤ 4ρ1 + a
2
0/ 2
a20
. (4.8)
This is the first relation used to decide in TWTS OFEL setups on the necessity of dispersion
compensation during interaction. The limit on the right-hand side yields for typical values of
TWTS OFELs of ρ ∼ 10−3 and a0 ∼ 0.5 an acceptable irradiance variation of a few percent. For
comparison, in the example scenario at the end of the last section, utilizing a 1 µm wavelength,
150 fs pulse-duration laser-system to provide a 25 cm long optical undulator at 10◦ interaction
angle, an irradiance variation of 1.1% is induced by dispersion. This is typically an acceptable
value for TWTS OFELs but evaluation for a specific experiment with its parameter set is always
required.
4.2.3. APPROXIMATING OPTICAL UNDULATOR FREQUENCY VARIATION DURING
INTERACTION
The optical undulator frequency Ω˜(t) corresponds to the instantaneous frequency of the laser
evaluated along the electron trajectory (4.7). The instantaneous frequency of the laser is given
by the time derivative of the phase ϕ˜(z, y, t) = Arg E(z, y, t) of the complex laser field (4.5)
Ω˜(t) =
d
dt
ϕ˜(ct cosφ, −ct sinφ, t) .
Applying the same approximations as in the calculation of irradiance variation yields for the optical
undulator frequency evolution
Ω˜(t) =
d
dt
[
Ω0(1 − cosφ)t −
1
2
arctan D˜(z = ct cosφ)
]
= Ω0(1 − cosφ) −
˙˜D
2(1 + D˜2)
.
from which the total variation of undulator frequency until the end of interaction at tend = Lint/ 2c
is obtained
∆Ω˜ = Ω˜(tend) −Ω0(1 − cosφ) = −
˙˜D
2(1 + ∆D˜2)
.
Since it is already clear from the limit on irradiance variation that ∆D˜2 ≪ 1, the limit on relative
variation of undulator frequency can be approximated by∣∣∣∣∆Ω˜
Ω˜
∣∣∣∣ = ˙˜D2Ω0(1 − cosφ) =
λ2Laser
(2πcτ0)2
cosφ tan2(φ/ 2)
1 − cosφ
!≤ 2ρ . (4.9)
This is the second relation used to decide in TWTS OFEL setups on the necessity of dispersion
compensation during the interaction. Compared to the first limit it does not scale with interaction
length Lint but rather λund = λLaser/ (1−cosφ)≪ Lint which makes it in most cases of TWTS OFEL
setups the weaker of both limits. For the above long pulse example its value is ∆Ω˜/ Ω˜ = 6 · 10−6
being well below the typical TWTS OFEL Pierce parameter ρ = 10−3.
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Figure 4.2.: Simplest case of a TWTS setup at an interaction angle φ. An incoming laser pulse
is diffracted at a grating of line density n1 which introduces a pulse-front tilt of half
the interaction angle αtilt = φ/ 2. Then the laser pulse is focused by a cylindrical
mirror in the vertical direction which is perpendicular to the interaction plane spanned
by laser and electron propagation directions. The focal line of the mirror coincides
with the electron beam path such that the vertical laser diameter in the interaction
region matches the electron beam diameter for optimum overlap. The incoming laser
pulse has a positive group-delay dispersion to precompensate negative group-delay
dispersion induced by angular dispersion from the grating together with propagation
of the pulse from the grating to the interaction region. Full dispersion compensation
exists only at one instant of time, in the middle of the electron-laser interaction.
4.3. TWTS SETUPS WITHOUT FOCUSING IN THE INTERACTION PLANE
ANDWITHOUT DISPERSION COMPENSATION DURING
INTERACTION
This and the following sections present optical setups for the realization of TWTS. Their com-
plexity increases step by step as every setup exhibits a new feature which satisfies a demand
that might occur in TWTS OFEL realization. While the first setup just generates a pulse-front tilt,
the second already allows for dispersion compensation during interaction and the third combines
pulse-front tilt generation, dispersion compensation and focusing in the interaction plane which
might be required to achieve the necessary optical undulator field strength.
The simplest case of a TWTS setup is depicted in fig. 4.2. An incoming laser pulse is diffracted
at a grating which introduces a pulse-front tilt according to eq. (4.2)
tanαtilt,1 =
sinψin,1 − sinψout,1
cosψout,1
.
The tilted pulse propagates to a cylindrical mirror which focuses it in the vertical direction being
the direction perpendicular to the interaction plane spanned by laser and electron propagation
directions. The focal line of the mirror is aligned with the electron trajectory such that the part
of the pulse which is just crossing the electron beam axis has smallest vertical extent. During
interaction the pulse-front tilt ensures continuous overlap of electrons and laser pulse and the
interaction length is determined by the horizontal laser pulse width.
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In the preceding sections the laser pulse was taken to be free of perturbing dispersion, i. e.
SD and GDD, in the middle of the interaction corresponding here to the arrival of the laser pulse
center at the mirror focal line. But laser dispersion starts with diffraction at the grating and
continues all along the distance Lprop to the interaction point. This may be several meters over
which frequencies separate increasing pulse width and duration.
The effect of spatial dispersion may still be small, provided that geometries with small interac-
tion angles φ ∼ 10◦, corresponding to small pulse-front tilts, are chosen together with not too
short laser pulses (Ω0τ0 = 2πcτ0/λLaser ≫ 1) of centimeter scale diameters. Then the factor∣∣∣∣2 SDw0τ0
∣∣∣∣ = LpropλLaserπw0cτ0 tan(φ/ 2)
which determines pulse elongation and width increase due to spatial dispersion, see sec. 4.1,
can be still a small quantity.
Group-delay dispersion will not be negligible on meter scale propagation distances∣∣∣∣∣2GDDτ20
∣∣∣∣∣ = LpropλLaserπ(cτ0)2 tan2(φ/ 2)
and thus will increases pulse duration many times over. Therefore, a precompensation of
group-delay dispersion is necessary. That is, the incoming pulse already features a positive
group-delay dispersion which is opposite in sign to negative group-delay dispersion developing
after diffraction at the grating and subsequent propagation to the interaction point due to angular
dispersion.
Group-delay dispersion of laser pulses is routinely modified in high power laser systems for
chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [123, 124]. In CPA laser systems pulses are elongated in stretch-
ers [125] by introducing positive group-delay dispersion in order to reduce the beam power below
the threshold of nonlinear effects and self-focusing in the gain-medium during amplification [120,
ch. 7]. After amplification the positive group-delay dispersion is removed in compressors [126]
by multiple diffraction of the pulse at one or more gratings where the introduced dispersion
temporally overlaps the frequencies again.
One option to provide precompensation for TWTS with high-power laser pulses could be the
reduction of the compression ratio in the laser pulse compressor. Another could be an additional
stretcher before the amplification chain in the laser system. Both methods aim to provide a resid-
ual positive group-delay dispersion of the laser pulse after the compressor. Full compression is
then achieved during propagation of the laser from the pulse-front tilting grating to the interac-
tion point. Assuming Lprop is the distance from the grating to the interaction point, the amount
of GDD required for precompensation is
GDDin =
LpropλLaser
2πc2
tan2 αtilt,1 . (4.10)
As stated above, full compression is available only at one instant of time limiting this setup to
small interaction angles.
With small interaction angles only small pulse-front tilts are needed and thus the difference
between outgoing and incoming angle at the grating will be small. This has the drawback of using
gratings of very low line density which permit diffraction into many orders. An outgoing laser
pulse exists for every diffraction order resulting in low diffraction efficiency since the energy of
the incoming pulse is distributed over all outgoing pulses. Thus only a fraction of the initial pulse
energy will be available for OFEL realization. Additional propagation distance is also required to
spatially separate these pulses and picking up the target order.
The next section presents a novel method to control and compensate SD and GDD in TWTS
setups during interaction in order to overcome the limitations of this simple setup.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3.: (a) The electric field of a laser pulse plotted at different time steps during the inter-
action with an electron pulse in the TWTS geometry providing local laser dispersion
compensation. That is, the laser pulse duration is shortest where the pulse overlaps
with the electron trajectory. As a result, the electrons interact with a laser pulse
free of undulator frequency and amplitude variations during interaction. (b) Required
alignment of plane of optimum compression and pulse-front tilt in a TWTS geometry.
For an interaction angle φ the pulse front-tilt has to be φ/ 2. For the plane of optimum
compression there are two possible orientations, φ + π/ 2 and φ − π/ 2. (Originally in
[KS4])
4.4. TWTS SETUPS WITH FULL DISPERSION COMPENSATION DURING
INTERACTION BUT WITHOUT FOCUSING IN THE INTERACTION
PLANE
The simple TWTS setup of the preceding section is limited in its usability. Missing dispersion
compensation during the interaction limits it to small interaction angles with small pulse-front
tilts. Generating small pulse-front tilts is only possible with low diffraction efficiency at the
grating because most of the incoming pulse energy is lost by diffraction into higher orders. Both
of these drawbacks are remedied with the novel setup strategy presented in the following. First
the underlying principle for dispersion compensation during interaction is explained.
4.4.1. DISPERSION COMPENSATION DURING INTERACTION BY EXPLOITING THE
PLANE OF OPTIMUM COMPRESSION
In order to minimize intensity and optical undulator frequency variations during interaction, laser
pulse dispersion needs to be removed. But there is no fully dispersion free pulse featuring a
pulse-front tilt. Compensation of perturbing dispersion can be done only locally, i. e. the aim is to
generate a pulse that is second order dispersion free only in the section which currently overlaps
with the electron pulse. The vicinity of the electron beam path thus defines a volume in which
the section of the laser pulse which is currently inside this volume is second order dispersion
free while the rest of the pulse outside the volume is not, see fig. 4.3a. The plane containing
the electron beam center trajectory and cutting this volume transverse to the interaction plane
is called ‘plane of optimum compression’.
A plane of optimum compression is nothing that needs be specifically generated. It exists
always when a laser pulse is diffracted at a grating [127]. Exploiting it is a matter of controlling
its orientation. Figure 4.3b visualizes the required orientations of pulse-front tilt and plane of
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optimum compression in a TWTS setup. For a given interaction angle φ these are
αtilt = φ/ 2 αpoc = φ± π/ 2 (4.11)
in order to ensure optimum electron-laser overlap and vanishing second order dispersion along
the electron trajectory, respectively. These conditions can be recast into a single condition which
needs to be fulfilled for a proper TWTS setup
αpoc − 2αtilt = ±π2 . (4.12)
The orientation of the plane of optimum compression for a pulse with angular dispersion can
be derived by expanding the complex phase ϕ(Ω) of its electric field up to second order in (Ω−Ω0)
[127]
ϕ(Ω) = k (Ω)r =
Ω
c
(z cos θ(Ω) − y sin θ(Ω))
≈ Ω0
c
z + (z − y tanαtilt)
(Ω −Ω0)
c
+
1
2
(y tanαpoc − z) tan2 αtilt
(Ω −Ω0)2
Ω0c
, (4.13)
with
tanαtilt = Ω0θ
′ tanαpoc = −
2θ′ +Ω0θ′′
Ω0θ′2
, (4.14)
where θ′ = dθdΩ
∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
is the afore mentioned frequency derivative of the angle enclosed by the
propagation directions of a frequency Ω and the central frequency Ω0 which is evaluated at the
central frequency.
The pulse-front is defined by the plane along which first order dispersion vanishes z = y tanαtilt.
The orientation of the plane of optimum compression is along the plane where second order dis-
persion vanishes z = y tanαpoc. Note, by continuing the expansion to higher orders one can
derive the orientation of more planes where a given order of dispersion vanishes. Unfortunately,
these planes do not coincide in general. For example, the plane along which third order disper-
sion vanishes is given by tanαtod = (Ω0θ′
3 − 3θ′′ −Ω0θ′′′)/ (θ′
2 +Ω0θ′θ′′).
For diffraction at a grating the deviation angle is given by
θ(Ω) = ψout(Ω) − ψout(Ω0) , (4.15)
where ψout is the diffraction angle of the pulse.
The plane of optimum compression orientation for diffraction at a single grating is obtained
from eq. (4.14) using eq. (4.1), ψout,1 = arcsin
(
−n12πc/Ω + sinψin,1
)
,
αpoc,1 = −ψout,1 . (4.16)
For diffraction of an initially angular dispersion free pulse the plane of optimum compression is
always aligned parallel to the grating surface independent of grating incidence angle or other
laser parameters. This is a reasonable result since the grating plane is the last location were a
diffracted pulse is dispersion free if it was before the diffraction.
However, the location of the plane of optimum compression is not fixed. Its position in the
laser beam path can be controlled and relocated to the interaction point by positive group-delay
dispersion. This is again a precompensation of negative group-delay dispersion introduced by
angular dispersion from the grating and subsequent propagation equal to the precompensation
introduced in the simple TWTS setup of the last section.
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With the relations for orientation of plane of optimum compression and pulse-front tilt an-
gle, (4.16) and (4.2) respectively, the grating incidence angle required to properly align plane of
optimum compression and pulse-front tilt in a single grating TWTS setup can be determined.
Recasting eq. (4.2) into
sinψin,1 = cosψout,1 tanαtilt,1 + sinψout,1 .
and using relations (4.11) and (4.16) yields the result
|ψin,1| = 90
◦ , (4.17)
which is independent of the scattering geometry. The conclusion is, a TWTS setup with second
order dispersion compensation during interaction cannot be realized with a single grating setup.
Rather a two grating setup is required.
4.4.2. TWO GRATING SETUPS TO CONTROL ORIENTATION OF PULSE-FRONT TILT AND
PLANE OF OPTIMUM COMPRESSION INDEPENDENT OF EACH OTHER
The amount of parameters in a setup of two gratings grants freedom in the choice of gratings and
the corresponding incidence angles. The two grating setup thereby not only solves the above
problem of unrealistic incidence angles, it also solves the problem of low diffraction efficiencies
encountered in the simple setup.
In the following setup, (holographically recorded) gratings with high line densities can be used
allowing for diffraction efficiencies well beyond 50%1 [128]. High line densities permit diffrac-
tion only into the first order such that no energy is lost to other orders. Additionally, choosing
incidence angles close to the Littrow angle, i.e. the incidence angle were the diffracted pulse is
exactly counterpropagating to the incident pulse, yields optimum diffraction efficiencies.
Figure 4.4 shows the setup. Two gratings face each other, as in a laser compressor, such that
the incoming pulse is first diffracted at one grating and then directly propagates to the second
were it is diffracted again. In contrast to a laser compressor, the second grating will have a
different line density n2 than the first one n1, which mainly allows to control pulse-front tilt, and it
will not be aligned in parallel to the first grating but instead have a small angle of rotation ǫ out of
parallel orientation which mainly allows to control the plane of optimum compression orientation.
After diffraction at the second grating and redirection by a plane mirror the pulse is focused onto
the electron trajectory with a cylindrical mirror as in the simple setup.
High line density gratings in this setup introduce large angular dispersion at every diffraction.
Several possibilities exist for their interoperation and which one to chose depends largely on the
target pulse-front tilt angle. When aiming for large pulse-front tilts close to 90◦ both gratings
could in principle share the work and generate a fraction of the target tilt angle. When aiming for
small tilt angles, the comparatively large tilt angle from the first grating could be either almost
removed completely at the second grating or even overcompensated.
Figure 4.5 shows the scaling of pulse-front tilt angle, plane of optimum compression angle
and condition (4.12) for a proper TWTS setup in dependence of second grating rotation angle ǫ
for several combinations of gratings. The left column corresponds to a setup with line density
n1 = 800 lines per millimeter (l/mm) and incidence angle ψin,1 = 18◦ at the first grating, where
ψin,1 is close to its Littrow angle of 24.46◦ for a laser wavelength of 1035 nm. Three scalings
are shown per variable of interest where each scaling corresponds to a different line density of
the second grating with values of n2[l/ mm] ∈ [1000, 1200, 1400]. The parameters of the second
1The gratings bought from Plymouth Grating Laboratory, Inc. for the compressor of the Penelope laser system at
HZDR actually have a diffraction efficiency > 95%.
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Figure 4.4.: Setup of optical components for TWTS utilizing pulses with local second order dis-
persion compensation. A laser pulse with positive group-delay dispersion enters the
setup and is incident on the first diffraction grating under the angle ψin,1. Diffrac-
tion at the first grating introduces angular dispersion which tilts the laser pulse-front
and ensures laser pulse compression until the interaction region. The second grat-
ing is used to align the plane of optimum compression with the electron trajectory
for local dispersion compensation during interaction. Thereto the second grating is
not aligned parallel to the first grating but rotated by an angle ǫ with respect to the
plane of the first grating. The pulse leaves the second grating under the angle ψout,2
towards the first mirror which simply redirects the beam to the cylindrical mirror.
This focuses the pulse in the plane perpendicular to the interaction plane, which is
spanned by laser and electron propagation directions, on the electron trajectory for
optimum overlap of electrons and laser pulse. (Originally in [KS4])
column differ from those of the first only by the choice of first grating parameters. The second
column setups have n1 = 1600 l/ mm and ψin,1 = 61◦n which is again close to its Littrow angle of
55.89◦.
The scaling shows on one hand that the accessible range of pulse-front tilt angles is smaller
with a large line density at the first grating. On the other hand, these kind of setups have a larger
range in plane of optimum compression angles, although this means at the same time that
these setups are more sensitive to misalignment. Due to the large range in plane of optimum
compression orientation with n2 > n1 more possible configurations for TWTS setups are found
within the chosen ranges of parameters.
The choice of a grating pair for a target TWTS scenario is guided by the requirements of cor-
rect orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression as well as high diffraction
efficiency. Within the range of possible grating pairs for one target scenario, gratings with small
line densities reduce laser pulse distortions originating from spatial dispersion which is gener-
ated during propagation between the gratings. With higher line densities angular dispersion is
larger after diffraction at the first grating and thus more spatial dispersion is generated during
propagation to the second grating.
This can be used to precompensate the spatial dispersion which is generated during propa-
gation from the second grating to the interaction point, since angular dispersion after first and
second grating can be different in sign.
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Figure 4.5.: Scaling of pulse-front tilt angle αtilt, plane of optimum compression αpoc and condi-
tion (4.12) for their correct alignment in a TWTS geometry αpoc − 2αtilt = ±π/ 2 in
dependence of second grating rotation angle ǫ. In the left column the first gratings
line density is n1 = 800 l/ mm and the incidence angle is ψin,1 = 18◦ while in the
right column the first gratings line density is n1 = 1600 l/ mm and the incidence an-
gle is ψin,1 = 61◦. Both incidence angles are chosen close to the Littrow angles for
optimum diffraction efficiency. The scalings are shown for three different line den-
sities of the second grating n2 = 1000 l/ mm, 1200 l/ mm and 1400 l/ mm. For all ǫ
providing correct alignment of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression the
corresponding interaction angle φ is printed. TWTS setups seem to be easier found
with higher line density at the first grating but these have the drawback of generat-
ing more spatial dispersion and being more sensitive to misalignment. (Originally in
[KS4])
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4.4.3. OBTAINING PARAMETERS FOR THE SETUP
Four parameters determine the final orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum com-
pression: Angle of incidence at the first grating ψin,1, second grating rotation angle ǫ as well as
first and second grating line densities, n1 and n2 respectively. These four parameters set the out-
going angle from the second grating ψout,2(Ω) and thereby the angular difference in propagation
direction between frequencies
θ(Ω) = ψout,2(Ω) − ψout,2(Ω0) ,
which is related to the orientations by eq. (4.14). In order to obtain these, derivatives of θ and
thus the outgoing angle from the second grating must be known. These depend on second
grating incidence angle ψin,2 which depends on first grating outgoing angle ψout,1 and second
grating rotation angle ǫ
ψin,2(Ω) = ǫ − ψout,1(Ω) ,
leading in total to the following system of equations defining pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum
compression orientation
tanαtilt = Ω0θ
′ ,
tanαpoc = −
2θ′ +Ω0θ′′
Ω0θ′2
,
with θ′ =
dθ
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
=
d
dΩ
arcsin
[
sinψout,2(Ω)
]∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
where sinψout,2(Ω) = −n2
2πc
Ω
+ sin(ǫ − ψout,1(Ω)) ,
sinψout,1(Ω) = −n1
2πc
Ω
+ sinψin,1
(4.18)
assuming diffraction into −1st order at first and second grating. The analytical solution to this
system is
tanαtilt,2 =
sin(ǫ − ψout,1) − sinψout,2
cosψout,2
−
cos(ǫ − ψout,1)
cosψout,2
tanαtilt,1 ,
tanαpoc,2 = − tanψout,2 +
[
sin(ǫ − ψout,1) + cos(ǫ − ψout,1) tanψout,1
]
cosψout,2
tan2 αtilt,1
tan2 αtilt,2
,
(4.19)
where the first term of the relation for tanαtilt,2 is the pulse-front tilt angle which would be gen-
erated by the second grating if the incoming pulse would not have a pulse-front tilt of αtilt,1 from
the first grating. The second term in this relation thus characterizes the change in pulse-front
tilt due to diffraction of an incident pulse carrying angular dispersion. The same holds for the
change in plane of optimum compression orientation which is shifted from its undisturbed value
by preexisting angular dispersion.
The following details the process of determining a parameter set for TWTS where a laser
system with central frequency Ω0 is assumed to be given. There are two common starting
points. First, the interaction angle is not yet fixed and the gratings are supposed to be bought
from stock of some company to minimize the cost of the setup. Second, a light source is
designed to radiate at a specific wavelength with given electron energy such that the interaction
angle is preset.
In the first case of given grating line densities (n1, n2) the TWTS condition (4.12) for correct
orientation of pulse-front and plane of optimum compression can be evaluated in dependence
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Figure 4.6.: Determining combinations of first grating incidence angle ψin,1 and second grating
rotation angle ǫ yielding a TWTS setup with correct alignment of pulse-front tilt αtilt
and plane of optimum compression αpoc when the grating pair is preset. The laser
wavelength is λLaser = 1035 nm. Along solid colored lines αtilt is constant and along
dashed colored lines αpoc is constant. The coordinates of a crossing of dashed and
solid lines of the same color yield a proper TWTS setup. All possible pairs (ψin,1, ǫ)
for proper TWTS setups are connected by the black line. (Originally in [KS4])
of first grating incidence angle ψin,1 and second grating rotation angle ǫ. This can be done graph-
ically, as shown in fig. 4.6, by plotting contour lines of the function αpoc − 2αpft at ±π/ 2 (black)
which depends only on (ψin,1, ǫ) for given (n1, n2).
This example assumes a central laser wavelength of 1035 nm and the available gratings have
line densities of 800 l/ mm as well as 1000 l/ mm. Setups using the 1000 l/ mm grating as the first
are not useful for TWTS since these do not allow to correctly align plane of optimum compression
and pulse-front. Setups using the 800 l/ mm grating as the first yield correct orientations over
a wide range of first grating incidence angles and second grating rotation angles allowing for
variability in the experimental setup despite the choice for a particular grating pair. This variability
could be used to keep the grating incidence angles of both gratings close to the respective
Littrow angles for high diffraction efficiencies, or to choose angles which permit diffraction solely
into first order or to accommodate the setup in a lab with restrictions on the beam path. On the
other hand, having a dedicated light source setup in mind, this variability can be used to tune its
radiation wavelength by varying the interaction angle without the need of buying new gratings.
In the second case of given interaction angle φ and thus given pulse-front tilt φ/ 2 as well as
plane of optimum compression φ ± π/ 2, the analytical solutions (4.19) allow to calculate two of
the four parameters (ψin,1, ǫ, n1, n2) if the remaining two are given. For example, one can chose
the first grating of the setup setting its line density n1 and incidence angle ψin,1 and then calculate
second grating incidence angle ψin,2 = ǫ − ψout,1 and line density n2 to ensure correct αtilt and
αpoc. If, for example, the incidence angle on the second grating is far from its Littrow angle, one
could tune the incidence angle at the first grating around its Littrow angle in order to optimize
second grating parameters.
To follow this procedure, the above analytic solutions for pulse-front tilt and plane of opti-
mum compression angle are transformed into a system of equations for the parameters si =
si(so,ψin,1, n1,φ) = sin(ǫ − ψout,1) and so = so(si,ψin,1, n1,φ) = sinψout,2. The first equation for
si is obtained by rearranging (4.19) into equations for sinψin,2 − cosψin,2 tanαtilt,1 and sinψin,2 +
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cosψin,2 tanψout,1, respectively, then multiplying the first equation by tanψout,1 as well as the
second by tanαtilt,1 and afterwards adding the two equations. In a similar manner the equation
for so is obtained.
si =
tan2(φ/ 2)
tanαtilt,1
(
so −
√
1 − s2o cotφ
)
+
(
so +
√
1 − s2o tan(φ/ 2)
)
tanψout,1
tanαtilt,1 + tanψout,1
so =
tan2 αtilt,1
tan(φ/ 2)
(
si +
√
1 − s2i tanψout,1
)
+
(
si −
√
1 − s2i tanαtilt,1
)
cotφ
tan(φ/ 2) + cotφ
(4.20)
Outgoing angle ψout,1 and pulse-front tilt angle αtilt,1 after the first grating are given in terms of
(ψin,1, n1) by eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) respectively. The sought-for parameters of the second grating
(ψin,2, n2) are obtained from this set of equations by inserting, for example, so into the relation
for si and solving the resulting implicit function. The obtained solution si,sol is related to second
grating incidence angle by
ψin,2 = ǫ − ψout,1 = arcsin si,sol .
This solution is further used to calculate so,sol = so(si,sol,ψin,1, n1,φ) which is related to second
grating line density by
n2 =
so,sol − si,sol
λLaserm2
, (4.21)
where m2 is the order of diffraction at the second grating and is given by the sign of so,sol − si,sol,
such that n2 > 0.
This second procedure of determining optical setup parameters will be used when setups for
TWTS OFELs are designed. In their realization the interaction angle as well as electron energy
are determined from a trade-off between electron bunch and laser pulse quality requirements.
Thus parameters of optical components and setup are chosen to accommodate the requirements
of TWTS OFEL operation. However, there may be situations where TWTS OFEL parameter
sets with fair electron and laser requirements require too much space which necessitates a
redesign in order to achieve more compact optical setups at possibly increased electron and
laser requirements.
4.4.4. VARIATIONS IN UNDULATOR FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE FROM
MISALIGNMENTS IN THE SETUP
Although the above presented setup utilizing the plane of optimum compression can provide
perturbing dispersion free pulses during the interaction, variations in undulator frequency and
amplitude can still occur when the plane of optimum compression or pulse-front tilt is not ideally
aligned. A deviation from optimum alignment is caused by a misalignment of both the grating
setup (∆ψin,1, ∆ǫ) as well as laser and electron beam pointing (∆φ). In the following undulator
frequency and laser irradiance variation for misaligned setups are derived. Since these variations
increase the bandwidth of scattered radiation, knowing their amplitude is important for building
both incoherent sources with a target bandwidth and TWTS OFELs where radiation has to be
emitted within the gain bandwidth.
Obtaining relations for undulator frequency and laser irradiance variation starts by deriving a
description of the electric field of a TWTS pulse with local dispersion compensation in time
domain and evaluating it along the electron trajectory. The phase of this pulse in Fourier space
has already been derived in eq. (4.13). Its electric field in time domain is obtained from a Fourier
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transform
E(z, y, t) =
1
2π
∫
dΩeiΩt Eˆ0e
−(Ω−Ω0)2τ20 / 4e−iϕ(Ω)
=
E0
[1 + D2]1/ 4
e−L
2/ (1+D2)ei
Ω0
c (ct−z)e−i
1
2 arctan DeiDL
2/ (1+D2) , (4.22)
where
D =
2(y tanαpoc − z) tan2 αtilt
Ω0cτ
2
0
, L =
ct − z + y tanαtilt
cτ0
. (4.23)
In this representation, D is a measure for the impact of dispersion while L measures electron
and laser pulse overlap.
With optimum alignment both D and L vanish during the entire interaction along the electron
beam axis and the field becomes a plane wave during the entire interaction. For off-axis elec-
trons D and L have nonzero values even for optimum alignment resulting in a varying undulator
amplitude and frequency over the electron bunch.
Limits on electron beam and laser pulse parameters ensuring only negligibly small variation in
undulator frequency and amplitude for optimum alignment are derived by inserting the electron
trajectory
zel = (ct + u) cosφ + v sinφ yel , = −(ct + u) sinφ + v cosφ , (4.24)
into D and L, where u and v are a longitudinal and horizontal offset of a single electron from the
bunch center, respectively. From L a condition ensuring simply geometrical overlap of electrons
and laser pulse is obtained by inserting the electron pulse duration τb and rms cross-sectional
radius σb as maximum values for |u| and |v |, respectively,
cτb + σb tan(φ/ 2)
cτ0
≪ 1 . (4.25)
From D a condition ensuring negligibly small dispersion is obtained
λLaser
πc2τ20
tan2(φ/ 2)
sinφ
σb ≪ 1 (4.26)
If this condition is fulfilled, the phase of the optical undulator will be equal to a plane wave over
the electron bunch during the entire interaction. This is an important condition for the realization
of TWTS OFELs since phase variations are usually tolerable only in the per mille range whereas
amplitude variations of a few percent are acceptable.
Assuming these requirements are fulfilled, variations in laser irradiance I and undulator fre-
quency Ω˜ arising from misalignment can be attributed to nonzero values of the dispersion and
overlap term at the electron position at the end of interaction, ∆D and ∆L respectively, as well
as the time derivative of the dispersion term ∆D˙,
∣∣∣∣∆II
∣∣∣∣ = 12∆D2 + 2∆L2 ,∣∣∣∣∆Ω˜
Ω˜
∣∣∣∣ = λLaser4πc(1 − cosφ)∆D˙ .
(4.27)
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These are related to misalignments in pulse-front tilt ∆ tanαtilt, plane of optimum compression
∆ tanαpoc and interaction angle ∆φ by
∆D =
λLaser
πc2τ20
{[
−
Lint
2
sinφ + σb cosφ
]
tan2(φ/ 2)∆ tanαpoc−
−2σb
tan(φ/ 2)
sinφ
∆ tanαtilt + tan
2(φ/ 2)
Lint
2 sinφ
∆φ
}
∆L =
1
cτ0
[(
Lint
2
sinφ − σb cosφ
)
∆ tanαtilt −
(
Lint
2
tan(φ/ 2) − σb
)
∆φ
]
,
∆D˙ =
λLaser tan2(φ/ 2)
πcτ20
(
∆φ
sinφ
− sinφ∆ tanαpoc
)
.
(4.28)
All of these relations are obtained by error propagation.
Alignment errors of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression due to misaligned grat-
ings (∆ψin,1,∆ǫ) are found by numerically evaluating the system of eqs. (4.18). Then a variation
of laser irradiance and undulator frequency until the end of interaction can be calculated with
(4.27) by first varying e.g. ψin,1 from its working point, then calculating the corresponding change
in tanαtilt, tanαpoc and φ (given by the change in outgoing angle at the second grating) with
(4.18) and third inserting these in (4.28). When the maximum acceptable variation in I and Ω˜
is reached, the maximum allowed variation ∆ψin,1 is known. This procedure is repeated for ǫ
in order to find ∆ǫ and can be repeated for other setup parameters as well to determine their
acceptable variation.
The values (∆ψin,1,∆ǫ) obtained by this procedure give an estimate for the required grating
alignment tolerance when building incoherent sources and TWTS OFELs with this method.
These estimates are very important since they allow to evaluate the realizability of a TWTS
setup before actually building it and furthermore already point out which parts of a realization are
more delicate than others.
4.5. TWTS SETUPS WITH FULL DISPERSION COMPENSATION DURING
INTERACTION ANDWITH FOCUSING IN THE INTERACTION PLANE
So far two methods for the generation of laser pulses for TWTS have been presented. One
without dispersion compensation and one with full dispersion compensation during interaction
but without focusing in the interaction plane spanned by laser and electron bunch propagation
directions.
Yet focusing in the interaction plane can be vital for TWTS OFELs utilizing petawatt class
lasers. In order to avoid damage on optics the energy in a petawatt pulse needs be spread out
over a large area. Typical petawatt pulses have diameters on the order of 20 cm to 25 cm during
transport from the laser system to the experimental area to ensure an areal energy-density on
the order of or lower than 0.5 J cm−2 which is a typical damage threshold of optical elements
[129, ch. 5.6]. Without focusing reachable undulator amplitudes a0 are comparatively low to
what can be reached with focusing. Taking for example the Penelope laser system planned
at HZDR with design values of 1.035 µm wavelength, 150 J energy, 25 cm beam diameter and
120 fs pulse duration [104], the undulator parameter reaches a0 = 0.14 when focusing the pulse
in the vertical direction to 25 µm diameter and leaving it unfocused in the interaction plane. The
undulator strength in this example can be sufficient for TWTS OFEL operation but depending on
the scenario a four- to fivefold increase can be required as well.
In situations requiring only a small increase in undulator strength focusing may not be neces-
sary when the beams transverse profile is transformed before the grating setup. Forming with
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a telescope to an unequal ratio of horizontal to vertical width while at the same time keeping
the beam cross sectional area constant reduces the beam width in the interaction plane but also
requires larger optics in the vertical plane. Available size of optics is the limiting factor of this ap-
proach. Aiming at an increase of undulator strength by a factor of two already requires a factor of
four decrease in horizontal width, due to scaling of the undulator parameter with the square root
of laser irradiance, and is attended by a factor of four increase in vertical width. For an originally
round beam of 25 cm diameter this results in 1 m vertical diameter.
Focusing in the interaction plane can be implemented in the setup providing full dispersion
compensation, which was presented in the last section. But focusing of a laser pulse with
defined angular dispersion changes its angular dispersion since the deflection angle of a ray
incident on a focusing mirror depends on its incidence location and incidence angle. Thus, neither
pulse-front tilt nor plane of optimum compression keep their orientation after a focusing mirror.
Therefore, a novel method for the generation of laser pulses for TWTS OFELs including fo-
cusing in the interaction plane is presented in the following. It directly incorporates and makes
use of the focusing mirror for pulse-front tilt generation. It further makes use of an out-of-focus
interaction geometry, where the interaction point is not in the focus of the focusing mirror, in
order to reduce the focusing distance of beams with centimeter scale diameters as used for
TWTS OFELs. This technique is very important to keep TWTS OFELs compact since the focus-
ing distances of these centimeter beams can be on the kilometer scale due to their 100 m scale
Raleigh length.
4.5.1. FOCUSING AND PULSE-FRONT TILT GENERATION WITH AN OFF-AXIS
CYLINDRICAL MIRROR
A cylindrical mirror with a parabolic surface provides focusing in the interaction plane. It can also
be used to introduce the required pulse-front tilt for TWTS [130, 131], if the cylindrical mirror is
an off-axis focusing mirror and the laser pulse is spatially dispersed prior to focusing. Then SD
transforms to angular dispersion, i. e. pulse-front tilt, during deflection at the mirror surface, since
a frequencies deflection angle depends on its incidence position on the parabolically shaped
mirror surface, see fig. 4.7a. During propagation from the mirror to the focus spatial dispersion
reduces and in the focus spatial dispersion is fully removed while pulse-front tilt is present.
Figure 4.8 depicts a setup which makes use of this technique to generate laser pulses for
TWTS OFELs. The setup consists of a grating pair to generate spatial dispersion which is trans-
formed to angular dispersion and hence pulse-front tilt at the off-axis cylindrical mirror.
Furthermore, the setup makes use of an out-of focus interaction geometry where the interac-
tion point is a distance ∆f before the actual focus of the off-axis cylinder. This allows to reduce
the laser propagation distance resulting in more compact setups compared to in-focus interac-
tion geometries. With the interaction point lying between the focusing mirror and its focal line
in the out-of-focus geometry the laser pulse can be focused stronger, i.e. it can be focused to
a smaller focal width compared to an in-focus interaction geometry, which results in a shorter
Rayleigh length, thus in a shorter focal distance and shorter laser propagation distance compared
to an in-focus interaction geometry.
An interaction before the focus requires to compensate spatial dispersion before the focus,
too. This is achieved by focusing a pulse that already features angular dispersion. Angular
dispersion of the incident pulse changes the deflection angle at the off-axis cylinder for every
frequency individually allowing to control the propagation distance after which the frequencies
spatially overlap independent of the focusing distance, see fig. 4.7b. The incident pulse-front tilt
is again introduced by rotation of the second grating away from parallel orientation to the first
grating by an angle ǫ.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7.: (a) Transforming spatial dispersion to angular dispersion at an off-axis focusing mirror.
Depending on the incidence position of a ray of frequencyΩ at the mirror surface, it is
deflected by the unique angle ψdefl(Ω). Angular dispersion is given by the difference
in deflection angles θ(Ω) = ψdefl(Ω) − ψdefl(Ω0) and introduces a pulse-front tilt αtilt.
Spatial dispersion vanishes in the focus of the mirror. Depending on the deflection
angle, a frequency has to travel the effective focal distance feff = f / cos2(ψdefl(Ω)/ 2)
(b) Shifting the position where spatial dispersion vanishes by focusing laser pulses
with angular dispersion. Then a frequencies deflection angle does not only depend
on incidence position but further on θin(Ω) such that pulse-front tilt is determined by
incident angular dispersion and deflection angle θ(Ω) = ψdefl(Ω)−ψdefl(Ω0)−θin(Ω). The
deflection angle ψdefl(Ω) is twice the angle α(Ω) enclosed by a frequencies incident
propagation direction and the mirror surface normal. The incidence position yin(Ω) of
a frequency depends on its horizontal offset y0(Ω) from the central laser frequency
yin(Ω) = yin(Ω0) − y0(Ω). (Originally in [KS4])
Although this setup looks very similar to the setup without focusing in the interaction plane,
its working principle greatly differs. While the other setup used the second grating to ensure
correct alignment of plane of optimum compression and pulse-front tilt directly, this setup uses
the second grating to remove almost all of angular dispersion from the first grating but leaving
only a small residual pulse-front tilt to ensure vanishing spatial dispersion as well as correct
orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression after deflection at the cylindrical
mirror at the interaction point. The use of two spatially separated cylindrical focusing mirrors in
this setup provides an easy solution to fulfill the differing requirements on laser pulse width in
horizontal and vertical direction. Focusing to different transverse widths requires different mirror
curvature for each direction as well as different propagation distances after deflection.
4.5.2. REALIZATION AND LIMITS OF THE OUT-OF-FOCUS INTERACTION GEOMETRY
The following explains the details of the out of focusing geometry and answers questions regard-
ing choice of the focal distance, compensation of spatial dispersion outside the focus as well as
orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression.
LIMITS ON THE OUT-OF-FOCUS DISTANCE
The out-of-focus distance of this setup cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Far from the focus, the
phase-fronts of the laser pulse bend which effectively causes a drift of undulator frequency
during the interaction since the distance between two phase fronts varies along the electron
trajectory. The larger the phase front curvature is, the larger the drift of undulator frequency is
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Figure 4.8.: Setup to generate laser pulses for TWTS OFELs in the out-of-focus interaction ge-
ometry providing focusing and local dispersion compensation. A laser pulse with
positive group-delay dispersion enters a grating pair at an incidence angle ψin,1 on
the first grating. Line densities of first and second grating, n1 and n2 respectively,
are chosen to produce large angular dispersion at the first grating and almost remove
it completely at the second grating. The second grating is rotated by an angle ǫ out of
parallel orientation to the first grating. During propagation of the pulse about the dis-
tance Lgrating to the second grating angular dispersion produces spatial dispersion.
The horizontal offset of a frequency Ω with respect to the central laser frequency
Ω0 is y0(Ω). After diffraction at the second grating the pulse leaves the grating pair
under the angle ψout,2 and propagates the distance Lmirror to an off-axis cylindrical
mirror at which the laser pulse is focused in the horizontal direction and deflected
by the angle ψdefl. Focusing a spatially dispersed laser pulse at an off-axis cylindrical
mirror generates pulse-front tilt. The remaining small angular dispersion after the
second grating thereby ensures vanishing spatial dispersion at the interaction point
of electrons and laser pulse. The interaction point is a distance ∆f before the focus
of the off-axis cylindrical mirror with effective focal distance feff. During propagation
to the interaction point the laser is also focused in the vertical direction by a second
cylindrical mirror. Its focal line coincides with the electron trajectory. Electron and
laser direction of propagation enclose the interaction angle φ. At the interaction point
group-delay dispersion of the input pulse is removed due to propagation with angular
dispersion starting at the first grating.(Originally in [KS4])
during the interaction. While phase front curvature is largest at a distance of one Rayleigh length
from the focus, phase fronts become flatter again farther away from the focus. The radius of
phase-front curvature scales as
R(∆f ) = ∆f
(
1 +
z2R
∆f 2
)
∼ ∆f .
which suggests that there is a minimum distance ∆f ≫ zR from the focus at which the radius of
phase front curvature is large enough that the undulator frequency drift is acceptable.
This limit is derived from the electric field (4.5) of the tilted propagating laser pulse by calculat-
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ing the difference in instantaneous undulator frequency including phase-front curvature between
middle and end of interaction, t = 0 and t = tend = Lint/ 2βc respectively,
∆Ω˜ = Ω˜(tend) − Ω˜(0) =
d
dt
[
Arg E(∆f + cβtend cosφ, −cβtend sinφ, tend) − Arg E(∆f, 0, 0)
]
≈ −Ω0
c
yel
R
y˙ +
cz˙
Ω0w2
− ˙˜D
(
1
2
−
l2
τ20
)
+ ∆D˜
2l l˙
τ20
,
where β ≈ 1 is the mean electron velocity normalized to c and only group-delay dispersion is
taken into account since it has a larger impact on phase distortions than spatial dispersion. Note,
as the laser is supposed to arrive at z = ∆f at t = 0 its time coordinate in l needs to be shifted
t → t + ∆f / c. The first of these terms contributing to undulator frequency variation is related
to phase-front curvature, the second to the Gouy phase and the third and fourth to group-delay
dispersion.
The undulator frequency variation due the additional phase shift from the Gouy phase will be
only of interest when laser and electrons are almost copropagating and the laser width is close
to the electron beam diameter. Since this will not be the typical TWTS OFEL case where long
interaction length and wide laser pulse are used, the laser width is assumed to be larger than
the electron beam diameter w = Lint sinφ > 2σb.
On the basis of the above expression an estimate for total undulator frequency variation rela-
tive to Ω˜ = Ω0(1 − β cosφ) due to out-of-focus interaction from −tend to +tend can be obtained by
assuming negligibly small dispersion, realized by either using small interaction angles or utilizing
the plane of optimum compression, and assuming wide laser pulses with widths larger than the
electron bunch diameter w = Lint sinφ > 2σb in order to achieve long interaction lengths,
∆Ω˜
Ω˜
= −
Lint
R(∆f )
sin2 φ
(1 − β cosφ)
+
cosφ
4π2 sin2 φ(1 − β cosφ)
λ2Laser
L2int
.
With typical interaction distances in the centimeter to meter range the second term correspond-
ing to an undulator frequency shift by the Gouy phase will be small compared to undulator
frequency variation from phase-front curvature represented in the first term. Thus, undulator
frequency variation can be estimated by∣∣∣∣∆Ω˜
Ω˜
∣∣∣∣ = LintR(∆f ) sin
2 φ
(1 − β cosφ)
. 2ρ , (4.29)
where the limit for TWTS OFEL operation given by the Pierce parameter was already introduced
in eq. (4.3). From this limit for undulator frequency variation a limit for the out-of-focus distance
∆f is obtained by rearranging for a condition on the radius of phase front curvature R and inserting
its definition from above ∣∣∣∣∣∆f
(
1 +
z2R
∆f 2
)∣∣∣∣∣ & Lint2ρ sin
2 φ
(1 − β cosφ)
.
Since (1 + z2R/∆f
2) is always larger than one, a simpler but more stringent requirement can be
given
|∆f | &
Lint
2ρ
sin2 φ
(1 − β cosφ)
≈ λLaser sin
2 φ
2ρ2(1 − β cosφ)2
=
L2int sin
2 φ
2λLaser
, (4.30)
which is used when determining the parameters of an out-of-focus geometry. The last two
relations use the approximation of around twenty gain length as the required interaction length
until saturation is reached in an FEL Lint ≈ λLaser/ (1 − β cosφ)ρ.
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This is only a requirement on the minimum value of ∆f , of course larger values than this
minimum can be chosen. But these do not necessarily yield more compact setups. Large ∆f may
require large focal beam widths since these pulses converge slower which may be necessary
to reach the target pulse width at ∆f away from the focus. Generally, the most compact setups
use the minimum value of ∆f since reaching the target beam width as close as possible to the
actual focus requires a large beam divergence and thus small focal width corresponding to small
focal distances. A condition on ∆f for compact TWTS OFEL setups is obtained by comparing the
ratio of laser focal width w0 to target beam width w and using the relation w ≈ w0z/ zR for laser
beam width increase during propagation
w0
w
=
λlaser∆f
πw2
≪ 1
⇒ |∆f | ≪ πL
2
int sin
2 φ
λLaser
. (4.31)
Using the above relation for the smallest out-of-focus distance the best achievable ratio of focal
to target beam width due to the limit on acceptable undulator frequency variation from phase
front curvature is w0/ w = 1/ 2π. Since the same factor is saved in focal distance of the laser
pulse, a TWTS OFEL setup becomes more than six times smaller by utilizing the out-of-focus
interaction. Actually, out-of-focus interaction geometries can become even more compact when
laser systems providing more laser power than required for a specific TWTS OFEL are available.
If more laser power is available, the laser pulse width at the interaction point can be larger than
the minimum pulse width required to provide the interaction distance which would allow to use
stronger focusing pulses. Thus, an excess of laser pulse power allows to use a focusing mirror
with shorter focal distance.
FOUCUSING DISTANCE OF THE OFF-AXIS CYLINDRICAL MIRROR
There are two focusing distances related to off-axis focusing elements, namely parent focal dis-
tance f and effective focal distance feff. The latter is the true propagation distance of a beam
from a focusing element to its focus. The parent focal distance f corresponds to the focal dis-
tance of an on-axis focusing element where the propagation directions of incident and outgoing
ray of the central laser frequency are collinear. Effective and parent focal distance are related by
feff =
f
cos2(ψdefl(Ω0)/ 2)
,
where ψdefl(Ω0) is the deflection angle of a ray of the central laser frequency which is incident
parallel to the mirror axis, cf. fig. 4.7a.
A relation for the required focusing distance feff of the off-axis cylindrical mirror in a TWTS
OFEL setup is obtained by rearranging the above relation for w0/ w for w0 and inserting it into
the scaling of pulse width of a focusing laser
Dinw0 = λLaserfeff , (4.32)
where Din is the laser pulse clear aperture before focusing which encloses 99% percent of the
laser pulse power if its transverse envelope is gaussian,
feff =
Din |∆f |
πnwLint sinφ
=
Din sinφ
2πnw (1 − β cosφ)ρ
. (4.33)
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The second step uses relation (4.30) for |∆f |. The number nw ≥ 1 thereby allows for larger
laser pulse widths at the interaction point than the minimum required to provide the interaction
distance
w = nwLint sinφ . (4.34)
Thus, shorter focal distances are possible if more laser power than the minimum required for
TWTS OFEL operation is available.
With the focal distance of the cylindrical mirror and the out-of-focus distance known, the total
laser propagation distance from the mirror to the interaction point is given by
zprop = feff + ∆f
=
(
Din
πnwLint sinφ
− 1
)
Lint sin
2 φ
2ρ(1 − β cosφ)
where ∆f < 0 for an interaction before the focus.
ORIENTATION OF PULSE-FRONT TILT AND PLANE OF OPTIMUM COMPRESSION
Combining spatial and angular dispersion in the pulse incident to the off-axis cylindrical mirror
allows to control the deflection angle of every frequency individually. This is used to move the
position where spatial dispersion is compensated and all frequencies overlap out of the mirrors
focus to the interaction point. The resulting pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression
orientations also depend on the incident pulse dispersion properties. Analytic expressions for
these orientations are derived in the following.
Figure 4.7b shows ray traces for different frequencies contained in an angularly and spatially
dispersed laser pulse which is incident to an off-axis focusing mirror with parent focal distance f .
The incidence position yin(Ω) of a frequency Ω on the mirror measured on a plane transverse to
the laser pulse direction of propagation depends on the offset y0(Ω) of this frequency from the
laser pulse axis due to spatial dispersion
yin(Ω) = yin(Ω0) − y0(Ω) .
Angular dispersion results in an incidence angle difference between frequencies. The deviation
from mirror axis parallel incidence is given by θin. Due to non-parallel incidence the deflection
angle of a frequency changes from the parallel incidence deflection angle ψdefl by its deviation
angle θin
ψdefl(Ω) → ψdefl(Ω) − θin(Ω) ,
where the parallel incidence deflection angle is given by
ψdefl(Ω) = 2 arctan
yin(Ω)
2f
.
Therefore, frequencies do not overlap in the focus but elsewhere and their propagation direction
deviates from the central laser frequencies propagation direction by
θ(Ω) = ψdefl(Ω) − θin(Ω) − ψdefl(Ω0) , (4.35)
which determines pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression orientations via (4.14). For
the setup shown in fig. 4.8 pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression orientations at the
interaction point depend on the orientations of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compres-
sion after first and second grating, the laser propagation distances from first to second grating
and second grating to off-axis cylindrical mirror, as well as deflection angle and effective focal
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distance of the off-axis cylindrical mirror, tanαtilt,1, − tanψout,1, tanαtilt,2, tanαpoc,2, Lgrating, Lmirror,
tanψdefl(Ω0) and feff respectively, and are given by
tanαtilt =
cosψout,2
cosψin,2
Lgrating
feff
tanαtilt,1 −
(
Lmirror
feff
− 1
)
tanαtilt,2
tanαpoc =
cosψout,2
cosψin,2
Lgrating
feff
[
2
(
tanψout,2
tanαtilt,2
tanαtilt,1
+ tanψin,2
)
− tanψout,1
]
tan2 αtilt,1
tan2 αtilt
−
−
(
Lmirror
feff
− 1
)
tan2 αtilt,2
tan2 αtilt
tanαpoc,2−
− tan
(
ψdefl(Ω0)
2
)
1
f 2eff
[
cosψout,2
cosψin,2
Lgrating
tanαtilt,1
tanαtilt
− Lmirror
tanαtilt,2
tanαtilt
]2
.
(4.36)
This already takes flips of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression orientations at the
second cylindrical mirror into account. In the derivation the incident horizontal offset y0(Ω) of a
frequency from the central laser frequencies propagation axis is evaluated by
y0(Ω) =
cos
[
ψout,2(Ω0) + θ2(Ω)
]
cos θ2(Ω)
cos θ1(Ω)
cos
[
ψin,2(Ω0) − θ1(Ω)
]Lgrating tan θ1(Ω) − Lmirror tan θ2(Ω) . (4.37)
Thereby, θ1(Ω) and θ2(Ω) are the angular deviation of a frequencyΩ from the propagation direction
of the central frequency Ω0 after first and second grating, respectively, just as for the previous
setup without focusing. This form takes the laser pulse width change after diffraction at the
second grating into account but gives only an approximate value for the incidence position yin(Ω)
on the off-axis cylindrical mirror surface for cases where the incident pulse has a pulse-front tilt.
With the help of fig. 4.9 the small necessary correction ∆′ to the actual given incidence position
y ′0, measured from the central frequency incidence position, can be shown to be negligible. An
estimate of the correction is given by
∆
y0
=
[
y0
4f
− tan
ψdefl(Ω0)
2
]
tan θin .
Following the discussion at the end of 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, only small incident angular propagation
angle differences θin are required between frequencies as well as off-axis cylindrical mirrors with
large f / Din are used making the correction ∆ a negligible quantity for TWTS OFELs.
USING ANGULAR DISPERSION TO COMPENSATE SPATIAL DISPERSION BEFORE THE FOCUS
Up to now only the distance of the interaction point from the focus ∆f and the effective focal
distance feff of the off-axis cylindrical mirror are fixed by the limit on undulator frequency variation
due to phase-front curvature and correct laser pulse width at the interaction point, respectively.
As it is shown in the following, values of tanαtilt,2 and spatial dispersion of the pulse before de-
flection at the off-axis cylindrical mirror are set by the requirement of vanishing spatial dispersion
and correct pulse-front tilt by half the interaction angle at the interaction point.
First, required spatial dispersion prior to deflection at the off-axis cylindrical mirror is quantified.
At the beginning it is thus verified that spatial dispersion of the pulse directly before and after
deflection at the off-axis cylindrical mirror is to first order identical even for pulse-front tilted
incident laser pulses. The position of a frequencies transverse distribution center y0,defl(Ω) after
deflection at the mirror is related to its position before deflection y0(Ω) by
y0,defl(Ω) = −y0(Ω)
{
1 +
[
2yin(Ω) − y0(Ω)
]
4f cos θin(Ω)
sin
[
ψdefl(Ω) − 2θin(Ω)
]
cos
[
ψdefl(Ω) − θin(Ω)
]
}
cos
[
ψdefl(Ω) − θin(Ω)
]
cos θ(Ω)
.
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Figure 4.9.: Transformation of light ray coordinates during reflection at an off-axis cylindrical mir-
ror. Primed quantities describe a ray whose propagation direction encloses the angle
θin with the mirror axis. A rays incidence coordinate on the mirror surface yin deviates
from its incidence coordinate on the y -axis y ′in . The deviation ∆ can be estimated
by ∆ = h tan θin, where h =
(
y ′in(Ω)
2 − yin(Ω0)2
)
/ 4f . Furthermore, the spatial offset
y0,defl(Ω) of a frequency in the deflected pulse can be related to the spatial offset of
the frequency before deflection y0(Ω).
After deflection at the mirror spatial dispersion is given by a linear approximation of this expres-
sion, cf. section (4.1),
SDdefl =
dy0,defl
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
= −
dy0
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
=: −SDin .
That is, spatial dispersion after deflection is opposite in sign to spatial dispersion before deflection
but equal in absolute value. As expressed in this relation the value of spatial dispersion before
deflection SDin can be obtained from the relation for the offset of a frequencies transverse
distribution center (4.37) by linear approximation
SDin =
dy0
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
=
cosψout,2
cosψin,2
Lgrating
Ω0
tanαtilt,1 −
Lmirror
Ω0
tanαtilt,2 (4.38)
After deflection and while the pulse propagates to the interaction point spatial dispersion
evolves as
SD(z) = −
z + feff
Ω0
tanαtilt + SDin ,
where tanαtilt is given by (4.36), z = 0 coincides with the off-axis cylindrical mirror focus and this
expression takes a flip of spatial dispersion and pulse-front tilt at the second cylindrical mirror
already into account. This relation is used to determine the required spatial dispersion of the
pulse before deflection at the off-axis cylindrical mirror for vanishing spatial dispersion at the
interaction point. Demanding SD(∆f )
!
= 0 yields
SDin,target =
∆f + feff
Ω0
tan(φ/ 2) . (4.39)
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Second, the pulse front-tilt of the incident pulse is quantified by recasting the relation for final
pulse-front tilt in (4.36) into a condition on tanαtilt,2 and inserting (4.39)
tanαtilt = Ω0
SDin
feff
+ tanαtilt,2 .
Correct pulse-front tilt at the interaction point is ensured by
tanαtilt,2,target = − tan(φ/ 2)
∆f
feff
, (4.40)
where again ∆f < 0 for an interaction before the focus. This pulse-front tilt is always small since
∆f / feff = πw/ Din ≪ 1. Otherwise, if the input pulse width Din would be on the order of the
pulse width at the interaction point w , there would be no need for focusing at all.
At last, by combining requirements on incident spatial dispersion and residual pulse-front tilt
after the second grating, a requirement on pulse-front tilt after the first grating can be obtained
tanαtilt,1,target =
∆f
(
1 − Lmirror/ feff
)
+ feff
cosψout,2
cosψin,2
Lgrating
tan(φ/ 2) (4.41)
OBTAINING PARAMETERS FOR THE SETUP
The setup providing focusing grants more freedom in the choice of parameters than the setup
without focusing since more parameters influence the quantities of interest αtilt and αpoc. The
only parameters preset in this setup are (feff,∆f, SDin, tanαtilt,2, tanαtilt, tanαpoc) and the distance
of the second cylindrical mirror, which provides focusing in the vertical direction, from the inter-
action point. The latter is given by the projection of its focal distance along the propagation
direction of the laser which is given by the interaction angle. The remaining parameters to be
determined are first grating incidence angle ψin,1 and line density n1, grating separation distance
Lgrating, second grating rotation angle ǫ and line density n2, the distance between second grating
and off-axis cylindrical mirror Lmirror as well as the deflection angle at the off-axis cylindrical mirror
ψdefl. One possible procedure to determine the parameters of the grating setup is explained in
the following.
The analytical solution for plane of optimum compression orientation at the interaction point
can be recast into a condition on first grating diffraction angle ψout,1 by using the analytical so-
lution for plane of optimum compression orientation after the second grating (4.19). Further,
making use of the conditions on pulse-front tilt after first and second grating, (4.41) and (4.40)
respectively, as well as setting Lgrating,eff = Lgrating cosψout,2/ cosψin,2, the following system of
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conditions on first grating parameters is obtained
0 =
sinψin,2 − sinψout,2
cosψout,2
−
cosψin,2
cosψout,2
tanαtilt,1,target − tanαtilt,2,target ,
tanψout,1 =
{
2
Lgrating,eff
feff
(
tanψout,2
tanαtilt,2,target
tan(φ/ 2)
+ tanψin,2
tan2 αtilt,1,target
tan2(φ/ 2)
)
− tan
(
ψdefl(Ω0)
2
)
1
f 2eff
[
Lgrating,eff
tanαtilt,1,target
tan(φ/ 2)
− Lmirror
tanαtilt,2,target
tan(φ/ 2)
]2
+ cotanφ
−
(
Lmirror
feff
− 1
)(
sinψin,2
cosψout,2
tan2 αtilt,1,target
tan2(φ/ 2)
− tanψout,2
tan2 αtilt,2,target
tan2(φ/ 2)
)}
/[
Lgrating,eff
feff
tan2 αtilt,1,target
tan2(φ/ 2)
+
(
Lmirror
feff
− 1
)
tan2 αtilt,1,target
tan2(φ/ 2)
cosψin,2
cosψout,2
]
sinψin,1 = cosψout,1 tanαtilt,1,target + sinψout,1 ,
(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.44)
which depends on second grating incidence and deflection angle, ψin,2 and ψout,2 respectively,
as well as Lgrating,eff, Lmirror and ψdefl. The first of these equations restricts the choice of combi-
nations (ψin,2,ψout,2) to pairs ensuring correct pulse-front tilt αtilt,2.
By assuming values for all of these parameters the first grating incidence and diffraction angle
can be determined. Thereby, the first grating line density is expected to be equal or similar to
the second grating line density since the required pulse front tilt after the second grating αtilt,2 is
a small quantity.
The initial choice of second grating parameters will be driven by the requirement of high diffrac-
tion efficiency. However, this choice is not entirely free. There are secondary requirements, e.g.
a large enough distance between the gratings, grating incidence angles not too far from the Lit-
trow angle or availability of the corresponding first grating, that may require a refinement of the
initial choice.
The parameters Lmirror and ψdefl can be chosen to accommodate the space requirements in
the lab and availability from manufacturers, respectively. Since the requirement on pulse-front
tilt after the first grating scales only weakly with Lmirror, as long as it is small compared to feff, a
later refinement of its value after the grating parameters have been evaluated from some initial
guess will only result in a small change of grating parameters after a second iteration.
This setup also offers the possibility of using an uncompressed laser pulse as an input just as all
the setups before. In this case laser pulse compression is accomplished during propagation from
the first grating to the interaction point. This actually allows to use the compressor gratings for
spatial dispersion and pulse-front tilt generation which means that there would be no additional
set of gratings required in the experimental area. Group-delay dispersion that can be removed
by the setup is given by
GDD0 =
1
Ω0c
(
Lgrating tan
2
tilt,1 +Lmirror tan
2
tilt,2 +(feff + ∆f ) tan
2(φ/ 2)
)
. (4.45)
In the case of using an uncompressed pulse as an input, the GDD0 must match the absolute
value of group-delay dispersion generated by the stretcher. This gives another condition which
can be used to fix one of the free parameters in this setup, e.g. Lgrating or Lmirror. It is obtained
by solving (4.45) for the respective parameter.
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4.5.3. VARIATIONS IN UNDULATOR FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE FROM
MISALIGNMENT AND OUT-OF-FOCUS INTERACTION
As for the two grating setup without focusing, misaligned gratings and mirrors reduce the overlap
of electrons and laser pulse leading to intensity and undulator frequency variations during interac-
tion. Relations (4.27) and (4.28) used to estimate these variations are still applicable in this setup
providing focusing, but variations in orientations of plane of optimum compression tanαpoc and
pulse-front tilt tanαtilt have to be calculated from possible misalignments of all sources in (4.36).
An additional source of undulator frequency and amplitude variations in this setup can be
curvature of phase-fronts and pulse-front. While the former already has been estimated and
used to derive the minimum out-of-focus distance, the latter is estimated now. The analytical
formula for the laser field (4.5) is used. Since the plane of optimum compression is utilized in
this setup, all dispersion terms are neglected for this estimate. Further the variation from the
transverse envelope is neglected since its exact form depends on the laser system and can be
manipulated. For the normalized irradiance remains
I(y, z, t)
I(0, 0, 0)
= e−2L˜
′2
,
where
L˜′ =
ct + ∆f − z + y tanαtilt − y2/ (2R)
cτ0
.
Then total laser irradiance variation until the end of interaction can be estimated to be
∣∣∣∣∆II
∣∣∣∣ = ∆L˜′2 =
(
L2int sin
2 φ
8∆fcτ0
)2
.
Comparing this limit to the limit arising from undulator frequency variation due to phase front
curvature the latter is stricter than the former due to typically acceptable percent level variations
of laser irradiance.
Apart from curvature, aberrations may become a source of undulator frequency variation during
interaction, too. Off-axis cylindrical mirrors with large f / # = f / Din must be used for TWTS OFELs
in order to avoid coma from the mirror. With too small f / # individual frequencies contained in
the laser pulse do not share a common focus anymore but their individual foci are offset from
each other which introduces again a kind of spatial dispersion. However, for TWTS OFELs the
required effective focal distance scales as f / Din ∝ Lint/λund sinφ and thus f / # ≫ 1 for all TWTS
OFEL setups. Coma of the laser pulse can just become an issue in setups including focusing
which are not meant for TWTS OFEL operation.
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5. TRAVELING-WAVE
THOMSON-SCATTERING FOR OPTICAL
FREE-ELECTRON LASERS
Throughout the thesis it has been spoken about the Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering Optical
Free-Electron Laser (TWTS OFEL) but no proof has been presented to justify this wording. During
the thesis work it was shown for the first time by an analytic derivation of the TWTS OFEL
equations of motion that OFELs can be realized with TWTS. The derivation presented in this
chapter shows that the equations of motion for an interaction of electrons with a laser pulse in the
TWTS geometry can be written in a form equivalent to standard FEL equations of motion which
were presented in chapter 2.2.2. As a result, scaling laws can be derived for the requirements
on electron and laser pulse quality for TWTS OFEL operation which can be used to determine
electron and laser parameters for TWTS OFELs. A couple of examples are presented in the next
chapter.
5.1. FOUNDATIONS OF THE TWTS OFEL THEORY
Before the TWTS OFEL equations of motion are derived the specialties of the TWTS interaction
geometry with regard to OFEL realization are discussed. The analytical derivation of the electron
and radiation field dynamics in TWTS OFELs is a self-consistent 1.5D theory. It takes into account
differences in propagation directions between laser field, electrons and radiation field. It further
assumes a plane wave laser and radiation field.
In this section the assumption of a plane wave laser field is justified, the off-axis radiation
emission is explained, which is caused by non-collinear propagation of electron bunch and laser
pulse, together with the resulting development of a tilted microbunching structure.
5.1.1. PLANE WAVE ANSATZ FOR THE LASER FIELD
The derivation of electron and radiation field dynamics in TWTS OFELs assumes a plane-wave
laser field. The previous chapter presented methods for the generation of laser pulses for TWTS
with the aim to achieve a plane wave field along the electron trajectory. By utilizing the plane
of optimum compression it was shown that dispersion up to second order can be compensated
along the electron trajectory. For the same setup the laser field along the electron trajectory was
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already derived (eq. (4.22)) and it was shown that the field resembles a plane wave
E(zel, yel, t) = E0e
i
Ω0
c (ct−zel) (5.1)
along the electron trajectory (zel, yel) provided laser pulse dispersion is negligibly small as well as
electrons and laser pulse spatially overlap, eqs. (4.26) and (4.25) respectively, viz.
λLaser
πc2τ20
tan2(φ/ 2)
sinφ
σb ≪ 1 cτb + σb tan(φ/ 2)
cτ0
≪ 1 ,
where τb and σb are the electron pulse duration and rms cross-sectional radius, respectively. For
the self-consistent TWTS OFEL theory it is assumed that these conditions are fulfilled as well as
the change in laser field amplitude due to the transverse laser field envelope is negligibly small
during the interaction, too. These assumptions are consistent with the slowly varying envelope
approximation commonly used in FEL physics [132, 133].
The derivation of the electric field along the electron trajectory that leads to above conditions
was based on an expansion of the laser phase up to second order in (Ω − Ω0). The validity
of this approach can be verified by calculating the field along the electron trajectory from a
field representation including all orders of dispersion. For this a representation of a laser pulse
featuring the plane of optimum compression and including dispersion to all orders is needed
which is found from the electric field of a pulse with angular dispersion in frequency space
Eˆ(y, z,Ω) = Eˆ0e
−(Ω−Ω0)2τ20 / 4e−i
Ω
c (z cos θ(Ω)−y sin θ(Ω)) ,
where θ again represents angular dispersion and is the angle enclosed by the propagation di-
rection of a frequency Ω and the central frequency Ω0. A representation of the field of a pulse
featuring the plane of optimum compression is found from this representation by using the re-
sults for correct orientation of plane of optimum compression after diffraction at a single grating
which were obtained in the last chapter. That is, θ is evaluated using (4.15),(4.16), (4.17) and
αpoc = φ − π/ 2, where φ is the interaction angle, which leads to
θ(Ω) = ψout(Ω) − ψout(Ω0)
= φ + arcsin
[
1 −
Ω0
Ω
(1 − cosφ)
]
−
π
2
=: ν(Ω) −
π
2
,
with
ν(Ω) = φ + arcsin
[
1 −
Ω0
Ω
(1 − cosφ)
]
.
Then the field of the ideal TWTS pulse featuring the plane of optimum compression and including
dispersion to all orders is given in frequency space by
Eˆ(y, z,Ω) = Eˆ0e
−(Ω−Ω0)2τ20 / 4e−i
Ω
c (z sin ν(Ω)+y cos ν(Ω)) .
The field in time domain is obtained by a Fourier transformation
E(y, z, t) =
1
2π
∫
dΩeiΩt Eˆ(y, z,Ω) ,
which can be calculated numerically along the electron trajectory and decomposed into its fre-
quency components to evaluate undulator frequency and its variation given by its bandwidth.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1.: (a) The electric field of a TWTS laser pulse featuring the plane of optimum compres-
sion sampled along the electron trajectory for an interaction angle φ = 20◦. The field
resembles a plane wave for both electrons in the center of the bunch and with 60 µm
horizontal offset from center. (b) The complete spectrum of the field along the elec-
tron trajectory for both electrons. Due to dispersion compensation the spectra are
identical. Their relative full width at half maximum is obtained by a gaussian fit which
yields ∆Ω˜/ Ω˜ = 0.12%. The calculation was performed for an interaction lasting over
1000 undulator periods and the field was sampled eight times per period.
Results of a field evaluation along the electron trajectory are shown in fig. 5.1 for an example
setup using a laser system with wavelength λLaser = 1.035 µm and pulse duration τ0 = 120 fs for
interaction at an angle φ = 20◦ and an electron pulse rms cross-sectional radius of σb = 60 µm.
They confirm the plane wave behavior of the laser field along the electron trajectory for setups
making use of the plane of optimum compression.
Therefore it is assumed for the TWTS OFEL theory that above conditions for plane wave
behavior of the laser field are fulfilled and thus the field of the laser pulse can be approximated
locally, at the position of the electrons, by a plane wave (5.1).
5.1.2. OFF-AXIS RADIATION EMISSION
Compared to standard magnetic undulators or head-on Thomson scattering, coherent radiation
amplification in TWTS optical undulators does not take place along the propagation direction of
the electron beam. In a TWTS geometry the propagation directions of emitted radiation and
electrons enclose an angle φsc.
Coherent amplification of radiation under the angle φsc is a result of oblique laser incidence.
In contrast to standard magnetic undulators or head-on Thomson scattering, due to oblique inci-
dence the planes of equal laser phase are not oriented perpendicular to the electron propagation
direction but run across the electron bunch as it is depicted in fig. 5.2a. Thus there is a phase
difference ∆ϕin in observed laser field between electrons being aligned perpendicular to the di-
rection of motion of the bunch. Accordingly the laser field induced oscillatory motion of these
electrons is shifted by the same phase difference which results in a phase shift in emitted radia-
tion ∆ϕout between these electrons. Since the process of radiation emission from the oscillatory
motion is the same for all electrons, the phase difference in emitted radiation and incident laser
field is equal across the electron bunch
∆ϕout = ∆ϕin .
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Figure 5.2.: (a) Sketch to determine the emission angle φsc of radiation in TWTS OFELs with
interaction angle φ. Electrons (green) have different phases in the obliquely incident
laser field where the phase difference is ∆ϕin. Since the scattering process is similar
to diffraction into the zeroth order at a grating, the phase difference ∆ϕout between
electrons in the outgoing radiation is equal to ∆ϕin. But the wavelength of emitted
radiation λsc is much shorter than the laser wavelength λ0 ensuring φsc ≪ φ. (b)
Microbunching in an FEL develops along planes of equal radiation phase leading to
a tilted microbunching structure with respect to the electron propagation direction
in TWTS OFELs. (c) Radiation emission under the angle φsc leads to a radiation
‘walk-off’ out of the electron bunch. (d) Coordinate systems used in the derivation
of electron and radiation field equations of motion for TWTS OFELs. Red is the laser
coordinate system and purple the primed radiation coordinate system. The x-axes of
both systems coincide. Following the conventions often used in Thomson scattering
literature, the incident laser pulse propagates in −z direction. The emitted radiation
propagates along +z ′. (Originally in [KS2])
This relation can be used to determine the radiation emission angle which gives the direction
along which outgoing waves from electrons positively interfere. Drawing a comparison to diffrac-
tion at a grating, the radiation emission angle corresponds to the outgoing angle of the zeroth
diffraction order. Assuming the distance between two electrons is a and using the relation for
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3.: (a) Contour plot of the normalized radiation emission angle γφsc, cf. fig. 5.2a, in de-
pendence of interaction angle φ and electron energy γmc2 using the exact solution
(5.2) and assuming a20/ 2 ≪ 1. Except for the region where γφ is on the order of
unity, the emission angle is much smaller than the ∼ 1/ γ opening angle of the cone
into which spontaneous radiation of the individual electrons is emitted, φsc ≪ 1/ γ.
This ensures coherent radiation amplification and keeps radiation walk-off small. (b)
Line out of the normalized radiation emission angle γφsc scaling with interaction an-
gle φ for a constant electron energy of 2 MeV (blue). For a large portion of interaction
angles γφsc ≪ 1 holds. Interaction angles below the interaction angle φ = 1/ γ,
where γφsc = 1, result in forward scattering of radiation which is not of interest
for light source applications since λFEL = λLaser for these interaction angles. The
remaining interaction angles result in backward scattering allowing for short wave-
lengths production by large Doppler shifts, i. e. λFEL ≪ λLaser. For these cases the
approximate solution for the emission angle of coherent radiation (5.3) is plotted (or-
ange). The scaling of its condition of validity λFEL/λLaser = [2γ2(1 − β0 cosφ)]−1 ≪ 1
is depicted, too, verifying good agreement between the exact and the approximate
solution where it is applicable.
the scattered wavelength (2.1), with the observation angle θ = φsc,
∆ϕout = ∆ϕin
⇔ a 2π
λFEL
sinφsc =
2π
λLaser
a sinφ
⇔ sinφsc = λFEL
λLaser
sinφ
⇔ φsc = arcsin
[
b
β¯
√
1 + b2
]
− arctan b (5.2)
where b = β¯ sinφ/ (1−β0 cosφ) and β¯ = 1− (1+a20/ 2)/ 2γ
2
0 ≈ β0 is the average normalized electron
velocity in the laser field.
Since typical TWTS OFEL scenarios will feature radiation wavelengths much smaller than the
laser wavelength, the emission angle will be much smaller than the laser incidence angle φsc ≪ φ
and much smaller than unity φsc ≪ 1 as can be seen from the third relation. An approximate
solution for the emission angle of the coherent radiation can be obtained in this case by solving
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the third relation with an iteration method
φsc =
sinφ
2γ2(1 − β0 cosφ)
(1 + a20/ 2) φsc
φ≪1≈ (1 + a
2
0/ 2)
γ2φ
(5.3)
using 2γ2(1 − β0 cosφ) ≫ 1 implied by λFEL ≪ λLaser. A scaling of the normalized emission angle
γφsc with interaction angle φ and electron energy γmc2 using the exact solution (5.2) is depicted
in fig. 5.3 for scenarios with small undulator amplitude a20/ 2 ≪ 1. The scaling shows that the
emission angle of coherent radiation φsc is always smaller or equal to the opening angle 1/ γ
of the cone into which spontaneous radiation of individual electrons is emitted during Thomson
scattering. The condition γφsc . 1 is an important prerequisite for OFEL operation as otherwise
coherent amplification of radiation is not possible.
The region of interaction angles corresponding to φsc = 1/ γ marks a threshold in the scattering
process discriminating between forward and backward scattering. For interaction angles smaller
than this threshold the scattering processed observed in the electron rest frame is forward scat-
tering corresponding to transmission of radiation. Forward scattering is undesirable for an OFEL
since the radiation wavelength corresponds to the laser wavelength in this case. However, for-
ward scattering can only occur for very low electron energies which are not of interest for OFELs
as has been discussed in ch. 3.4. Interaction angles above the threshold correspond to backward
scattering were large Doppler shifts of the incident laser light are possible allowing to produce
X-rays.
As a consequence of off-axis radiation emission the microbunching structure of the electron
beam will be tilted with respect to the propagation direction of the bunch as depicted in fig. 5.2b.
Additionally, there are three more important consequences. Off-axis radiation emission leads to
radiation ‘walk-off’ out of the electron bunch as depicted in fig. 5.2c. Second, due to walk-off
radiation leaves the electron bunch and decouples from the amplification process earlier as if it
would propagate along the electron bunch axis which reduces the scattering output. Third, lost
radiation does not contribute anymore to microbunching which slows down the development
of the FEL instability. It is therefore necessary to minimize the walk-off. A limit on acceptable
walk-off is provided later in this chapter when scaling laws for TWTS OFELs are derived.
5.2. DERIVATION OF THE TWTS OFEL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In the following equations of motion of an electron interacting with the electric field of an incident
laser as well as the electric radiation field emitted by all other electrons in a bunch are derived
for a TWTS geometry. This derivation has been done for the first time during the thesis work
and takes into account the difference in propagation directions between laser pulse and electron
bunch, measured by the interaction angle φ, as well as radiation and electron bunch, measured
by the emission angle φsc. It was shown for the first time that the electron dynamics in a
TWTS optical undulator is equally described to the dynamics in standard magnet undulator based
free-electron lasers. Therefore, during the interaction in TWTS an FEL instability can develop
leading to coherent radiation amplification by a microbunched electron pulse, just as in standard
FELs, allowing for TWTS OFELs with orders of magnitude higher photon output than incoherent
Thomson scattering sources.
The derivation of the electron equations of motion in a TWTS OFEL begins with the temporal
evolution of the normalized electron energy γ = Eel/ mc2, where Eel and m is the electron energy
and mass, respectively. The electron energy changes while it interacts with the electric laser
field E and radiation field Erad
γ˙ = −
e
mc
(E rad + E ) · β , (5.4)
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where β is the vector of the electron velocity normalized to the speed of light c and e the absolute
value of the electron charge. According to the sketch of the interaction geometry shown in fig.
5.2d and in agreement with the conventions often used in Thomson scattering literature the laser
propagation direction in the laser coordinate system is −z whereas the radiation propagation
direction in the primed radiation coordinate system is +z ′. The vertical axis of both systems, x
and x ′ respectively, coincide. Following the discussion at the beginning of this chapter, a plane
wave laser field E is assumed, c.f. eq. (5.1), and a variation of the laser amplitude is omitted as
justified by the slowly varying envelope approximation,
E = E0 sin(k0η)ex (5.5)
Erad = Erad(t) cos[kζ +Υ(t)]ex , (5.6)
where k0 = Ω0/ c = 2π/λLaser is the laser field wave number, k an arbitrary radiation field number
which is unknown at the moment, η = ct + z and ζ = ct − z ′ are coordinates co-moving with the
fields of laser and radiation respectively, Erad(t) is the slowly varying radiation field amplitude in-
creasing during the interaction due to coherent amplification andΥ(t) is a slowly varying radiation
phase characterizing the microbunching induced change of the electron bunch as a medium in
which the radiation propagates. Assuming the electron bunch is much longer and wider than the
slippage distance of the radiation with respect to the electron bunch center, there is no spatial
dependency of the radiation field amplitude and phase Υ.
The aim of the following is to derive the self consistent set of electron and radiation field
equations of motion and rewrite these formally equal to the equations of motion of a standard
magnet undulator based FEL presented for example in ref. [134].
Similar to the case of head-on OFELs introduced in ch. 2.2 the pendulum equations of motion
for an electron in the combined fields of laser and radiation without gain are derived first. Then
the temporal evolution of the radiation field amplitude Erad(t) and phase Υ(t) are calculated using
the pendulum equations.
5.2.1. PENDULUM EQUATIONS OF TWTS OFELS
At first the temporal evolution of electron energy is analyzed starting by inserting into (5.4) ex-
pressions for the electric fields and the x-component of the time-dependent electron velocity in
the laser field, which is calculated in ref. [43] in terms of the laser co-moving coordinate η
βx =
a0
γ
cos(k0η) ,
where a0 = eE0/ mcΩ0 is the normalized optical undulator amplitude. The normalized electron
energy change becomes
γ˙ = −
e
mc
a0
γ
[
E0 sin(k0η) cos(k0η) + Erad cos(kζ +Υ(t)) cos(k0η)
]
.
Of these two terms, only the second is of importance for long-term energy transfer of elec-
tron kinetic energy to radiation field energy since the first term oscillates with twice the optical
undulator frequency and has no net contribution over many undulator periods.
γ˙ = −
e
mc
a0
γ
Erad(t)
1
2
[
cos(kζ +Υ(t) + k0η) + cos(kζ +Υ(t) − k0η)
]
The electron energy evolution is obtained from this by first rewriting the radiation field phase kζ
in the laser coordinate system
kζ = k(ct − z ′)
= k(ct − (y sin(φ − φsc) − z cos(φ − φsc)))
= kη − k(y sin(φ − φsc) + z
[
1 − cos(φ − φsc)
]
) ,
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and second inserting for (x, y, z) the electron trajectory calculated in ref. [43] for Thomson scat-
tering at arbitrary laser energies and interaction angles
x(η) = x0 + β1xη + r1 sin k0η
y (η) = y0 + β1yη
z(η) = z0 + β1zη − z2 sin(2k0η)
with
β1x = 0 r1 =
a0
γ0k0(1 − β0 cosφ)
β1y =
β0 sinφ
1 − β0 cosφ
β1z =
1
2
−
1 + a20/ 2 + γ
2β20 sin
2 φ
2γ2(1 − β0 cosφ)2
z2 =
a20
8γ2(1 − β0 cosφ)2k0
.
which yields for the radiation field phase
kζ +Υ(t) = kη
{
1 − sin(φ − φsc)β1y − β1z
[
1 − cos(φ − φsc)
]}
+ kz2 sin(2k0η)
[
1 − cos(φ − φsc)
]
+Υ(t) .
Accordingly, the phase of the oscillatory term in the electron energy change becomes
kζ +Υ(t)± k0η = k0η
(
k
k0
{
1 − sin(φ − φsc)β1y − β1z
[
1 − cos(φ − φsc)
]}± 1)
+ kz2 sin(2k0η)
[
1 − cos(φ − φsc)
]
+Υ(t) . (5.7)
This expression can be further simplified for a TWTS OFEL by approximating the phase of an
electron in the laser field η = ct + z by assuming a constant electron velocity
η ≈ ct(1 + β¯z ) ,
where β¯z is its average velocity in the laser field
β¯z = −
β0 cosφ + a20/ (4γ
2
0 (1 − β0 cosφ))
1 + a20/ (4γ
2
0 (1 − β0 cosφ))
,
which is reduced from its original velocity prior to interaction β0 due to the ponderomotive force
of the laser field.
With the calculations shown so far, the change in electron energy can be written
γ˙ = −
e
mc
a0
γ
Erad(t)
1
2
{
cos[θ+(t) +Υ(t) + kz2[1 − cos(φ − φsc)] sin(2k0ct[1 + β¯z ])]
+ cos[θ−(t) +Υ(t) + kz2[1 − cos(φ − φsc)] sin(2k0ct[1 + β¯z ])]
}
,
where
θ±(t) = k0ct(1 + β¯z )
(
k
k0
{
1 − sin(φ − φsc)β1y − β1z
[
1 − cos(φ − φsc)
]}± 1) (5.8)
is the slow component of the phase by which the electron energy changes in the combined
fields of optical undulator and radiation. The complete phase further consists of a fast varying
component proportional to kz2 due to longitudinal oscillations in the optical undulator field. These
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longitudinal oscillations allow coupling to higher harmonics of the radiation field, which are pro-
duced at optical undulator parameters a0 & 1, and reduce the energy transfer from electrons to
the fundamental radiation field wave.
It is not necessary to include these fast repeating dynamics on the timescale of an undulator
period into the calculation of the electron and radiation field dynamics to be able to study their
long-term evolution. In order to obtain an expression for the slow long-term evolution of the
electron energy, while properly taking into account the coupling to higher harmonics, the oscil-
latory terms in the electron energy evolution are expanded using the Bessel function relation
cos(a + b sin c) =
∑∞
m=−∞ cos(a + mc)Jm(b), where Jm is the mth Bessel function of the first
kind. Defining the ponderomotive phase, i.e. the phase of an electron in the combined optical
undulator and radiation field, as
θ(t) := θ−(t) = θ+(t) + 2k0ct(1 + β¯z ) ,
the electron energy change becomes
γ˙ = −
e
mc
a0
γ
Erad(t)
1
2
∞∑
m=−∞
cos
[
θ(t) +Υ(t) + m2k0ct(1 + β¯z )
]
×
×
[
Jm(kz2[1 − cos(φ − φsc)]) + Jm−1(kz2[1 − cos(φ − φsc)])
]
. (5.9)
This expression shows that the electron energy evolution is actually driven by many pondero-
motive waves. Every of these waves causes an oscillation of an electrons kinetic energy at
the unique frequency θ(t) + Υ(t) + m2k0c(1 + β¯z ). Thus the electron dynamics in the com-
bined fields of undulator and radiation resembles the dynamics of a pendulum. Each waves
contribution to the total energy change is determined by the value of the Bessel function factor
Jm(kz2[1 − cos(φ − φsc)]) + Jm−1(kz2[1 − cos(φ − φsc)]).
In order to provide for continuous transfer of electron energy to the radiation field a ponderomo-
tive waves phase needs to be nearly constant during the interaction, i. e. θ(t)+m2k0ct(1+ β¯z ) = 0
for continuous radiation amplification. This condition can be used to determine the amplified ra-
diation wavelengths in a TWTS OFEL. Note, each ponderomotive wave ensures energy transfer
to a single associated radiation wave of wavelength λFEL,m. Using the afore mentioned condition
as well as eq. (5.8) and the approximation β¯z = −β0 cosφ for relativistic electron bunches these
wavelengths are obtained
λFEL,m = −(2m − 1)λLaserg ,
g = 1 − sin(φ − φsc)
β0 sinφ
1 − β0 cosφ
−
[
1
2
−
1 + a20/ 2 + γ
2
0β
2
0 sin
2 φ
2γ20 (1 − β0 cosφ)
2
] [
1 − cos(φ − φsc)
]
, (5.10)
with γ0 denoting the initial normalized electron energy. Not all of these possible wavelengths,
which ensure constant pondermotive phase during interaction, occur in a TWTS OFEL. Every m
yielding a negative wavelength is not realized since the corresponding wave propagates opposite
to the direction into which spontaneous radiation is emitted. Therefore these waves are neither
radiated nor amplified. Amplified waves have m ∈ [−∞, 0].
A very good approximation of (5.10) is obtained for high electron energies γ20 ≫ a20, β0 ∼ 1 and
φ2sc ≪ 1 [43]
λFEL,n = nλLaser
(1 + a20/ 2 + γ
2
0φ
2
sc)
2γ20 (1 − β0 cosφ)
, (5.11)
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where the number of an amplified harmonic is identified with n = −(2m − 1). This relation is in
agreement with eq. (2.2) confirming that the amplified radiation wavelengths of a TWTS OFEL
are within the spectrum of spontaneously emitted radiation.
As pointed out before, producing harmonic rich radiation in a TWTS OFEL results in low elec-
tron-radiation coupling, which requires comparatively long interaction lengths, and a broad spec-
tral bandwidth of the TWTS OFEL. With the aim of compact and narrow bandwidth TWTS OFELs,
these will typically operate at non-relativistic irradiances (a0 < 1) producing radiation only at the
fundamental wavelength (n = 1). In this case, there is only one significant contribution to the
energy change in (5.9) from the fundamental radiation wavelength corresponding to m = 0. The
electron energy change expression therefore simplifies to
γ˙ = −
k1ca0arad(t)
γ
1
2
[
J0(χ) − J1(χ)
]
cos[θ(t) +Υ(t)] , (5.12)
where χ = a20/ (4 + 2a
2
0), k ≈ k1 = 2π/λFEL,1 and φsc ≪ φ has been used in the argument of the
Bessel functions.
The corresponding evolution of the ponderomotive phase θj for the jth electron is obtained by
inserting the radiation wave number k1 into (5.8) which yields for a0 ≪ 1
θ˙j = ck0(1 − β0 cosφ)
(
γ20
γ2j
− 1
)
γ0≫1= 2ck0(1 − β0 cosφ)
γ0 − γj
γ0
, (5.13)
where γj are the individual normalized electron energies.
The first goal is achieved now. The electron equations of motion in a TWTS OFEL without
radiation field gain are derived, eqs. (5.12) and (5.13), and they are similar to the pendulum
equations known from standard FELs [132]. Therefore an optical undulator in a TWTS geometry
yields the same electron dynamics as a magnetic undulator and produces the same radiation. In
the following it is shown that radiation amplification in a TWTS OFEL is equal to a magnet based
FEL, too.
5.2.2. SELF-CONSISTENT EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF TWTS OFELS
The temporal evolution of the radiation field is given by Maxwell’s equations. In Coulomb gauge
the temporal evolution of its potential Arad is given by[
∂2
∂z ′2
−
1
c2
∂2
∂t ′2
]
Arad = −µ0J ,
where µ0 is the permeability of free space and J is the electron current density. With the radia-
tion field envelope Erad(t) and phase Υ(t) being slowly varying functions, they can be assumed to
be constant over an optical undulator cycle allowing to drop all second derivatives and squares of
derivatives of these quantities. This corresponds to the slowly varying envelope approximation
commonly used throughout FEL physics and results in first order equations for their temporal
evolution.
Normalizing the radiation field envelope to arad = eErad(t)/ (mc2k), these read
mc
e
2k
{
cos[k(ct − z ′) +Υ(t)]
1
c
∂
∂t
arad(t)
−arad(t) sin[k(ct − z
′) +Υ(t)]
1
c
∂
∂t
Υ(t)
}
= −µ0Jx . (5.14)
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The electron beam current on the right hand side can be formulated using the individual electron
positions and velocities
Jx =
N∑
j=1
−eδ(r − r j (t))cβx,j (t)
=
N∑
j=1
−eδ(r − r j (t))c
a0
γj
cos(k0η) ,
with N corresponding to the number of electrons in the bunch. The above relation (5.14) contain-
ing the temporal evolution of radiation field envelope and phase can be split into two separate
equations by first inserting the current and then multiplying by either sin[k(ct−z ′)] or cos[k(ct−z ′)]
and afterwards averaging over a small volume V containing several radiation wavelengths in or-
der to obtain an equation for the envelope or phase, respectively. The volume V must be small
to allow for the approximation of constant envelope and phase therein. Thereby the products of
laser and radiation field phase sin[k(ct − z ′)] cos(k0η) and cos[k(ct − z ′)] cos(k0η) are treated equal
to the derivation of the pendulum equations were the Bessel function relation has been used
to discriminate between slowly and fast varying terms. The resulting equations for the radiation
field envelope arad and phase Υ are
∂
∂t
arad(t) =
µ0e
2cne
2mk1
a0
[
J0(χ) − J1(χ)
]〈cos[θj (t) +Υ(t)]
γj
〉
,
arad(t)
∂
∂t
Υ(t) = −
µ0e
2cne
2mk1
a0
[
J0(χ) − J1(χ)
]〈sin[θj (t) +Υ(t)]
γj
〉
.
(5.15)
(5.16)
with the electron number density of the electron bunch ne and the average 〈·〉 = 1NV
∑NV
j over all
electrons NV in the volume V .
The above equations for the evolution of radiation field envelope and phase, (5.15) and (5.16)
respectively, together with the electron equations of motion for energy change and ponderomo-
tive phase, (5.12) and (5.13) respectively, form the self-consistent set of equations describing
radiation and electron dynamics in a TWTS OFEL. These are already formally equivalent to the
self-consistent set of equations for standard FELs, presented for example in refs. [132, 135]. By
rewriting the above equations in ‘universal scaling’ the equivalence is better visible and at the
same time the Pierce parameter for TWTS OFELs is obtained.
5.2.3. TWTS OFEL EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN UNIVERSAL SCALING
The Pierce parameter of the TWTS OFEL obtained from universal scaling is
ρ =
[
a20f
2
BΩ
2
p
32γ30c
2k20 (1 − β0 cosφ)
2
]1/ 3
=
[
1
16γ30
Ip
IA
(
λLasera0fB
2πσb(1 − β0 cosφ)
)2]1/ 3
, (5.17)
where Ωp = e2ne/ ε0m is the plasma frequency of the electron bunch, fB = [J0(χ) − J1(χ)]
the Bessel function factor taking into account a reduced coupling due to radiation emission
into higher harmonics, Ip the electron beam peak current, σb the electron beam rms cross-
sectional radius, and IA = 4πε0mc3/ e ≈ 17 kA the Alfvén current. This Pierce parameter of
TWTS OFELs is equivalent to the Pierce parameter of standard magnetic FELs. The only ad-
dition being the dependence on the interaction angle φ taking into account the projection of
the laser wavelength into the electron bunch direction of motion yielding the undulator period
λund = λLaser/ (1 − β0 cosφ).
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The same projection is the only addition to the power gain-length of a TWTS OFEL
LG =
λLaser
4π
√
3(1 − β0 cosφ)ρ
. (5.18)
which is otherwise equivalent to the power gain-length of standard FELs, too.
Finally the self-consistent set of electron and radiation field equations of motion can be written
in universal scaling, where time is scaled to gain-periods t = ct/ LG
√
3, relative electron energy
to pj = (γ0 − γj )/ ργ0, and the radiation field amplitude to α measuring the power transferred
from electron beam power Pe = γ0mc2Ip/ e to radiation power P ≈ α2ρPe during the interaction,
reaching approximately unity at saturation α2 ≈ 1.
dθj
dt
= pj
dpj
dt
= 2α cos(θj +Υ) (5.19)
dα
dt
= 〈cos(θ +Υ)〉 dΥ
dt
= −
1
α
〈sin(θ +Υ)〉 . (5.20)
these are formally equivalent to the equations of motion of standard FELs presented for example
in ref. [134]. Therefore TWTS scattering geometries can exhibit the same electron and radiation
field dynamics known from standard magnet undulator based FELs introduced in ch. 2.2. That
is, microbunching of the electron pulse and coherent radiation amplification can be achieved in
TWTS geometries.
In order to perform simulations of TWTS OFELs the system of equations of motion (5.20) is
recast into a form that more facilitates their numerical integration. The form given above with
the radiation field amplitude in the numerator of the radiation field phase equation does not allow
for proper integration of this equation with initially vanishing radiation field. Therefore the scaled
radiation field is redefined to ε = αexp
[
iΥ
]
= εR + iεI which combines radiation field amplitude
α and phase Υ into a single variable ε. Then the TWTS OFEL equations become
dθj
dt¯
= pj
dpj
dt¯
= 2(εR cos θj − εI sin θj )
dεR
dt¯
= 〈cos θ〉 dεI
dt¯
= −〈sin θ〉 .
The 1.5D theory presented in this section proved for the first time the possibility of realizing
optical free-electron lasers with Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering. It shows that neither the
difference in propagation directions between laser and electron pulse, nor the difference be-
tween electron and radiation pulse directions of motion inhibits microbunching and exponential
radiation amplification.
With the above proof of applicability of TWTS for OFEL realization, going further to a proof
of principal experiment requires knowledge on electron, laser and radiation beam requirements
for OFEL operation. As has been already qualitatively discussed in ch. 3.3, the differences in
length and energy scales between TWTS OFELs and standard FELs lead to differences in free-
electron laser requirements and performance. The following section provides scaling laws to
evaluate electron, laser and radiation beam requirements as well as expected performance of
TWTS OFELs.
5.3. SCALING LAWS OF TWTS OFELS
The fundamental parameters in TWTS OFEL scalings are the interaction angle φ, the Pierce
parameter ρ and the power gain length LG, eqs. (5.17) and (5.18) respectively, as well as the
interaction distance Lint required to achieve saturation. Lint is assumed to be 16·Lg long according
to numerical integration of the TWTS OFEL equations of motion (5.19) and (5.20). A result of a
numerical integration is shown in fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4.: Results of a numerical integration of the TWTS OFEL equations of motion (5.19)
and (5.20) for 2000 electrons within an electron bunch slice of three radiation wave-
lengths along the propagation direction. Until saturation an interaction length of
Lint = 16 · LG is required. (a) Electron phase space in universally scaled pondero-
motive phase θ and energy p. At t=0 the initial electron distribution follows a normal
distribution in p with standard deviation σp = 1/ 1.960 which translates into a stan-
dard deviation in normalized energy of σγ / γ = ρσp. The initial distribution in θ follows
from a two step initialization process which aims at keeping the initial bunching small.
First, electrons are distributed on a regular grid, i.e. with equal spacing between each
other. Second, the single electrons are displaced from their initial position within the
interval enclosed by the initial positions of their closest neighbors according to a
uniform distribution. After interaction over sixteen gain length the electron pulse is
microbunched and the distance between two microbunches is 2π corresponding to
a radiation wavelength. (b) Radiation field growth during the interaction. Saturation
is reached after Lint = 16 ·LG where the scaled radiation field amplitude α is on the or-
der of unity. (c) Increase of electron microbunching during the interaction measured
by the bunching factor B =
∣∣〈exp [iθ]〉∣∣, which vanishes for an unbunched pulse and
approaches unity for maximum bunching. The initial value of the bunching factor in
this simulation is B(0) = 4.9 × 10−4.
The proof of equivalence of electron and radiation field dynamics in TWTS OFELs to standard
FELs allows for a simple approach directly using the results of standard FEL theory to assess the
radiation bandwidth and 3D effects, such as electron beam emittance and radiation diffraction,
in TWTS OFELs which are not accounted for in the 1.5D theory. Accordingly the scaling laws for
electron beam requirements in terms of energy spread, space charge parameter and normalized
emittance as well as the requirement on the Rayleigh length of the radiation being discussed in
ch. 2.3 are applicable for TWTS OFELs, too. These and all other scaling laws presented in this
section and in other sections are summarized for completeness in tab. 6.1.
Many of the conditions given are limits on quantities describing the quality of laser or electron
pulses. Since virtually every quality reduction leads to an increase in radiation bandwidth, quality
requirements can be derived from their impact on radiation bandwidth increase in the same
way the limits in ch. 2.3 have been derived. That is, the relative radiation bandwidth increase
∆λFEL/λFEL is calculated from the TWTS OFEL radiation wavelength relation (5.11) for the first
harmonic (n = 1) and the limit is set by the intrinsic FEL bandwidth
∆λFEL
λFEL
≈ 2ρ .
Parameter variations larger than this limit reduce the efficiency in driving the FEL instability which
at least increases the gain length and reduces the photon output.
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Figure 5.5.: Depicts the deviation in propagation angle ∆φ of an electron in a divergent beam.
This electron produces radiation different from the nominal radiation wavelength due
to the deviation in undulator period and radiation observation angle ∆φ.
Beyond the standard FEL scaling laws for electron beam and radiation requirements derived
in this way in the first chapter there are scaling laws special to TWTS OFELs regarding the
interaction geometry and the geometrical overlap of electrons and laser pulse as well as laser
pulse quality and radiation walk-off.
Besides the electron beam emittance condition limiting electron beam divergence and ensur-
ing good overlap, emittance is also a source of radiation bandwidth increase. For beams with
non-zero normalized transverse emittance ǫN, the propagation direction of a single electron can
deviate from the mean propagation direction of the beam by
∆φ = ǫN/ γ0σb , (5.21)
where σb is again the electron beam rms cross-sectional radius. This individual deviation in
propagation angle results in an individual deviation of interaction angle and radiation observation
angle as visualized in fig. 5.5. The radiation wavelength of this electron is shifted from the
minimum radiation wavelength emitted by straight propagating electrons due to the difference
in undulator period λund = λLaser/ (1 − cos(φ + ∆φ)). Although the wavelength shift is partly offset
by the same angular difference in observation direction φsc + ∆φ it contributes to bandwidth
broadening and sets a limit on electron beam divergence
γ20∆φ
2
1 + a20/ 2
≤ 2ρ , (5.22)
assuming ∆φ/φ≪ 1. This translates into a limit on normalized transverse emittance
ǫN ≤ σb
√
2ρ(1 + a20/ 2) . (5.23)
The laser pulse spot size at the interaction point and its duration must be large enough to pro-
vide the required interaction distance and full geometrical overlap of electrons and laser pulse.
Assuming a flat-top transverse laser profile, the width wy of the pulse in the horizontal direc-
tion, i.e. within the interaction plane spanned by laser and electron propagation direction, is in
accordance with eq. (4.34) determined by the interaction distance
wy = nwLint sinφ ,
where nw & 1 is a number measuring an increased pulse width from the minimum Lint sinφ
needed for TWTS OFEL operation in order to save laser propagation distance in the setup pro-
viding focusing in the interaction plane which is depicted in fig. 4.8. The width in the vertical
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direction wx , i.e. the width to which the pulse is focused by the second cylindrical mirror in this
setup, is given through the electron bunch rms cross-sectional radius σb
wx =
√
2πσb . (5.24)
Using these two relations the required laser power PLaser can be estimated from the optical
undulator parameter a0 being related to laser irradiance I,
PLaser = Iwxwy =
√
8ππ2c5m2ε0
e2
· σb
a20
λ20
nwLint sinφ
PLaser [TW] = 34.29 × 10
−3 · σb
a20
λ20
nwLint sinφ . (5.25)
The corresponding laser pulse energy ELaser = PLaserτ0 is estimated with the laser pulse duration
τ0 required to enclose the electron bunch of duration τb and radius σb. One possible approxi-
mation for the required laser pulse duration has already been given where variations in optical
undulator amplitude due to bad overlap were evaluated, cf. eq. (4.25),
τ0 & τb +
σb
c
tan(φ/ 2) . (5.26)
Another estimate obtained by approximating the electron bunch outline by an ellipsoid is given
in ref. [68].
The chapter discussing the generation of laser pulses for TWTS OFELs has extensively dealt
with laser irradiance variation ∆I during the interaction already. These are important to control
since they induce variations of optical undulator amplitude ∆a0/ a0 = (1/ 2)∆I/ I, leading to radiation
bandwidth broadening via λFEL ∝ (1 + a20/ 2). An upper limit on laser irradiance variation is again
obtained by error propagation
∆I
I
≤ 4ρ1 + a
2
0/ 2
a20
. (5.27)
This limit becomes in practice very demanding when aiming for undulator parameters of unity
and beyond where undulator amplitude fluctuations may be required to stay within the sub-per-
cent range. Providing laser pulses with such a high degree of uniformity may become challenging
in an experiment due to surface imperfections of the many optical elements in a laser system
which translate to phase and irradiance variation in the focus of the laser. Yet, this requirement
regards essentially the experimentally easier to control transverse envelope of the pulse since
electrons remain stationary within the longitudinal (i.e. temporal) envelope of the laser during
interaction. Additionally, variations in laser envelope could in principle be remedied by a well
controlled frequency chirp of the undulator [136, 137] which counterbalances the variation in un-
dulator amplitude by a variation in undulator frequency. However, introducing a frequency chirp
may considerably reduce the available laser intensity which can make this technique unpractical
for TWTS OFELs.
Spatial variation of the undulator amplitude also causes a deflection of electrons by an angle
∆φ away from their original direction of propagation towards lower undulator amplitude regions
due to the ponderomotive force F = −mc2∇a20/ 4γ0 [138], assuming a0 ≪ γ0, associated with
a gradient of undulator amplitude. A limit on laser irradiance variation is obtained by assuming
a constant ponderomotive force during the entire interaction and linearly approximating the gra-
dient ∇a20 ≈
√
2/π∆a20/ σb. The resulting deflection angle ∆φ = ∆a
2
0Lint/
√
8πγ20σb is inserted
into the limit for angular deviation (5.22). Then the second limit on acceptable laser irradiance
variation is
∆I
I
≤ 4
a0
(
πρ(1 + a20/ 2)σ
2
bγ
2
0
L2int
)1/ 4
. (5.28)
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Finally, there is a limit on the maximum allowed radiation emission angle φsc due to walk-off.
Similar to diffraction of radiation, walk-off causes a part of the radiation to leave the electron
bunch. A limit on φsc is obtained by interpreting the distance after which the radiation has an
offset of 2
√
2σb from the electron beam axis as a Rayleigh length. Then the limit on radiation
diffraction (2.15) can be reused to obtain
LG <
2
√
2σb
tanφsc
1/ γ0≤φ≪1≈ 2
√
2γ20φσb , (5.29)
where the approximation tanφsc ≈ 1/ γ20φ valid for γ−10 ≪ φ ≪ 1 has been made. As can be
seen from this relation, the walk-off becomes only relevant at very low electron energies and
comparatively large interaction angles φ = 1/ γ0.
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6. EXAMPLES OF TWTS LIGHT SOURCES
Short-pulse high-yield ultraviolet to X-ray sources have found many applications nowadays. These
range for example from studying laser ablation [139] and ionization dynamics with vacuum ultravi-
olet pulses during laser-matter interaction [140] to imaging single nano objects [76] and nanoscale
dynamics [15] with extreme ultraviolet pulses. With hard X-ray pulses the structure of biological
specimen can be determined or the impact of fast electron dynamics on laser ion acceleration
studied [141]. Sources at γ-ray wavelengths can nondestructively essay spent fuel [142] or trans-
mute long-living radioactive nuclear waste to short-lived isotopes [143]. Figure 6.1 provides an
overview and gives references for experiments. These examples represent only a few of the
possible applications making use of high-yield light sources within the wavelength range from
100 nm to 0.1 pm. By now the demand for beamtime at these kind of light sources exceeds the
available beamtime by far [144].
TWTS OFELs and enhanced Thomson scattering sources can be used to realize high-yield and
short-pulsed light sources at these wavelengths on a compact scale. The footprint of a TWTS
light source can be one to two orders of magnitude smaller than existing large scale facilities.
The possible femtosecond scale pulse durations and high photon numbers in the range of 109 to
1012 per pulse for TWTS OFELs suit well for these kind of experiments.
The following sections present examples of TWTS OFELs emitting vacuum ultraviolet, extreme
ultraviolet or X-ray radiation as well as an hard X-ray incoherent enhanced Thomson source. It is
shown that TWTS OFELs can be realized today with existing technology for laser systems and
electron accelerators.
Emphasis is put on the possibility to probe ion and electron distributions with femtosecond
X-ray pulses from an Ångström TWTS OFEL in experiments performed at HZDR which explo-
sively drive materials by irradiating these with short pulses from the petawatt laser system
DRACO [KSc1]. These experiments may be conducted in the context of laser-ion-acceleration or
warm-dense-matter [145–147] research. The short duration of the X-ray pulses thereby allows to
obtain a sharp scattering image of picosecond fast process in the target while the high intensity
allows to obtain a measurable scattering signal and the X-ray wavelength to penetrate the solid
density target. By repeating these experiments under identical initial conditions one could for
example observe the formation of shocks or the seeding and development of instabilities in the
target [141] with multiple, temporally delayed Å pulses. For laser-ion-acceleration the plasma
dynamics may then be linked to beam properties of the accelerated ions.
Figure 6.2 visualizes the setup within the Center for High-Power Radiation Sources at HZDR
where the DRACO petawatt laser is utilized to irradiate the target. Thereby fast electron dynam-
ics are induced which are probed by the Å TWTS OFEL driven by the PEnELOPE laser system.
In this case of laser ion acceleration the target is ionized by the infrared laser pulse and electrons
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Table 6.1.: Summary of the scaling laws used to estimate and tune the parameters of a TWTS
OFEL setup. The three columns from left to right name the parameter of interest,
its scaling law and a reference to the context where it appears and is explained in
more detail. The table is subdivided into four parts corresponding from top to bottom
to TWTS OFEL parameters, radiation parameters and requirements, electron bunch
requirements, laser requirements and requirements on the optical setup depicted in
fig. 4.8.
Description Relation Ref.
Optical undulator period λund = λLaser/ (1 − β0 cosφ) (2.1)
Radiated wavelength λFEL =
λLaser(1+a20/ 2+γ
2
0φ
2
sc)
2γ20 (1−β0 cosφ)
(5.11)
Emission angle of coherent φsc ≈ sinφ2γ20 (1−β0 cosφ) (1 + a
2
0/ 2) (5.3)
radiation for λFEL ≪ λLaser
Pierce parameter ρ =
[
1
16γ30
Ip
IA
(
λLasera0fB
2πσb(1−β0 cosφ)
)2]1/ 3
(5.17)
Gain length LG =
λLaser
4π
√
3(1−β0 cosφ)ρ
(5.18)
Interaction distance Lint ≈ 16 · Lg fig. 5.4
Radiated peak power P ≈ ργ0mc2Ip/ e (5.20)
Radiation defocusing LGλFEL
4πσ2b
< 1 (2.15)
Walk-off LG tanφsc
2
√
2σb
< 1 (5.29)
Relative electron energy spread ∆γ0
γ0
≤ ρ (2.12)
Emittance limit from λFEL shift ǫN ≤ σb
√
2ρ(1 + a20/ 2) (5.23)
Emittance limit for overlap ǫN ≤ 2σ2bγ0/ Lint (2.14)
Emittance limit for 2πǫN
γ0λFEL
. 10 (2.17)
transverse coherence
Space charge parameter
√
2λFEL
λund
ΩpLG
c < 1 (2.13)
Laser width in interaction plane wy = nwLint sinφ (4.34)
Laser focal width for overlap wx =
√
2πσb (5.24)
Laser pulse duration for overlap τ0 & τb +
σb
c tan(φ/ 2) (5.26)
Laser power PLaser [TW] = 34.29 × 10−3 · σb
a20
λ20
nwLint sinφ (5.25)
Irradiance variation limit from ∆II ≤ 4ρ
1+a20/ 2
a20
(5.27)
wavelength shift
Irradiance limit from ∆II ≤ 4a0
(
πρ(1+a20/ 2)σ
2
bγ
2
0
L2int
)1/ 4
(5.28)
ponderomotive deflection
Focal distance of second fx = Din,x
√
2πσb/λLaser (4.32)
cylindrical mirror
Effective focal distance of feff =
Din sinφ
2πnw (1−β cosφ)ρ
(4.33)
off-axis cylindrical mirror
Out-of-focus distance |∆f | & Lint sin
2 φ
2ρ(1−β cosφ) (4.30)
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Figure 6.1.: Examples of applications of intense short-pulse light sources at vacuum ultraviolet
(100 nm), soft X-ray (10 nm), hard X-ray (1 Å) or γ-ray wavelengths (0.1 pm). Today,
free-electron lasers are high brightness sources at ultraviolet to hard X-ray wave-
lengths while γ-ray sources are realized by Thomson scattering. Thus the gray line
divides between the spectral regions where high-yield sources with (left) or only
limited (right) spatial coherence are available.
are accelerated out of the target by the laser ponderomotive force. The electric field building up
between both ions in the target and electrons far from the target accelerate protons from the
target surface but their beam properties depend on the properties of the accelerated electrons
which are defined during the laser-target interaction. Linking plasma dynamics to ion beam prop-
erties becomes possible by repeatedly scattering pulses of the Å TWTS OFEL off the target in
order to probe the rapidly changing electron distribution therein during and after laser irradiation.
From the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) images the electron distribution in the target can
be reconstructed and modulations in electron density and their temporal evolution may be linked
to properties of the accelerated proton beam. The design, requirements and performance of the
Å TWTS OFEL is treated in detail in the last section of this chapter.
The presented examples of TWTS OFELs are driven by conventional or laser wakefield accel-
erated electrons. Laser wakefield acceleration allows for ultra-compact all-optical TWTS OFELs
with the advantage of incoherent synchronization between laser and electrons. The optical de-
sign of the setups is detailed in the text as well as electron bunch and laser pulse requirements
are discussed for the different TWTS OFELs. In the process of designing these sources the
scaling laws of the last chapter are utilized and at the same time general design guidelines are
deduced from these. The scaling laws are summarized in tab. 6.1.
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Figure 6.2.: Probing laser-driven solid-density matter with X-ray laser pulses at HZDR. While the
solid density target can be pumped by the petawatt infrared laser DRACO, X-ray
laser pulses can be provided by a TWTS OFEL utilizing infrared laser pulses from
the petawatt laser system PEnELOPE as optical undulators. Sources for electron
bunches driving the TWTS OFEL can be either the conventional radio-frequency ac-
celerator ELBE or a compact laser wakefield accelerator. In this example protons
are accelerated by irradiating a cryogenic hydrogen strand with DRACO laser pulses.
The complex electron dynamics in the strand are probed by X-ray pulses from an
Ångström TWTS OFEL in order to gain greater insight into the environment where
protons are accelerated. This may allow to link initial laser and target conditions to
proton pulse properties via their influence on electron acceleration.
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6.1. HARD X-RAY ENHANCED THOMSON SOURCE
The first example of this chapter presents a setup of a yield-enhanced Thomson scattering
source where Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering in a large interaction angle geometry is used
to produce incoherent radiation with orders of magnitude higher spectral photon density than a
head-on Thomson scattering source using the same laser system and electron source. These
enhanced Thomson sources from TWTS could achieve spectral brightnesses in the hard X-ray
range well above currently existing sources.
Todays hard X-ray sources are realized by head-on Thomson scattering due to available sub-
-micron optical undulator periods, cf. figs. 2.3 and 3.1 respectively, but are limited in interaction
distance by the laser Rayleigh length. With TWTS geometries this limit does not exist any-
more allowing for a significant brightness increase. In TWTS longer interaction distances are
achievable and at the same time optical undulator amplitudes can be reduced to sub-relativistic
levels which allows for higher photon yields at smaller bandwidth compared to head-on Thomson
sources. High quality radiation from yield-enhanced Thomson sources by TWTS could be used
for e. g. X-ray phase contrast or absorption imaging of dense and thick materials in order to non
destructively detect cracks and other material defects [148–150], to obtain higher quality images
in (medical) computer tomography [151–153], to essay spent nuclear fuel by nuclear resonance
flourescence [142], or for ultrafast nuclear science [154, 155].
Especially attractive is to combine laser wakefield acceleration of electrons and TWTS to build
ultra-compact, high-yield radiation sources. Numerous possible applications of laser wakefield
accelerator-based light sources are reviewed in ref. [156].
This specific example of an enhanced Thomson source utilizes electron bunches as they are
supposed to be provided by the ELBE accelerator at HZDR using the superconducting radio-fre-
quency electron gun [157], featuring an energy of 40 MeV, and a normalized transverse emittance
of 2 mm mrad. The laser pulse scattered off these electrons has a wavelength of 800 nm, 25 fs
pulse duration, 1 J energy and is focused to a diameter of 50 µm which is large enough to contain
the divergent electron bunch over the entire interaction distance.
The distribution of scattered photons in solid angle and energy is compared in fig. 6.3 for a
head-on geometry and a TWTS geometry at 120◦ interaction angle. The photon distributions
were calculated by Alexander Debus with the 3D radiation code CLARA [67, 158]. The scattered
radiation in the case of head-on Thomson scattering is broader in bandwidth and distributed over
a larger solid angle. The former results from the shorter interaction duration of the head-on
geometry which is given in number of undulator periods Nund by approximately half the laser lon-
gitudinal full width at half maximum
√
ln 2cτ0 divided by the optical undulator period λLaser/ 2. In
the TWTS geometry the number of undulator periods can be much larger since the requirement
of an equal radiation wavelength at a smaller interaction angle requires to reduce the undulator
parameter which can be achieved by increasing the laser width in the interaction plane resulting
in longer interaction distances. Therefore the scattered photons are gathered within a smaller
bandwidth leading to a higher photon density. The smaller undulator parameter also results in a
better collimation of the radiation since the deflection angle of oscillating electrons scales with
the undulator parameter which even further increases the photon density in TWTS setups. To-
gether this leads to an almost two orders of magnitude higher photon density of the 120◦ TWTS
setup compared to the head-on setup.
6.1.1. DETERMINING OPTICAL SETUP PARAMETERS
The large interaction angle of φ = 120◦ of this TWTS source requires a large pulse-front tilt of
φ/ 2 = 60◦ to ensure optimum overlap of electrons and laser. As explained in ch. 4.1, with large
pulse-front tilts dispersion needs to be compensated along the electron trajectory. If dispersion
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Figure 6.3.: Comparison of simulated spectral photon density from head-on Thomson scattering
and a 120◦ interaction angle TWTS geometry. Both scenarios utilize a 25 fs, 1 J,
λLaser = 800 nm laser pulse focused to a diameter of 50 µm full width at half maxi-
mum and a 40 MeV, 2 mm mrad norm. transv. emittance electron beam. The photon
distribution for head-on scattering is broad in bandwidth and emission angle due to
nonlinear Thomson scattering. In the TWTS setup the optical undulator amplitude
can be reduced into the sub-relativistic regime by utilizing wider laser pulses. This
allows for an increase of interaction distance to 42 mm instead of only half the longi-
tudinal laser pulse length and at the same time reduces the bandwidth and angular
spread of the beam leading to a significant increase of spectral photon density. (Orig-
inally in [KS2])
is not compensated, the laser pulse duration will increases to 71τ0 towards the end of the
interaction when starting fully compensated. This requires a setup utilizing the plane of optimum
compression. Fig. 4.4 sketches such a setup making use of two gratings to control the orientation
of plane of optimum compression and pulse-front tilt independently of each other. According to
fig. 4.3b their orientation needs to be αpoc = 30◦ and αtilt = 60◦, respectively.
Optical setup parameters, in terms of first and second grating incidence angles as well as
line densities, are found from the coupled analytical relations 4.20 for second grating incidence
and diffraction angle, ψin,2 and ψout,2 respectively, at given interaction angle. The procedure
is outlined in the following. At first, the first grating line density n1 and corresponding range
of incidence angles ψin,1 ensuring correct orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum
compression are determined by scanning for the existence of a solution to the first equation of
eq. (4.20), sinψin,2 = si(sinψout,2,ψin,1, n1,φ), at different n1 and ψin,1. The existence of a solution
to this first equation at preset n1 and ψin,1 is determined from the existence of a root of the
implicit function
0 = sinψin,2 − si(so(sinψin,2,ψin,1, n1,φ),ψin,1, n1,φ) , (6.1)
where the root of this function ψin,2,sol is actually the second grating incidence angle yielding
a proper TWTS setup at the corresponding n1 and ψin,1. This implicit function is obtained by
inserting the second relation of the equation system (4.20) sinψout,2 = so(sinψin,2,ψin,1, n1,φ)
into the first equation. By a parameter scan, the implicit function (6.1) is evaluated for ψin,2 ∈
[−90◦, 90◦] at many ψin,1 and fixed n1 as it is depicted in fig. 6.4. The range in ψin,1 for which the
function is drawn is determined by demanding diffraction only into −1st order at the first grating
in order to achieve high diffraction efficiency. By repeating these scalings for different n1 the
range of usable first grating line densities is found to be between 1200 l/ mm to 1500 l/ mm for
this φ = 120◦ TWTS setup. The largest range of usable first grating incidence angles is available
with n1 = 1250 l/ mm gratings where n1λLaser = 1 and diffraction into higher orders does not
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Figure 6.4.: Scaling of the implicit function sinψin,2 = si(so(sinψin,2,ψin,1, n1,φ),ψin,1, n1,φ) with
second grating incidence angle ψin,2 for three different first grating incidence an-
gles ψin,1 ∈ (48◦, 32◦, 16◦) and fixed first grating line density n1 = 1500 l/ mm. The
range of ψin,1 is determined by demanding diffraction only into −1st order. Roots
of the implicit function correspond to proper TWTS setups with correct orientation
of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression. These are only existent for
small first grating incidence angles ψin,1 ∼ 10◦ and line densities n1 ∼ 1200 l/ mm to
1500 l/ mm for this example of 120◦ interaction angle and 800 nm laser wavelength.
takes place.
These line densities where n1λLaser = 1 generally mark an optimum with respect to variability
of a setup for realizing also other interaction angles. Further, these line densities are the only
ones usable for very large interaction angle setups close to 180◦ since only these allow for the
realization of the required large pulse-front tilts due to their attainable large deviation between
angle of incidence and angle of diffraction. Other possibilities to achieve correct orientation of
pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression do not seem to be feasible.
Out of the range of possible first grating line densities the largest possible, n1 = 1500 l/mm,
is chosen. It produces pulses with larger angular dispersion than the lower line density gratings
which allows to produce a large amount of spatial dispersion on a shorter propagation distance
from first to second grating. Spatial dispersion generated during propagation in the grating pair
precompensates spatial dispersion generated after diffraction at the second grating. This is
necessary since the laser pulse-front orientation has different sign during propagation from first
to second grating than during propagation from second grating to the interaction point.
Apart from dispersion issues, whether a specific n1 is suitable may also depend on the values
of the remaining parameters (ψin,1,ψin,2, n2) and (on-stock) availability of this grating pair. For fixed
n1 the usable range in second grating incidence angles ψin,2 and line densities n2 can be deter-
mined by plotting all the solutions ψin,2,sol of the equation system (4.20) and their corresponding
n2,sol, obtained from eq. (4.21) using sinψout,2,sol = so(sinψin,2,sol,ψin,1, n1,φ), in dependence of
the usable first grating incident angles which yield a proper TWTS setup for this n1. The usable
ranges in n2 and ψin,2 for this TWTS source are shown in figs. 6.5a and 6.5b, respectively, at a
chosen first grating line density of 1500 l/ mm. The choice of a specific n2 can be facilitated by
comparing the corresponding ψin,2 to the Littrow angle of this grating as it is done in the figure.
Since the combination n1 = 1500 l/ mm, n2 = 2300 l/ mm allows for a small deviation of second
grating incidence angle from its Littrow angle this grating pair is the final choice for the 120◦
TWTS setup.
Now that the grating pair is chosen only the first grating incidence angle and second grating
rotation angle ǫ are left to be determined. This is easily done by plotting in dependence of
these two parameters contours of constant pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression
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Figure 6.5.: For the φ = 120◦ TWTS scenario the scaling of (a) second grating line density n2
and (b) deviation of second grating incidence angle ψin,2 from the gratings Littrow
angle ψLittrow(n2) is plotted in dependence of first grating incidence angle ψin,1 at
n1 = 1500 l/ mm. (c) Dependence of second grating rotation angle ǫ on ψin,1 to
maintain constant orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression
at fixed line densities n1 = 1500 l/ mm, n2 = 2300 l/ mm. (a) and (b) are used to
chose second grating line density by taking second grating diffraction efficiency into
consideration which is high for second grating incidence angles close to their Littrow
angle. (c) is used to determine ψin,1 = 16.635◦ and ǫ = −7.043◦ which yield correct
orientation of pulse-front tilt αtilt = 60◦ and plane of optimum compression αpoc =
30◦ for n1 = 1500 l/ mm and n2 = 2300 l/ mm. (Originally in [KS4])
as depicted in fig. 6.5c. The pair (ψin,1 = 16.635◦, ǫ = −7.043◦) corresponding to the crossing
point of the contours αtilt = 60◦ and αpoc = 30◦ mark the working point of the setup with the
chosen grating pair (n1 = 1500 l/ mm, n2 = 2300 l/ mm).
A sketch of the setup is shown in fig. 6.6. The laser pulse input diameter is Din = 50 mm.
After diffraction at the first grating the pulse propagates 15 cm to the second grating which ad-
justs pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression orientation. The propagation distances
between first and second grating as well as second grating to cylindrical mirror are kept as short
as possible in order to keep the setup compact. The overall setup size is essentially determined
by the focusing distance of the cylindrical mirror providing focusing in the vertical direction. Its
focal length f = 2.5 m is determined by the target laser focal width of 50 µm full-width at half-
maximum of the intensity profile. The focusing distance covered by the laser pulse is increased
to almost 2.9 m due to its non-normal incidence. While the laser pulse covers this distance its
width increases significantly due to spatial dispersion arising from the large pulse-front tilt of 60◦.
Two simple possibilities to precompensate spatial dispersion developing during propagation
exist. First, another upstream grating pair could be used to generate opposite spatial dispersion.
This grating pair could have much higher line density than the gratings used to adjust pulse-front
tilt and plane of optimum compression which would allow to keep the setup compact.
Second, the grating pair already implemented in this setup could be used to generate the
necessary precompensation by increasing the grating separation distance Lgrating, though the
pulse-front tilt after diffraction at the first grating would require 10 m grating separation in order to
generate enough spatial dispersion. The necessary grating separation distance can be estimated
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Figure 6.6.: Sketch of the hard X-ray enhanced Thomson source by TWTS at an interaction an-
gle φ = 120◦ (not to scale). After diffraction at the first grating ray paths of differ-
ent frequencies contained within the pulse spectrum are drawn. Blue and red rays
correspond to edges of the 80 nm wide pulse spectrum, i.e. 760 nm and 840 nm, re-
spectively. Spatial dispersion significantly increases the horizontal pulse width during
vertical focusing. (Originally in [KS4])
from spatial dispersion evolution after diffraction at the second grating, cf. (4.38),
SD(z) =
cosψout,2
cosψin,2
Lgrating
Ω0
tanαtilt,1 −
z
Ω0
tanαtilt,2
⇔ Lgrating = Lprop cosψin,2cosψout,2
tanαtilt,2
tanαtilt,1
,
where Lprop is the laser propagation distance from the second grating to the interaction point.
However, this estimate is not straightforward since generating more spatial dispersion within the
grating pair also causes an increase in pulse width. This in turn requires larger distances between
second grating and first mirror as well as first mirror and cylindrical mirror which in turn makes a
larger grating separation distance necessary. Therefore, spatial dispersion precompensation by
another grating pair of high line density might be the compacter variant in cases where spatial
dispersion precompensation is really necessary.
6.1.2. MODELING THE SETUP IN ZEMAX
In order to complement the analytical approach used in this thesis to calculate orientations of
pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression this enhanced Thomson scattering setup was
also modeled in ZEMAX [159]. ZEMAX is an optical design software using ray tracing to simulate
propagation of rays through optical setups. It allows to determine the orientations of pulse-front
tilt and plane of optimum compression from raytracing without approximation which is used to
validate the analytical formulas providing their orientation.
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Table 6.2.: Results of sampling time delay TD and group-delay dispersion GDD along planes coin-
ciding with expected pulse-front and plane of optimum, respectively, for the φ = 120◦
incoherent TWTS hard X-ray source. Nearly constant time delay and group-delay dis-
persion along expected pulse front and plane of optimum compression, respectively,
demonstrate good agreement between independent simulation and analytic relations
(4.14) for pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression orientation.
meas. along pulse-front left edge center right edge
Time delay T D [ps] 17801.4909 17801.4894 17801.4879
meas. during interaction begin middle end
Group delay dispersion GDD [ps2] -15.401934 -15.401926 -15.401918
Within ZEMAX orientations of pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression are deter-
mined from the optical path lengths differences between rays of different wavelengths. More
specifically, optical path lengths OPTHi associated with different laser wavelengths λi are first
converted to optical phases ϕi =
2π
λi
OPTHi , where three wavelength λ2 < λ1 = λLaser < λ3 are
traced through the setup, and second these wavelength specific phases are used to numerically
calculate a derivative of the optical phase ϕ with respect to laser frequency. The first and sec-
ond derivative of the optical phase represent time-delay TD and group-delay dispersion GDD,
respectively,
TD =
dϕ
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
GDD =
d2ϕ
dΩ2
∣∣∣∣
Ω=Ω0
.
According to eq. (4.13) time-delay is constant along the pulse-front and can thus be used to
evaluate pulse-front tilt whereas group-delay dispersion is constant within the plane of optimum
compression and can thus be used to evaluate its orientation. Time-delay and group-delay dis-
persion are calculated from the wavelength specific optical phases ϕi by
TD =
ϕ3 − ϕ2
2(λ1 − λ2)
(
−
2πc
Ω20
)
GDD =
ϕ3 − 2ϕ1 + ϕ2
(λ1 − λ2)2
(
2πc
Ω20
)2
−
2
Ω0
TD . (6.2)
In ZEMAX the whole calculation is implemented in a macro which is written in the ZEMAX Pro-
gramming Language ZPL and printed in appendix A. Table 6.2 list results of a TD and GDD
sampling in ZEMAX of this enhanced Thomson scattering setup. Both TD and GDD are sampled
at three different positions within planes that are oriented along pulse-front and plane of opti-
mum compression as expected by the analytical expressions (4.19). TD is sampled at the center
as well as left and right edge of the transverse pulse extent. GDD at begin, middle and end of
the electron bunch path in the interaction region.
From both samplings it can be concluded that the analytical formulas derived within this thesis
are consistent with raytracing in ZEMAX. The difference in time delay along the pulse front
amounts to a 30 µrad deviation in pulse-front tilt angle which results in 1% irradiance fluctuation
during the interaction as evaluated from eq. (4.22). The difference in group-delay dispersion along
the plane of optimum compression amounts to an increase of pulse duration to 1.00004τ0 during
interaction. Both approximations assume full spatial and group delay dispersion in the middle of
the interaction.
All things considered, this example clearly shows that incoherent TWTS light sources can be
realized today. This enhanced Thomson setup produces high brightness hard X-ray radiation uti-
lizing commercially available optics and a commercially available 800 nm, 1 J, 25 fs laser system
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[160]. A yield-enhanced Thomson scattering setup using TWTS can be a first step towards a
TWTS OFEL realization but at lower electron and laser quality requirements making it an ideal
testbed. Two substantial challenges for the realization of TWTS OFELs are already faced in the
realization of an enhanced Thomson source. First, diagnostic tools detecting and characterizing
large pulse-front tilts and the plane of optimum compression orientation of TWTS pulses are
required. Second, synchronization between electron bunch and laser pulse arrival time at the
interaction point is required on the pulse duration level when aiming for high-duty TWTS light
source operation. This could be achieved with an all-optical synchronization scheme similar to
the system implemented at DESY [161] which demonstrated better than 30 fs rms facility-wide
timing. Such a system is currently commissioned at HZDR, too [162].
The next example explains the details of a TWTS OFEL realization and prospects the possibili-
ties of TWTS when high quality electrons bunches and laser pulses are available.
6.2. A VACUUM ULTRAVIOLET TWTS OFEL REALIZABLE TODAY
Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation from this TWTS OFEL could be used to study e. g. nonlinear
light-matter interactions in terms of ionization dynamics in many-particle systems [140], reaction
kinetics at surfaces with temporal resolution which is of relevance relevance to engineering
catalysts for the chemical or pharmaceutical industry [163–165], or to study ablation from material
surfaces by intense ultraviolet irradiation being relevant, for example, to micromachining and
-structuring as well as damage studies [139, 166].
Moreover, this VUV TWTS OFEL is realizable today with existing technology for laser systems
and electron accelerators. A setup similar to the one presented in the following can serve as a
proof-of-principle experiment for the demonstration of TWTS OFELs.
A VUV TWTS OFEL provides radiation at a wavelength being long compared to wavelengths
available at existing extreme ultraviolet and X-ray free-electron lasers but making a start on a
TWTS OFEL realization at a longer radiation wavelength has the advantage of lower laser pulse
and electron bunch quality requirements.
The VUV TWTS OFEL design utilizes an out-of-focus interaction geometry as it is sketched
in fig. 4.8. The laser system of this setup is of PEnELOPE [104] type, providing petawatt laser
pulses with a final energy of 120 J at a pulse duration of 120 fs, a corresponding bandwidth of
50 nm and a wavelength of λLaser = 1.035 µm. An overview on the complete set of electron and
optical undulator parameters gives tab. 6.3. Laser and optical components parameters as well
as alignment tolerances are given in tab. 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.
The remainder of this example illustrates how to use all of the relevant scaling laws derived in
this thesis, and summarized in tab. 6.1, in order to determine these parameters.
6.2.1. DETERMINING ELECTRON BUNCH PARAMETERS
Electrons are provided by a high brightness electron gun as they are commonly used across
all extreme ultraviolet (EUV) to X-ray FEL facilities nowadays. These typically deliver 3 MeV to
8 MeV electron bunches of 100 pC to 500 pC charge, 2 ps to 9 ps rms duration, 0.1% relative
rms energy spread and 0.5 mm mrad to 1 mm mrad normalized transverse emittance. Currently
ongoing development projects based on photo cathodes exist at e.g. Cornell, FERMI@Elletra,
HZB, HZDR, KIT, LCLS, PITZ and PSI where both normal as well as superconducting acceleration
cavities are under investigation, and SACLA uses a thermionic cathode in their injector [109,
167–175].
Electron bunch parameters in this example are taken from the FERMI electron gun providing
Eb = 4.7 MeV, Q = 350 pC, σt,b = 2.4 ps, ǫn = 0.5 mm mrad and σE = 9 keV rms energy spread
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Table 6.3.: Parameters and requirements on electrons and optical undulator for the VUV TWTS
OFEL radiating at 100 nm and being realizable today.
Electron, laser and undulator parameters VUV TWTS OFEL
Resonant wavelength [nm] 100
Interaction angle [◦] 10.1
Undulator wavelength [µm] 65
Electron energy [MeV] 15
Bunch charge [pC] 350
Peak current [kA] 0.8
Bunch duration (rms) [fs] 175
Bunch cross-sectional radius (rms) [µm] 7
Norm. transv. emitt. [mm mrad] 0.5
Rel. energy spread 0.8%
Undulator parameter a0 2
Transv. intensity profile stability 2.5%
Gain length [mm] 0.35
Interaction distance [mm] 5.66
Peak VUV power [MW] 104
Number of photons 23 × 1012
Peak spectral brightness 3 × 1026
[photons/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%bandwidth)]
bunches [167].
Since delivered peak currents of Ip = Q/
√
2πσt,b = 58 A are too low for OFEL operation, longitu-
dinal bunch compression is necessary to achieve electron densities suitable for OFEL operation.
This compression is accomplished by an accelerator radio-frequency cavity which decelerates
the head and accelerates the tail of an electron bunch compared to its center. Subsequent
propagation through a magnetic chicane consisting of four dipole magnets leads to longitudi-
nal compression due to path length differences between electrons of different energies, where
higher energy corresponds to shorter path length [176].
Producing an energy chirp in the bunch in order to compress it increases its total energy
spread. Assuming the product εlong = σt,bσE, being proportional to the longitudinal emittance
of the bunch, is constant during compression [78, sec. 13.4], the total rms energy spread of a
bunch after compression to a desired peak current Ip is given by
σE =
√
2πIpεlong
Q
. (6.3)
The relative energy spread of the bunch σE/ Eb, being a significant quantity for OFEL operation,
c.f. tab. 6.1, can be reduced again by further accelerating the bunch in order to increase its energy
Eb. The corresponding relative energy spread then sets the required acceptance of the OFEL.
The rest of the OFEL parameters is obtained from the scaling laws in tab. 6.1 as it is shown in
the following.
CHOSING ELECTRON BUNCH ENERGY
The choice of electron bunch energy is intrinsically connected to a choice of interaction angle φ
since both determine the radiation wavelength λFEL via the Thomson formula (3.1). In order to get
an impression on whether high or low interaction angles are preferable for TWTS OFELs in the
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Table 6.4.: Parameters of optical setup components to form laser pulse for the VUV TWTS OFEL
radiating at 100 nm and being realizable today.
Optical setup parameters VUV TWTS OFEL
Laser wavelength λLaser [µm] 1.035
Laser cut-off bandwidth [nm] 50
Laser pulse duration as FWHM of irradiance [fs] 120 (τ0 = 102)
Laser peak power PLaser [TW] 997
Laser oversize at interaction point nw 1.12
Laser input diameter Din [cm] 17.5
1st grating incidence angle ψin,1 [◦] 40.56
1st grating line density n1 [l/mm] 1000
1st grating diffraction angle ψout,1 [◦] -22.629
Grating separation Lgrating [m] 3.603
2nd grating rotation angle ǫ [◦] -4.343
2nd grating incidence angle ψin,2 [◦] 18.286
2nd grating line density n2 [l/mm] 1030
2nd grating diffraction angle ψout,2 [◦] -48.789
Distance between 2nd grating and off-axis cylindrical mirror Lmirror [m] 2.0
Deflection angle at off-axis cylinder ψdefl [◦] 15
Off-axis cylinder effective focal distance feff [m] 32.429
Out-of-focus distance ∆f [m] -0.647
Distance between off-axis cylinder and interaction point zprop [m] 31.783
Final pulse-front tilt angle αtilt [◦] 5.05
Final orientation of plane of optimum compression αpoc [◦] -79.896
Group-delay dispersion pre-compensation GDD0 [ps2] 8.758
Table 6.5.: Tolerances of optical component parameters for the VUV TWTS OFEL radiating at
100 nm and being realizable today.
Optical setup parameter tolerances VUV TWTS OFEL
Interaction angle ∆φ [mrad] 14
1st grating incidence angle ∆ψin,1 [mrad] 14
2nd grating rotation angle ∆ǫ [mrad] 14
Grating separation ∆Lgrating [mm] 290
Distance between 2nd grating and off-axis cylindrical mirror ∆Lmirror [m] many
Effective focal distance ∆feff [mm] 2400
out-of-focus geometry, the scaling of effective focal distance feff of the off-axis cylindrical mirror
with interaction angle is examined. This scaling largely determines the required propagation
distance zprop of the laser pulse from the off-axis cylindrical mirror to the interaction point
zprop = feff − |∆f | =
(
1 −
|∆f |
feff
)
feff ≈ feff ,
where ∆f is the out-of-focus distance and ∆f / feff = πw/ Din ≪ 1 is assumed since otherwise
focusing would not be required. The scaling of effective focal distance with interaction angle φ
and radiation wavelength λFEL is
feff =
Din sinφ
2πnw (1 − β cosφ)ρ
∝ sinφ
(1 − β cosφ)5/ 6
λ−1/ 2FEL
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which shows that a TWTS OFEL will be more compact if a larger interaction angle is chosen to
radiate at a target wavelength. On the other hand, a larger interaction angle increases electron
bunch quality requirements since the Pierce parameter becomes smaller with a larger interaction
angle
ρ ∝ (1 − β cosφ)−1/ 6λ1/ 2FEL .
Therefore, whenever a TWTS OFEL setup is designed, a trade-off between compactness and
electron bunch quality requirements needs to be found. Further, these scalings suggest that a
proof-of-principle experiment of a TWTS OFEL would not aim at X-ray radiation wavelengths but
rather at vacuum ultraviolet or extreme ultraviolet wavelengths because longer radiation wave-
lengths reduce both the effective focal distance and the electron bunch quality requirements.
In essence, taking the above considerations into account, an electron energy of 15 MeV is
chosen for this VUV TWTS OFEL.
CHOSING ELECTRON BUNCH PEAK CURRENT, RADIUS AND OPTICAL UNDULATOR STRENGTH
The above mentioned trade-off is in essence a trade-off between laser propagation distance
zprop and OFEL electron energy spread acceptance ρ & σE/ Eb which needs to be made when
choosing electron bunch peak current Ip, its rms cross-sectional radius σb as well as optical
undulator strength a0.
All of the latter three parameters enter the Pierce parameter and thus influence the strength
of radiation back reaction. As a consequence the choice of values of these parameters finally
sets the gain bandwidth and saturation distance of this TWTS OFEL and therefore also sets
requirements on electron bunch and laser parameters. That is to say Ip, σb and a0 must be
chosen to fit the requirements on electron bunch and laser parameters to the experimentally
feasible values of effective focal distance feff, laser power PLaser, electron bunch energy spread
σE/ Eb and its norm. transv. emittance ǫn.
Scalings of the requirements on these parameters are shown in fig. 6.7. Scalings within one
column are for fixed electron bunch peak current which varies from left to right column between
Ip ∈ (0.4 kA, 0.8 kA, 1.2 kA). Within one column every scaling is a contour plot of one requirement
in dependence of optical undulator strength a0 and rms cross-sectional bunch radius σb where
curves connect pairs (a0,σb) along which a requirement stays constant. From top to bottom
scalings are shown for requirements on effective focal distance measured in units of input laser
diameter nw feff/ Din = sinφ/
[
2πρ(1 − β cosφ)
]
(orange, eq. (4.33)), laser power PLaser (gray, eq.
(5.25)), energy spread ρ (magenta, eq. (5.17)), normalized transverse emittance ǫn from the limit
of defocusing (blue, eq. (2.14)) and radiation wavelength shift (green, eq. (5.23)).
Comparing the scaling of these requirements with a0 within one column it can be seen that a
large undulator strength reduces the focusing distance and electron bunch quality requirements
since large undulator strengths increase the number of scattered photons and therefore facilitate
radiation back reaction. But the experimentally achievable value of a0 is limited by available laser
power.
When choosing the electron bunch radius σb several limits are encountered as well. While
larger radii reduce emittance requirements due to smaller bunch divergence, at the same time
they increase the requirements on laser power, laser focal distance and electron energy spread.
These increases originate from the smaller electron bunch density, and thus smaller plasma
frequency, which weakens the radiation back reaction. This on the one hand increases the satu-
ration length and thus the required horizontal laser width which results in an increased focusing
distance and laser power requirement. On the other hand the weaker radiation back reaction re-
quires a narrower radiation bandwidth in order to drive electron microbunching which results in a
smaller acceptable electron energy spread. In practice a lower limit on reachable electron bunch
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.7.: Shows for a TWTS OFEL radiating at 100 nm from top to bottom the scaling of the re-
quirements on focusing distance feff measured in units of input laser width Din, laser
power PLaser in terawatts, electron energy spread acceptance σE/ Eb and normalized
transverse emittance ǫn in mm mrad from electron bunch defocusing as well as radia-
tion bandwidth increase in dependence of electron bunch rms cross-sectional radius
σb and optical undulator strength a0. Each column shows the scaling for a different
electron bunch peak current: (a) Ip = 0.4 kA, (b) Ip = 0.8 kA, (c) Ip = 1.2 kA. The last
plot of each column combines the scalings allowing to judge on the effective focal
distance in dependence of required energy spread acceptance and provided transv.
norm. emittance.
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radii exists as well which arises from chromatic aberrations of the final electron beam focusing
system.
Values for Ip, a0 and σb are determined by comparing the last plots of each column which
combine the above scalings. These plots only show the emittance scaling from electron bunch
defocusing since it is the tougher of the two emittance scalings and they only show the contour
corresponding to the emittance ǫn = 0.5 mm mrad provided by the gun. Furthermore, they only
show the electron energy spread acceptance corresponding to the available energy spread which
is given by (6.3). From these plots the minimum values of (a0,σb) for a specific peak current are
determined by the crossing of available electron bunch energy spread and emittance. By com-
paring for the different peak currents the position of this crossing point relative to the effective
focal distance allows to evaluate the compactness of a setup. The comparison shows that a
setup utilizing bunches of 0.8 kA peak current will be compacter than setups utilizing bunches
of 0.4 kA while setups utilizing bunches of 1.2 kA can not be realized with this electron source
because the required electron bunch quality is higher than the available quality. The smaller laser
propagation distance of setups utilizing 0.8 kA bunches comes on the cost of a higher intensity
stability requirement due to their higher necessary a0.
Finally, a peak current of Ip = 0.8 kA, an electron bunch rms cross-sectional radius of σb = 7 µm
and an optical undulator strength of a0 = 2 is chosen. With these parameters the interaction
angle needs to be φ = 10.1◦ in order to radiate at the target wavelength.
6.2.2. DETERMINING OPTICAL SETUP PARAMETERS
The scalings 6.7 show that not all of the available laser energy is required to provide the interac-
tion distance. Using the full energy of the pulse allows to increase its width at the interaction
point at constant optical undulator strength which results in a shorter focusing distance accord-
ing to eq. (4.33). Increasing the laser width at the interaction point by a factor nw = 1.12 results
in an effective focal distance of feff = 32.43 m. Note, using the out-of-focus setup reduces the
focusing distance tremendously, an in-focus interaction geometry would require a focal distance
of 168 m. The interaction point in the out-of-focus setup is ∆f = −0.65 m before the focus result-
ing in a propagation distance zprop = 31.78 m of the laser from the off-axis cylindrical mirror to
the interaction point.
This assumes an input pulse with a rectangular transverse pulse shape of width Din = 17.5 cm.
This width ensures an areal energy density below 0.4 J/ cm2 on the gratings for normal incidence
in order to avoid damage from too high fluences [128, 177].
The second cylindrical mirror, focusing the pulse in the vertical direction for optimum overlap
of laser pulse and electron bunch, has a focal distance of fx = 2.97 m and follows the off-axis
cylindrical mirror a distance Lcylinder = feff + ∆f − fx / sinφ = 14.86 m downstream the laser prop-
agation path. Although the laser pulse width in the interaction plane at the cylindrical mirror is
already significantly smaller than Din, the fluence is still below the damage threshold due to the
large incidence angle π − φ ≈ 80◦. The width of the cylindrical mirror in the interaction plane
needs to be 52 cm.
With the parameters of the focusing mirrors known, the remaining parameters of the optical
setup to be determined are those of the gratings: ψin,1, n1, ǫ, n2 and Lgrating. These are deter-
mined by the procedure described in subsection 4.5.2 which is showcased in the following.
First, practical values are assumed for the effective grating separation distance (regarding
spatial dispersion) Lgrating,eff = 2.5 m, the distance between second grating and off-axis cylindrical
mirror Lmirror = 2 m and the deflection angle of the pulse at the off-axis cylindrical mirror of
ψdefl = 15◦.
Second, second grating line density n2 is chosen with the help of eq. (4.42), which ensures
correct pulse-front tilt after the second grating provided pulse-front tilt after the first grating
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matches the target value. This equation is used to determine a second grating line density of
1030 l/ mm allowing for a second grating incidence angle of 18.79◦ close to the gratings Littrow
angle of 32.21◦ while at the same time ensuring correct pulse-front tilt of 0.101◦, according to
eq. (4.40), after the second grating.
Third, a first impression on required first grating line density n1 is obtained from first grating
diffraction angle of −23.276◦ and incidence angle 39.653◦ which are determined using eqs. (4.43)
and (4.44), respectively, as well as above n2 = 1030 l/ mm and ψin,2 = 18.79◦.
Fourth, the obtained n1 of 998.35 l/ mm is rounded to a practical value of n1 = 1000 l/ mm.
Therefore ψin,1 and ψin,2 need to be determined again using relations (4.36) in order to ensure a
correct pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression orientation of αtilt = φ/ 2 and αpoc =
φ − π/ 2 at the interaction point, see fig. 4.3b. This can be done graphically as it has been
done for the hard X-ray enhanced Thomson source, see fig. 6.5c. Thereby, values of ψin,1 and
ψin,2 determined in the first iteration are good starting values for the second iteration. With
it, the grating pair parameters are finally determined and the true grating separation distance
Lgrating = Lgrating,eff cosψin,2/ cosψout,2 = 3.60 m is calculated.
This particular example of a parameter determination procedure yielded practical values for the
grating incidence angles which are close but not too close to the Littrow angles of the gratings. If
a first iteration yielded an unpractical value for the first grating incidence angle, a different value
for second grating line density or any other starting parameter can be chosen which will result in
a modified grating setup.
As mentioned in subsection 4.5.2 the input pulse in the out-focus-setup needs to be stretched
by a frequency chirp in order to ensure vanishing group-delay dispersion at the interaction point.
The required absolute value of incident group-delay dispersion of the input pulse GDD0 = 8.758 ps2,
which is obtained by eq. (4.45), can be routinely produced with standard stretchers as they are
used in chirped pulse amplification for the generation of high-power laser pulses. For example
the stretcher of the PEnELOPE system at HZDR generates GDD > 200 ps2 while elongating the
60 fs long pulse from the oscillator to 3 ns.
6.2.3. OPTICAL COMPONENTS ALIGNMENT TOLERANCES
Misalignment of the gratings or the electron and laser propagation axis lead to non-optimum
overlap due to a mismatch between interaction angle and pulse-front tilt as well as plane of
optimum compression.
The misalignment tolerances are evaluated by the procedure explained in subsection 4.5.3,
i. e. using the analytical relations for pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression orienta-
tion (4.36) to calculate their deviation if one of the parameters ψin,1, ǫ, Lgrating, Lmirror, φ or feff
is different from its optimum value. The impact of these deviations is evaluated by inserting
them into the analytic relations for irradiance and undulator frequency variation, eqs. (4.27) and
(4.28). The variation of a single parameter is defined to be acceptable if the resulting variation
in irradiance or optical undulator frequency does not exceed its limit which is given by (4.3). The
obtained misalignment tolerances are listed in tab. 6.5.
All of the tolerance limits are set by the limit on intensity variation from non-optimum over-
lap. The optical undulator frequency variation is always well below its limit for the limits set by
intensity variation. All of the acceptable alignment tolerances are achievable today. With µrad
alignment precision for optical components available today, the alignment of gratings and mirrors
should not impose an obstacle in the realization of this setup. The distance between second
grating and off-axis cylindrical mirror is the most insensitive part regarding misalignment since
angular dispersion of the pulse is very small after diffraction at the second grating and neither
a much longer nor shorter propagation distance significantly changes spatial dispersion of the
pulse. Misalignment of the cylindrical mirrors results in a wrong propagation direction of the
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laser pulse. Thus their misalignment tolerance is the same as for the interaction angle. How-
ever, for large misalignments there is a spatial offset between the electron-laser intersection
point and the target interaction point which can result in a difference in laser pulse properties
between intersection and interaction point due to laser pulse dispersion.
In conclusion, everything necessary for the realization of this TWTS OFEL exists. Available
electron accelerators providing sufficient electron bunch quality exist which is demonstrated by
utilizing parameters of the FERMI accelerator. Several short pulse, petawatt peak-power laser
systems operate today [178]. The optical components are available from commercial manufac-
turers today such as PGL which produces suitable multilayer coated dielectric gratings. Even the
acceptable misalignment tolerances of the optical components were evaluated and found to be
well within current technological capabilities. This VUV TWTS OFEL can be built today.
6.3. SCALING TOWARDS SHORTER WAVELENGTHS AND COMPACTER
SETUPS
The preceding example shows that TWTS OFELs can be realized today with existing technology
for electron accelerators and laser systems. Yet its vacuum ultraviolet radiation wavelength is
long compared to modern large scale extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray FEL facilities. As it has
been shown at these large scale facilities, short, intense and spatially coherent pulses at extreme
ultraviolet to Ångström wavelengths have many applications in fields of research ranging from
structure and dynamics of functional biological units [11] over earth and planetary science [179],
novel states of matter [180], nanotechnology [76] to possibly quantum information processing
[181]. These applications use the penetration power, spatial coherence and extraordinary high
brilliance of X-ray FEL pulses allowing to analyze the bulk behavior of matter, determining the
structure of small samples with atomic resolution and imaging the evolution of transient pro-
cesses on a femtosecond time scale. TWTS OFELs can become a complementary source to
these large scale FEL facilities by providing the same kind of short, intense and coherent ra-
diation pulses of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and Ångström wavelengths yet at a much smaller
laboratory size as well as reduced power due to the orders of magnitude smaller electron en-
ergies. The following examples outline paths that can be taken to operate TWTS OFELs in the
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray range.
The preceding example further shows that TWTS OFEL setups are not necessarily “table-top”
although the interaction distances are in the centimeter range. The distance required to focus
a petawatt laser pulse to a millimeter-scale horizontal width, which is necessary to provide cen-
timeter-scale interaction distances, can be many ten meters due to the large Rayleigh length
attending these millimeter-scale pulse widths. In principle the focusing distance could be folded
into a small area since it is only propagation distance within a vacuum tube without any pulse
shaping. But folding requires mirrors of higher damage threshold than the gratings used to shape
laser pulses for TWTS OFELs. Thus the TWTS OFEL scaling laws are analyzed in the following to
show means of reducing the propagation distance zprop from the off-axis cylindrical mirror to the
interaction point. This becomes especially relevant when aiming for EUV and soft X-ray TWTS
OFELs where gain lengths and interaction distances are larger than for the above example.
At even shorter wavelengths in the Ångström range, however, interaction distances can be
large enough to remove the need for focusing since required laser widths w0 = Lint sinφ are
already on the order of laser width during pulse transport. These are on the 10 cm scale for
petawatt class lasers in order to keep the energy fluence on optical components below their
damage threshold. Although hard X-ray TWTS OFEL setups remove the need for 100 m scale
propagation distances, they come on the expanse of higher necessary electron bunch quality
than a setup employing focusing since they operate at smaller undulator strength.
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6.3.1. EMPLOYING HIGHER POWER LASER PULSES
The presented example of a VUV TWTS OFEL utilized a laser system delivering pulses of one
petawatt power. With higher power laser systems being available today, the VUV TWTS OFEL
requirements on lab space as well as electron bunch and laser quality can be reduced or the
radiation wavelength shortened.
A reduction of required lab space is achieved by allowing for a larger laser pulse oversize at
the interaction point compared to the above example, i.e. increasing nw from 1.12 to 2.24 if for
example 2 PW laser pulses are available. Such an increase of a factor of two in available laser
power translates to a reduction of effective focal distance by a factor of
√
2 due to the increase in
input laser diameter becoming necessary to keep the areal energy density of the pulse constant.
This reduction in effective focal distance can be exploited to use setups at lower electron
bunch peak current which have lower requirements on laser pulse quality. Comparing the com-
bined TWTS OFEL scalings for electron bunch peak currents of 0.4 kA and 0.8 kA in fig. 6.7, the
optimum optical undulator strength is lower at lower peak current, where the optimum value was
given by the intersection point of the required relative electron energy acceptance contour and
the required norm. transverse emittance acceptance contour. A lower optical undulator strength
of a0 = 0.8 on the one hand allows for a larger variation of laser irradiance since these variations
result in a smaller variation of radiation wavelength. On the other hand the effective focal dis-
tance is larger compared to the above VUV TWTS OFEL which can be offset by a larger laser
oversize.
Using higher power laser pulses in combination with lower peak currents can be also exploited
to reduce the electron bunch quality requirements. For the chosen VUV TWTS OFEL parameters
of Ip = 0.8 kA, a0 = 2 and σb = 7 µm the acceptable relative electron energy spread for TWTS
OFEL operation is 0.83 %, which is given by the Pierce parameter (eq.(2.12)), just coincides with
the energy spread after electron bunch compression, which is determined by the conservation
of longitudinal emittance (eq. (6.3)). For equal a0 and σb but at lower peak current of Ip = 0.4 kA,
however, the required electron bunch quality is lower because the relative electron energy spread
after compression is 0.41 % while the acceptable energy spread is 0.67 % which can be seen
again from the combined scalings in fig. 6.7.
More laser power could be also utilized to reduce the radiation wavelength. If one electron
source is used to produce radiation at different wavelengths, for example by tuning the interac-
tion angle, the production of shorter wavelengths will require longer interaction distances and
more laser power to achieve saturation. But the combination of longer interaction distances and
larger laser pulse widths ultimately increases the lab space requirement due to the necessity of
longer effective focal distances for sufficiently large pulse widths at the interaction point. For ex-
ample, the laser propagation distance from the off-axis cylindrical mirror to the interaction point
increases to about 54 m when decreasing the radiation wavelength of the VUV TWTS OFEL to
40 nm by utilizing a 2 PW laser system which provides pulses of equal wavelength and duration
as the one used for the VUV TWTS OFEL. Furthermore, usage of the same electron source is
assumed, and electron bunches are compressed to the same peak current of Ip = 0.8 kA and
focused to the same rms radius of σb = 7 µm but accelerated to an energy of 24 MeV. The
optical undulator of this example has a strength of a0 = 1.9 and the laser pulse has an oversize of
nw = 1.52 at the interaction point resulting in a power requirement of PLaser = 2 PW and a laser
pulse diameter of 25 cm before focusing.
Laser system providing pulses of two petawatt peak power and more have been demonstrated
at SIOM Qiangguang [182] and CAEP-PW [183] Several multipetawatt laser systems are under
construction or planned such as ELI [184], Appolon [185] or SIOM OPCPA Qiangguang 10 PW
[186]. All of these laser systems generate short pulses at around 1 µm central wavelength and
30 fs duration. These may be shorter than the electron bunch duration provided by conventional
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accelerators resulting in partial overlap of electrons and laser pulse. This reduces the effective
charge of the electron bunch interacting with the optical undulator but does not inhibit OFEL
realization. Just the total scattering output is reduced.
For these laser systems as well as for the laser systems providing pulses of higher energy
and longer duration, as they are assumed for the above examples, the main challenge, and at
the same time a major branch of research on high-power laser development, is the production
of large aperture laser media allowing for large pulse diameters in order to keep energy fluences
below the elements damage threshold [187].
6.3.2. REDUCING ELECTRON ENERGY SPREAD
As seen in the preceeding subsection, increasing the laser pulse power has only limited applica-
bility for scaling the VUV TWTS OFEL radiation wavelength into the EUV or soft X-ray range since
the lab space requirement increases noticeably.
Compactness of a TWTS OFEL depends on the control over electron energy spread. Saturation
lengths of TWTS OFELS become smaller for smaller energy spreads since the ponderomotive
potential strength required to initiate microbunching becomes smaller. This results in a com-
pacter setup and reduces the laser power requirement which allows to reduce the TWTS OFEL
radiation wavelength without spoiling compactness.
Reducing the energy spread of electron bunches becomes possible, for example, by inserting
corrugated structures into their beam path. The back reaction of the longitudinal wakefield gen-
erated by an electron bunch in the structure allows to precisely manipulate its longitudinal phase
space and thus reducing the energy spread. A factor of two reduction of energy spread has
been demonstrated for 1 MeV-level as well as 100 MeV-level electron bunches [188, 189]. The
technique is going to be implemented at major X-ray FEL facilities around the world [190, 191].
Assuming a factor of two in energy spread reduction could be achieved for the electrons of
the VUV TWTS OFEL as well, its radiation wavelength can be reduced to 36 nm at an inter-
action angle of 12.7◦ and same electron energy of 15 MeV. A further reduction of radiation
wavelength is limited by the accompanying decrease in acceptable optical undulator irradiance
variation which was tried to be kept approximately constant. The irradiance stability requirement
becomes more demanding with decreasing radiation wavelength because the gain bandwidth
of the TWTS OFEL, given by its Pierce parameter, becomes smaller with decreasing radiation
wavelength and eventually becomes smaller than the radiation bandwidth induced by irradiance
variation. Compared to the VUV TWTS OFEL the reduction of acceptable irradiance variation
is mitigated by choosing a smaller optical undulator strength which reduces the impact of irradi-
ance variation on the TWTS OFEL bandwidth. A further reduction of optical undulator strength to
achieve lasing at a smaller radiation wavelength only works if the energy spread of the electron
bunch is reduced at the same time. The energy spread reduction then makes up for the weaker
radiation back-reaction at the smaller radiation wavelength.
The complete set of electron bunch and optical undulator parameters is listed in tab. 6.6.
Assuming the electron energy spread can be reduced by a factor of four after compression and
acceleration, the VUV TWTS OFEL radiation wavelength can be reduced to the application-tech-
nological relevant wavelength of λFEL = 13.5 nm. The parameters of this EUV TWTS OFEL are
listed in tab. 6.6, too. The electron-laser interaction is optimized by accelerating the bunch of the
VUV TWTS OFEL example to a higher energy of 22 MeV and compressing it to a higher peak
current of 1.6 kA which essentially allows for larger laser irradiance variation during interaction.
The target radiation wavelength of this EUV TWTS OFEL is widely used in experiments since
high reflectivity molybdenum-silicon multilayer mirrors are available reaching > 60% reflectivity
[77, 192] at almost normal incidence which can be used to guide and focus the EUV radiation.
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Table 6.6.: Parameters and requirements on electrons and optical undulator of TWTS OFELs ra-
diating at 36 nm or at the technological relevant wavelength of 13.5 nm. Both TWTS
OFELs use the same electron source as the VUV TWTS OFEL but employ energy
spread reduction after compression by a factor of two (EUV TWTS OFEL I) or four
(EUV TWTS OFEL II).
Electron and optical undulator parameters EUV TWTS OFEL I EUV TWTS OFEL II
Resonant wavelength [nm] 36 13.5
Interaction angle [◦] 12.7 12.84
Undulator wavelength [µm] 41 41
Electron energy [MeV] 15 22
Bunch charge [pC] 350 350
Peak current [kA] 0.8 1.6
Bunch duration (rms) [fs] 175 87
Bunch cross-sectional radius (rms) [µm] 8.0 8.0
Norm. transv. emitt. [mm mrad] 0.52 0.52
Rel. energy spread 0.41% 0.28%
Undulator parameter a0 1.1 0.74
Transv. intensity profile stability 2.2% 2.6%
Laser wavelength λLaser [µm] 1.035 1.035
Laser pulse duration as FWHM of irradiance [fs] 120 120
Laser power PLaser [TW] 1010 1002
Laser oversize at interaction point nw 2.0 3.0
Laser input diameter Din [cm] 17.5 17.5
Propagation distance zprop [m] 28.070 25.327
Gain length [µm] 463 670
Interaction distance [mm] 7.40 10.71
Peak EUV power [MW] 51 101
Number of photons 4.05 × 1012 1.5 × 1012
Peak spectral brightness 9 × 1026 7 × 1027
[photons/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%bandwidth)]
EUV radiation at 13.5 nm is used for example to image nanoparticle growth [76], ultrafast molec-
ular dynamics [193] and ultrafast many-particle dynamics in highly excited plasma states [194] or
for extreme ultraviolet lithography [195].
6.3.3. EMPLOYING LONGER WAVELENGTHS LASER SYSTEMS
In order to study biological samples with TWTS OFELs these need to provide radiation in the
soft X-ray range around 4.3 nm. This wavelength is close to the carbon K-edge and in the water
window of the electromagnetic spectrum. It provides good image contrast when irradiating
carbon-containing biological samples [77, 196] due to the high absorption of carbon and the
relative transparency of water at this wavelength.
Soft X-ray TWTS OFELs can be realized by longer wavelengths laser systems without further
increasing the electron bunch quality requirements compared to the EUV TWTS OFEL example
of the last subsection. Due to the longer available undulator periods from longer wavelengths
laser systems electron bunches of higher energy can be used which reduces the requirements
on the electron source, as has been discussed already in chapter 3.3.
Currently high-power CO2 laser systems with a wavelength of 10 µm are developed at Brookhaven
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Table 6.7.: Parameters and requirements on electrons and optical undulators for TWTS OFELs
using a 100 TW CO2 laser system with 10 µm wavelength.
Electron and optical undulator parameters EUV CO2 Soft X-ray CO2
TWTS OFEL TWTS OFEL
Resonant wavelength [nm] 13.5 4.3
Interaction angle [◦] 7.78 6.62
Undulator wavelength [µm] 1085 1500
Electron energy [MeV] 125 215
Bunch charge [pC] 350 350
Peak current [kA] 4.9 2
Bunch duration (rms) [fs] 28 70
Bunch radius (rms) [µm] 12 34
Norm. transv. emitt. [mm mrad] 0.52 0.5
Rel. energy spread 0.59% 0.06%
Undulator parameter a0 1 0.2
Transv. intensity profile stab. 3.5% 5.8%
Laser wavelength λLaser [µm] 10.0 10.0
Laser pulse duration as FWHM of irradiance [ps] 5 5
Laser power PLaser [TW] 102 103
Laser oversize at interaction point nw 1.35 1.0
Laser input diameter Din [cm] 22.0 22.0
Cyl. mirror focusing dist. fvert[m] 0.66 1.875
Propagation distance zprop [m] 41.7 16.3
Gain length [mm] 8.4 119.7
Interaction distance [mm] 134.6 1915
Peak power [MW] 3644 248
Number of photons 18 × 1012 0.9 × 1012
Peak spectral brightness 1 × 1029 3 × 1029
[photons/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%bandwidth)]
National Laboratory with the aim of reaching 100 TW peak power [197, 198]. The pulse duration
of such a CO2 laser is a few picoseconds [197, 199] requiring a few 100 J pulse energy to reach
the target power. This is sufficient for TWTS OFEL operation in the EUV and soft X-ray range.
Table 6.7 lists parameters of two TWTS OFELs, one radiating at 13.5 nm and the other at 4.3 nm.
The electron source of both EUV and soft X-ray CO2 TWTS OFEL is again the same as for
the VUV TWTS OFEL. For the EUV CO2 TWTS OFEL electron acceleration is extended to higher
energy and compression is increased but no energy spread reduction is assumed which is in
contrast to the first EUV TWTS OFEL presented in the preceding subsection. For the soft X-ray
CO2 TWTS OFEL an energy spread reduction about a factor of two is assumed.
The energy spread requirement of the soft X-ray CO2 TWTS OFEL is set by the chosen setup
geometry. A setup without focusing, as depicted in fig. 4.4, is chosen in order to keep the setup
size compact and because the scaling offers the possibility to chose OFEL parameters such that
the laser pulse transverse size required to provide the interaction distance can be matched to
the pulse width during transport. Determining parameters for a setup without focusing is shown
in the next section which presents an experiment making use of an Ångström TWTS OFEL to
image plasma dynamics during laser driven acceleration of ions from solid foils.
For both EUV and soft X-ray CO2 TWTS OFEL setups the laser pulse is assumed to have
roughly 5 ps duration, 500 J energy and 22 cm transverse size with a rectangular profile which
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results in an areal energy density of 1 J/ cm2. Since the soft X-ray example does not require
focusing in the interaction plane its propagation distance zprop reduces to the distance required
to cover the focal distance of the cylindrical mirror focusing the laser onto the electron bunch.
This distance still spans more than ten meters but may be reduced if two additional mirrors are
introduced into the laser pulse path after deflection at the cylindrical mirror. This mirror pair forms
a chicane into the laser pulse path where the first of these mirrors redirects the pulse to let it
propagate parallel to the cylindrical mirrors axis and thus directly towards its focal line. Then
the pulse can quickly cover much of the cylindrical mirrors focal distance. The second mirror
redirects the pulse again into its original propagation direction which encloses the interaction
angle together with the electron bunch propagation direction.
Applicability of this technique is of course limited by the damage threshold of the inserted mir-
ror pair. In general, damage thresholds of materials vary with e.g. pulse energy, pulse duration,
pulse repetition rate and wavelength [128] and cannot be simply carried-over from different laser
systems. Unfortunately, data for damage thresholds of picosecond mid-infrared laser pulses is
hardly available. The study in ref. [200] shows variation in damage threshold over more than one
order of magnitude between 0.2 J/ cm2 and 7 J/ cm2, depending on material.
6.3.4. EMPLOYING LASER WAKEFIELD ACCELERATORS
Reducing the radiation wavelengths of TWTS OFELs to the Ångström scale enables the genera-
tion of coherent X-ray pulses containing on the order of 1010 photons within a ten femtosecond
scale duration similar to the radiation pulses provided by existing X-ray FEL facilities.
Their applications are manifold starting for example in condensed matter physics. One ex-
periment, for example, which is set in the context of high temperature superconductivity re-
search, measured the charge-stripe order during the onset of light-induced superconductivity in
a high-temperature superconducting stripe-ordered cuprate system by making use of the subpi-
cosecond X-ray pulses [201]. Another topic of interest which can be studied with an Å TWTS
OFEl is future storage device technology and electronics research which aims at exploiting the
electron spin in addition to its charge for data processing. Experiments conducted so far, for
example, recorded real-space images of ferromagnetic domains in a low-dimensional solid [202]
in a single-shot by making use of the femtosecond X-ray pulse duration, X-ray wavelength and
spatial coherence of an X-ray FEL which together enable femtosecond temporal and nanometer
spatial resolution. The techniques employed in this experiment allowed to study the nanoscale
charge and spin dynamics in materials. Many more experiments in areas ranging from Atomic,
Molecular and Optical Physics as well as Biology, Chemistry and Soft Matter to Matter in Ex-
treme Conditions utilize the high-intensity or short pulse duration or both of X-ray FELs and are
reviewed in ref. [203].
The next section discusses in detail an experiment utilizing an Å TWTS OFEL to image the
plasma dynamics in a solid irradiated by a high peak-power laser pulse. Obtaining inside into
these dynamics is important for the development of compact and brilliant energetic proton
sources from the interaction of a laser pulse with matter at relativistic intensities as it is done at
HZDR. Proton radiation oncology maybe one potential application of these sources.
In a practical realization of an X-ray TWTS OFEL providing an Ångström scale radiation wave-
length the requirements on electron bunch quality achieved by an electron source are more
demanding than for the longer wavelengths TWTS OFELs discussed before. In fact, the require-
ment on electron bunch emittance from spectral bandwidth broadening due to electron beam
divergence, eq. (5.23), may become too demanding to be satisfied by conventional electron
sources providing 0.5 mm mrad or larger normalized transverse emittance. The smaller accept-
able radiation bandwidth of an Å TWTS OFEL requires to use electron sources with ultra-low
emittance on the order of 0.1 mm mrad.
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Possible sources providing such ultra-low emittance bunches include compact laser plasma
accelerators [110–112] as well as conventional accelerators using ‘photocathodes’ from laser-
cooled atoms [204, 205] or metal needle tips [206, 207] which also might be combined with
laser pumped dielectric accelerating structures [208–210] for compactness.
While the latter alternatives to conventional photoinjectors have not yet demonstrated accel-
eration to relativistic energies as required for TWTS OFELs, electron bunches produced by laser
wakefield acceleration (LWFA) have been accelerated to gigaelectronvolt energies [58–60]. More-
over, laser wakefield accelerators demonstrated the production of electron bunches with subper-
cent level energy spreads [211], several hundred picocoulomb charge [61, 62] and kiloampere
peak currents [212] resulting from their few femtosecond durations [213–215]. Yet the stable pro-
duction of electron bunches combining ultra-low emittance, (sub-)percent level energy spreads
and kiloampere currents is an ongoing effort and has not been realized today. Current research fo-
cuses on the development of techniques allowing stable bunch production [52, 216–221] as well
as controlling and constraining the phase space from which electrons are accelerated. These
techniques include the use of a second laser pulse [222–225], ionization thresholds [226–228],
plasma density gradients to limit injection in time and space [229–233] or staged acceleration
[234–238].
Despite these challenges stable producproduction of high quality electron bunches, femtosec-
ond-level synchronization of electron bunches and laser pulses is inherent to the combination of
TWTS and LFWA which eases the experimental realization of a TWTS OFEL when using this
scheme. When combining TWTS and LWFA a single laser pulse can be split in two parts where
a lower energetic part is used to drive the electron acceleration and a higher energetic part pro-
vides the optical undulator field. This inherent synchronization of electrons and laser eliminates
the experimental challenge of synchronizing a femtosecond laser to radiofrequency accelerating
structures, which determine the electron bunch arrival time [161].
In addition, with the laser system being the only machine driving the TWTS OFEL, optimization
of its parameters with respect to pulse quality pay off twice. Advances in laser pulse contrast,
pointing stability and intensity profile control do not only improve electron bunch quality [217,
239] but improve optical undulator quality, too, which will have a positive effect on the obtained
power output and shorten the real gain length of a TWTS OFEL reached in an experiment. How-
ever, the most appealing aspect of TWTS OFELs employing LWFA is their compactness. Electron
acceleration takes place on a centimeter distance, optical undulator preparation on a few meters
and OFEL interaction within a meter. Thus the largest component of this setup is the laser
system itself.
Table 6.8 gives parameters of two TWTS OFELs operating at EUV and Ångström wavelengths,
13.5 nm and 1.5 Å respectively. Both utilize laser wakefield accelerated electrons of 5 kA peak cur-
rent and 50 pC bunch charge. Their normalized transverse emittance requirement is 0.3 mm mrad
and 0.2 mm mrad, respectively.
The laser system is again assumed to be of the PEnELOPE type with 1.035 µm central wave-
length and a rectangular pulse profile. For the EUV LWFA TWTS OFEL the laser pulse needs to
be focused and thus the setup including the off-axis cylindrical mirror, fig. 4.8, will be used in an
experimental realization. Unlike the EUV TWTS OFEL the Å TWTS OFEL requires a laser pulse
width matching its width during transport in order to provide the necessary interaction length.
Thus focusing the laser pulse is not necessary and the setup without focusing will be used, fig.
4.4. The details of this setup are explained in greater detail in the next section which discusses
an experiment making use of the Å TWTS OFEL to image plasma dynamics during laser driven
acceleration of ions from solid foils.
The EUV LWFA TWTS OFEL setup is a striking example for the advantages of a TWTS geom-
etry over head-on geometries. Its variability with respect to the choice of interaction angle is
used to tweak the electron bunch quality requirements towards qualities achievable with ultra-
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Table 6.8.: Parameters and requirements on electrons and optical undulators for TWTS OFELs
operating at wavelengths of 13.5 Å and 1.5 Å. Both utilize laser wakefield accelerated
electrons of ultra-low transverse emittance.
Electron and optical undulator parameters EUV LWFA Å LWFA
TWTS OFEL TWTS OFEL
w/ focusing w/o focusing
Resonant wavelength [nm] 13.5 0.15
Interaction angle [◦] 6 7
Undulator wavelength [µm] 188 139
Electron energy [MeV] 61.5 349.6
Bunch charge [pC] 50 50
Peak current [kA] 5 5
Bunch duration (rms) [fs] 4 4
Bunch radius (rms) [µm] 4 10
Norm. transv. emitt. [mm mrad] 0.28 0.2
Rel. energy spread 1% 0.02%
Undulator parameter a0 1.5 0.17
Transv. intensity profile stab. 3.6% 2.8%
Laser wavelength λLaser [µm] 1.035 1.035
Laser pulse duration as FWHM of irradiance [fs] 120 120
Laser power PLaser [TW] 851 575
Laser oversize at interaction point nw 2.0 1.0
Laser input diameter Din [cm] 16. 12.0
Cyl. mirror focusing dist. fvert[m] 1.55 2.91
Propagation distance zprop [m] 23.27 23.8
Gain length [mm] 0.88 32
Interaction distance [mm] 14 510
Peak X-ray power [MW] 3030 350
Number of photons 2 × 1012 2.7 × 109
Peak spectral brightness 6 × 1028 3 × 1031
[photons/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%bandwidth)]
-compact laser-wakefield accelerators today. The key electron parameters for EUV LWFA TWTS
OFEL operation have been demonstrated individually already. Electron bunches of several ten
megaelectronvolt energy with several ten picocoulomb charge are routinely produced and ultra-
-low emittance as well as percent level energy spreads have been demonstrated, see references
above.
Therefore the EUV LWFA TWTS OFEL promises a substantially decreased facility size, despite
the relatively large laser propagation distance of 25 m, compared to conventional EUV FELs. The
whole system is an order of magnitude smaller than the accelerator and undulator system of the
conventional EUV FEL FLASH.
Note, setup sizes of EUV and Å TWTS OFEL will not increase by electron bunch refocusing
between acceleration and radiation generation if focusing is accomplished in a compact manner
by utilizing a capillary discharge cell or a gas jet as a laser-plasma lens [240–242].
A major challenge in the realization of this Å TWTS OFEL clearly is the generation of electron
bunches with the required low energy spread. But the setup demonstrates how compact hard
X-ray FELs can become once these are available either from conventional radiadiofrequency or
laser wakefield accelerators. The overall setup size will be only a couple of ten meters, even
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Table 6.9.: Selected parameters of accelerator, electron bunch, magnet undulator and radiation
properties at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS).
Electron bunch and radiation parameters LCLS
Resonant wavelength [Å] 1.5
Electron energy [GeV] 13.6
Electron accelerator length [m] 860
Bunch charge [pC] 250
Peak current [kA] 3
Bunch duration (rms) [fs] 170
Norm. transv. emitt. [mm mrad] ∼1
Rel. energy spread 0.1%
Gain length [m] 3.5
Undulator length [m] 132
Peak X-ray power [GW] 40
Number of photons 2.3 × 1012
Peak spectral brightness ∼2 × 1033
[photons/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1%bandwidth)]
if a conventional accelerator is used [91, Suppl. Inform.]. Comparing this Å TWTS OFEL to the
conventional hard X-ray FELs LCLS and SACLA, its reduction in final electron energy by more
than an order of magnitude implies a tremendous decrease in facility size. Today these facilities
span several hundred meters [21, 74]. For comparision tab. 6.9 lists the electron and radiation
pulse parameters as well as the accelerator and undulator system lengths of LCLS radiating at a
wavelength of 1.5 Å, too [74, 243].
This compact Å TWTS OFEL can be realized in principle at HZDR where it can be used to link
beam properties of laser accelerated ions to plasma dynamics in targets, as it was introduced at
the beginning of this chapter. The techniques behind such an experiment as well as its design
and expected performance are detailed in the following section.
6.4. Å TWTS OFEL TO OBSERVE PLASMA DYNAMICS DURING LASER
DRIVEN ION ACCELERATION FROM SOLID FOILS AT HZDR
6.4.1. IMAGING ELECTRON AND ION DISTRIBUTIONS WITH FEMTOSECOND AND
NANOMETER SCALE RESOLUTION
A key topic of the laser particle acceleration division at HZDR is the acceleration of ions to
relativistic energies by irradiating solid foils with high-power infrared laser pulses. On a long-term
basis emphasize is put on the development of a pulsed proton source of sufficient energy and
charge to be applied to cancer therapy [244–247]. The development includes activities to explore
and test as well as model and simulate acceleration mechanisms [106, 248] and novel target
designs. e.g. cone targets [141] and reduced mass targets [249].
Every development in these areas is accompanied by comprehensive simulation studies to
design experiments as well as to predict and later interpret their results. Yet modeling and simu-
lating the dynamical processes in these laser driven plasmas as well as predicting measurement
results of experimentally accessible observables is a complex task relying on assumptions and
approximations whose validity is not always verifiable. The ability to directly compare electron
and ion spatial distributions between simulations and experiments with ionization state sensi-
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bility as well as femtosecond and nanometer scale resolution during the acceleration process
would on the one hand reduce guesswork on initial conditions when interpreting experiments
with the help of simulations and on the other hand allow for benchmarking of e.g. ionization
models with experiments.
For example, a recent experiment showed net-like fine-scale modulations in the transverse
spatial distribution of accelerated protons [250] whose origin is not clear but the existence of
these modulations is a severe obstacle with regard to the application of these proton beams to
cancer therapy as they result in a spatially inhomogeneous dose distribution within the tumor
which may hamper therapy success. Several possible origins of these modulations were named
in the study but no definite answer could be given due to a lack of knowledge on the real electron
and ion distributions and their driving processes during acceleration.
Methods to experimentally measure electron distributions or ion distributions with elemental
and charge state sensitivity as well as nanometer and femtosecond scale resolution are proposed
in refs. [141, 251]. They make use of available hard X-ray FEL pulses with femtosecond duration
and few electronvolt energy spread. Thereby a high-intensity infrared laser pulse irradiates the
target on the front surface to drive the ion acceleration and additionally the FEL pulse illuminates
the foil from the side with a short time-delay after the infrared laser pulse. The density distribution
of free electrons is then reconstructed from the obtained small-angle X-ray scattering image,
provided that differences in electron density in the target are steep enough to yield a distinct
scattering signal.
In order to spatially image the ionization dynamics the photon energy of the FEL will corre-
spond to a resonance energy of a bound-bound electron transition for an ion species in a specific
charge state of interest. Tuning the FEL wavelength to a resonance also ensures a large scatter-
ing cross-section such that the ionic scattering signal stands out against the free electron signal.
If the spatial distribution of an ion species forms large scale structures within the foil during in-
frared laser irradiation, these will be imprinted on the X-ray scattering signal and can be observed
by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), too [251]. The femtosecond scale duration of the FEL
pulse thereby ensures that the ion distribution in the foil is quasi-static during X-ray scattering.
By varying the time delay between infrared pump and X-ray probe pulse a series of scattering
images is obtained from which the temporal evolution of the electron or ion density distribution
can be observed.
6.4.2. DETERMINING PARAMETERS OF THE Å TWTS OFEL
ELECTRON BUNCH AND OPTICAL UNDULATOR PARAMETERS
Providing Ångström scale radiation wavelengths requires to provide electron bunches of very
high quality as indicated by the scaling of the Pierce parameter with radiation wavelength and
normalized electron energy ρ ∝ γ1/ 30 λ2/ 3FEL. The scaling essentially reflects that the strength of
radiation back reaction on the electron bunch drops rapidly for X-ray FELs when the plasma
frequency of the electron bunch becomes small compared to the radiation wavelength and the
bunch becomes transparent.
Compared to the VUV TWTS OFEL the target radiation wavelengths is almost a factor of one
thousand smaller while the electron energy should not increase by the same factor in order to
keep the setup compact and the interaction angle at a feasible value. Especially the propagation
distance required to cover the focal distance of the vertically focusing cylindrical mirror∝ fx / sinφ
becomes huge for very shallow interaction angles. As a result, the Pierce parameter will become
smaller for shorter radiation wavelength if feasible setup parameters are chosen. Therefore,
requirements on electron energy spread and transverse emittance, which are proportional to the
Pierce parameter, will become more demanding, too.
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Figure 6.8.: Scaling of the requirements on laser power (grey), electron energy spread (magenta)
and normalized transverse emittance (green) for the Å TWTS OFEL at two possible
interaction angles, 25◦ (left) and 7◦(right). The requirement on normalized transverse
emittance is due to spectral broadening, eq. (5.23). Depicted are contours along
which a requirement stays constant for variations in optical undulator strength a0 and
electron bunch rms cross-sectional radius σb. Setups operating with feasible radii at
the interaction point on the order of 10 µm can be realized only at a0 ∼ 0.1 due to
the large laser power requirement for a0 ∼ 1. Small interaction angles are preferred
for the Å TWTS OFEL realization due to the reduced requirements on electron bunch
quality and laser power, which can be seen when comparing these for some pair
(a0,σb).
The radiation back reaction becomes stronger again for tight electron bunch focusing and
strong compression in order to increase the electron bunch density and thereby plasma fre-
quency. Even for conventional X-ray FELs utilizing electron bunches of several gigaelectronvolt
energies these are compressed to several kiloampere currents. Within this range the assumed
peak current of the Å TWTS OFEL of Ip = 5 kA is situated, too. Furthermore, a low nomalized
transverse emittance of 0.2 mm mrad is assumed. As it has been discussed before, laser plasma
accelerators can potentially provide these high peak-current, low emittance bunches.
With the radiation back-reaction becoming weaker at smaller radiation wavelengths, interaction
lengths can increase into the meter range until saturation is reached. Correspondingly, laser
widths increase into the centimeter range. This can be exploited for the Å TWTS OFELs to
remove the need for horizontal focusing by making use of the low transverse electron bunch
emittance. It allows to choose a small optical undulator strength a0 ≪ 1 where the interaction
distance, and laser width with it, becomes even larger. Setups where a0 ∼ 0.1 eventually result
in required laser widths matching the laser width during transport which allows to omit focusing.
In view of the scalings depicted in 6.8 the decision to use small optical undulator strengths
also appears reasonable when considering the laser power requirement. For large a0 ∼ 1 it is on
the order of ten petawatt for setups with reasonable electron bunch radius, assumed to be on
the order of 10 µm at the interaction point for feasible focusing. The only advantage offered by
optical undulator strength a0 ∼ 1 is the slightly higher acceptable electron energy spread.
After the decision to use small optical undulator strengths, and thus compact setups without
horizontal focusing, the next step is to chose an interaction angle, and thereby the electron en-
ergy. Figure 6.9 plots for two interaction angles, 25◦ and 7◦ respectively, two contours of laser
width requirements to drive the interaction until saturation in dependence of optical undulator
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Figure 6.9.: Choosing parameters for the Å TWTS OFEL in the setup without laser pulse focusing
in the interaction plane. Depicted are contours of requirements for TWTS OFEL oper-
ation on electron bunch quality and laser power along which these are constant. The
requirements are: Laser power (grey), electron energy spread (magenta), normalized
transverse emittance (green) and laser pulse width to maintain interaction until satu-
ration (aqua). The values chosen for the requirement on laser pulse width of 50 mm,
110 mm and 155 mm correspond to pulse diameters resulting in an areal energy den-
sity of 0.5 J cm−2 for pulses of power 0.1 PW, 0.5 PW and 1.0 PW, respectively. Thus
these pulse diameters may be used for pulse transport. Small interaction angles are
preferred for a compact realization of the Å TWTS OFEL since electron bunch quality
requirements are less demanding while larger laser pulses are required to maintain
interaction until saturation. This allows for compact laser pulse preparation setups
without focusing in the interaction plane.
strength a0 and rms electron bunch cross-sectional radius σb. The two chosen laser widths con-
tours thereby correspond to the minimum laser pulse widths required to ensure an areal energy
density below 0.5 J cm−2. Contours of requirements on electron energy spread and normalized
transverse emittance as well as laser power are printed for comparison, too.
Comparing the scalings for the different interaction angles a setup at 7◦ can be identified as
the more practical case for the Å TWTS OFEL. At this interaction angle the requirements on
laser width and energy spread are closer to each other. Therefore, a setup aiming at a large laser
pulse width also has a higher electron energy spread acceptance if a smaller interaction angle is
chosen for the realization.
An interaction angle of φ = 7◦ is chosen for the Å TWTS OFEL since smaller interaction angles
result in larger focal distances. The laser propagation distance required to cover the focal length
fx of the vertically focusing cylindrical mirror scales as fx / sinφ. One design goal was to keep
this distance below 25 m.
From the 7◦-scaling a setup with an energy spread acceptance of ∆γ0/ γ0 = 2.0 × 10−4, a norm.
transverse emittance limit of ǫn = 0.2 mm mrad and an electron bunch radius of σb = 10 µm
at the interaction point becomes feasible at an optical undulator strength of a0 = 0.17. Note,
this choice of parameters requires a laser width of about 62 mm to maintain interaction until
saturation. This is about a factor of two smaller than the width of 12 mm which is required
to keep the laser areal energy density below 0.5 J cm−2 at the required laser power of about
576 PW. The necessary reduction in pulse width can be realized by making use of the pulse
size reduction during diffraction at the gratings which align pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum
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Figure 6.10.: Scaling of (a) laser pulse width reduction, (b) second grating line density and (c)
second grating incidence angle deviation from its Littrow angle with first grating
incidence angle to ensure correct orientation of plane of optimum compression
and pulse-front tilt for an Å TWTS OFEL setup where the first grating line density
is 1000 l/ mm. For the required pulse width reduction of about 50 % the first and
second grating incidence angles are far from their Littrow angles. Thus a different
first grating line density of n1 = 1500 l/ mm is chosen for the setup.
compression according to the requirements of the interaction geometry.
The following subsection shows how the determine the parameters of the gratings in order to
achieve the three aims of aligning pulse-front tilt and plane optimum compression correctly as
well as providing the necessary pulse size reduction.
OPTICAL SETUP PARAMETERS AND ALIGNMENT TOLERANCES
The laser system of the setup is again assumed to be of PEnELOPE type, i.e. λLaser = 1.035 µm
as well as about a petawatt of maximum available power, and its pulses have a rectangular
transverse profile with a flat-top irradiance distribution.
The procedure to determine the grating line densities and incidence angles is in principal iden-
tical to the procedure for the incoherent hard X-ray source by TWTS, subsection 6.1.1, which
uses the same setup type without focusing in the interaction plane.
In a nutshell, by searching for roots of the implicit function (6.1) within a range of first grat-
ing line densities n1 and incidence angles ψin,1 a subset of these parameters ensuring correct
orientation of plane of optimum compression αpoc = −83◦ and pulse-front tilt αtilt = 7◦ can be
determined first.
Second, out of this subset the combinations providing sufficient pulse width reduction from
Din = 120.00 mm to w0 = 62.23 mm, which is about 52 % of the original size, are determined.
The reduction of laser pulse width from the original value Din to Dout after passing a grating pair
is given by
Dout =
cosψout,2
cosψin,2
cosψout,1
cosψin,1
Din ,
assuming the width increase due to spatial dispersion is small or compensated beforehand or
afterwards. The range of usable first grating line densities extends roughly from 1000 l/ mm to
1500 l/ mm and the incidence angle on the first grating ensuring enough pulse width reduction
is always around 80◦. Figure 6.10 depicts the scaling of pulse width reduction with first grating
incidence angle for a first grating line density of 1000 l/ mm. Scalings of required second grat-
ing line density and incidence angle ensuring correct orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of
optimum compression are printed too. The combination of this low first grating line density and
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Table 6.10.: Parameters of optical components and their alignment tolerances for the 1.5 Å TWTS
OFEL in the setup without focusing in the interaction plane visualized in fig. 4.4.
Optical setup parameters Å TWTS OFEL
and alignment tolerances w/o focusing
1st grating line density n1 [l/ mm] 1500
1st grating incidence angle ψin,1 [◦] 82.663
1st grating incidence angle variation ∆ψin,1 [µrad] 60
Distance between gratings Lgrating [mm] 11075
2nd grating incidence angle ψin,2 [◦] 34.028
2nd grating rotation angle ǫ [◦] -0.076
2nd grating rotation angle variation ∆ǫ [µrad] 29
2nd grating line density n2 [l/mm] 1505
2nd grating diffraction angle ψout,2 [◦] -86.452
Distance between 2nd grating and mirror 1 [mm] 1500
Mirror 1 deflection angle [◦] 82
Cylindrical mirror focusing dist. fvert [mm] 2906
Propagation distance from cyl. mirror to interaction point [m] 23.8
Interaction angle variation ∆φ [µrad] 245
the large required incidence angle around 80◦ has some drawbacks: the first grating incidence
angle is far from the first gratings Littrow angle and the second grating incidence angle is far
from the second gratings Littrow angle, as shown in fig. 6.10c. Both of these drawbacks can
be remedied by choosing a higher first grating line density. This has furthermore the advantage
that the pulse-front tilt during propagation between first and second grating is larger. With a
larger pulse-front tilt the spatial dispersion precompensation for spatial dispersion generated dur-
ing propagation between second grating and interaction point can be generated on a shorter
distance. Thus the final choice for first grating line density is n1 = 1500 l/ mm.
Third, a good estimate for the second grating line is obtained by a scaling graph similar to
fig. 6.10b but for a first grating line density of 1500 l/ mm. A second grating line density of
1505 l/ mm yields a suitable pulse reduction of 48.4 % at grating incidence angles ψin,1 = 82.663◦
and ψin,2 = 34.028◦, at first and second grating respectively, providing correct orientation of plane
of optimum compression and pulse-front tilt. These angles are obtained by a scaling similar to
fig. 6.5c.
Note, here the assumption of 100% diffraction efficiency at the gratings is made as well as the
energy taken away from the pulse for electron acceleration is assumed to be negligible. In a real
setup both assumptions will not hold but make an initially higher laser energy necessary which
goes along with larger transverse pulse size to keep the areal energy density constant. However,
the principle of the method outlined here for optical undulator preparation is still applicable when
refining the setup to take the above factors into account.
Tabular 6.10 gives an overview on the parameters of the optical components and their align-
ment tolerances.
These are again obtained by varying one of the parameters, while leaving the others at their
optimum value, and observing the resulting variation in laser irradiance and optical undulator
frequency, calculated with eqs. (4.27) and (4.28), which have limits according to eqs. (4.3).
The limits obtained are solely determined by the loss of overlap between electron bunch and
laser pulse from alignment errors in the course of interaction. Optical undulator frequency varia-
tion due to misalignment is negligible within these limits.
Compared to the VUV TWTS OFEL example, the required alignment precision of this Å TWTS
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OFEL is higher due to the longer interaction distance. It causes a larger offset between electron
bunch and laser pulse from the same angular divergence at the end of the interaction.
The setup presented is very compact compared to standard X-ray FELs such as LCLS or
SACLA, both realizing radiation generation on a kilometer scale. Nevertheless, the in-vacuum
propagation distances of about 11 m between the gratings and about 25 m from the second
grating to the interaction point are challenging due to the one meter scale beam diameter in
the horizontal direction around the second grating. Therefore aperture sizes of the laser beam
transport system are on the square meter scale.
The reason for this large pulse width is spatial dispersion. During propagation of the pulse
from the cylindrical mirror focusing on the electron trajectory a large spatial dispersion develops
due to the large distance the pulse needs propagate until it covers the focal distance, where the
pulse propagation direction encloses the interaction angle with the mirror surface. In this setup
the spatial dispersion precompensation is generated within the grating pair where the pulse-front
tilt orientation is opposite compared to propagation after the grating pair. Therefore the grating
separation distance is large as well.
These large propagation distances can be reduced if the electron bunch quality allows to use
larger interaction angles or optics of higher damage threshold are available allowing for smaller
laser cross-sections.
6.4.3. APPLYING THE Å TWTS OFEL TO PLASMA DYNAMICS STUDIES
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A sketch of the setup and the experimental area is presented in fig. 6.11. The experiment
uses both petawatt-class laser systems, DRACO and PEnELOPE, that are (or will be) available
at HZDR. Compared to PEnELOPE laser pulses, which where already utilized in the preceding
examples, DRACO pulses have a wavelength of λLaser = 800 nm and a pulse duration of τFWHM,I =
30 fs, where τFWHM,I is measured as full-width at half-maximum of the intensity profile.
The petawatt branch of the DRACO system is used to accelerate protons from a solid density
target. The pulse is focused to a few micron full-width at half maximum resulting in a relativistic
irradiance exceeding 1.0 × 1021 W cm−2. Protons are accelerated from the rear side of the target
and their distribution in space and energy can be measured with a radiochromic film stack. Fur-
thermore, processes such as e. g. electron transport, ultrafast ionization as well as hole-boring
and shock propagation or the development of instabilities and filamentation occur in the plasma
and can be recorded in space and time utilizing the intense and few femtosecond long pulses
from the Å TWTS OFEL, which contain more than 1.0 × 109 photons.
These pulses are generated utilizing pulses of the PEnELOPE laser system as optical undula-
tors for the Å TWTS OFEL. In order to ensure proper synchronization of infrared pump and X-ray
probe pulse at the target the PEnELOPE and DRACO oscillators are synchronized. The time delay
between pump and probe is controlled with a delay stage in the DRACO petawatt branch since
the propagation distance of the DRACO pump pulse is much shorter than that of the PEnELOPE
pulse. A pulse from the PEnELOPE system passes the grating pair and the cylindrical mirror,
both of which have been described in detail in the last subsection, to prepare it as an optical
undulator of sufficient field strength and with proper orientation of pulse-front tilt and plane of
optimum compression.
Relativistic electron bunches producing 1.5 Å radiation are generated by laser wakefield accel-
eration which is driven by the 150 TW branch of DRACO. These DRACO pulses pass a delay stage
after they left the DRACO compressor in order to ensure optimum synchronization between op-
tical undulator pulse and accelerated electrons at the interaction point. After the delay stage
the lower energetic pulse is focused into a gas jet in order to drive laser wakefield acceleration
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Figure 6.11.: Experimental setup for nanoscale femtosecond imaging of a hot plasma by small-
-angle X-ray scattering or resonant coherent X-ray diffraction [141, 251]. The plasma
is created during laser ion acceleration from solid density targets. Both laser sys-
tems available at HZDR are used. DRACO to accelerate protons from the target
and electrons from a gas jet. PEnELOPE to provide the optical undulator for the Å
TWTS OFEL. (not to scale)
of electrons. The required energy of about 350 MeV can be reached within a few centimeter
distance. After acceleration the driver laser pulse is reflected out of the electron bunch path by
a foil, e. g. an aluminum foil or VHS tape [252]. Then the rapidly defocusing electron beam is
refocused which can be realized in a compact manner by either an active plasma lens [240–242]
or by a miniature permanent magnet quadrupole triplet [100, 253].
The focused electron bunch then interacts with the optical undulator pulse at an interaction
angle of 7◦ to produce radiation at the desired wavelength of 1.5 Å. A dipole magnet separates
the radiation from the electron bunch, which can be analyzed by directing the electrons onto a
phosphor screen where the spatial distribution of electrons corresponds to their energy distri-
bution. The diverging radiation is collimated again by two grazing incidence cylindrical mirrors
allowing for large reflection efficiency due to total external reflection [77]. If required, a high-
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-power grating monochromator for the X-rays pulses can be inserted at this position as well [82].
Then the focused X-ray pulse arrives at the target and is diffracted for instance at large scale
plasma structures allowing to obtain information on the target properties by analyzing e. g. the
small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) signal.
ALIGNMENT TOLERANCES OF OPTICAL COMPONENTS
The alignment stability required in this example is technically feasible today. The compressor
gratings of existing high-power laser systems are aligned with µrad accuracy [124, 254] and
conventional accelerators feature µrad pointing stability [75, 255]. Though the typically achieved
pointing stability in the mrad range [218, 220] of laser wakefield accelerated electrons is not
sufficient, yet better than 400 µrad pointing stability has been reported for low energy electrons
[217] where the measurement was actually limited by the resolution of the imaging system and
600 µrad have been reported for 2.7 GeV electrons [216]. Beyond these encouraging results,
electron beam pointing stability is addressed by a number of projects targeting at the operation
of a free-electron laser using laser wakefield accelerated electrons [256–261].
LIGHT SOURCE PERFORMANCE
The Å TWTS OFEL provides 3 × 109 photons per pulse at a rate of ten pulses per second. Its
repetition rate is defined by the 10 Hz repetition rate of the PEnELOPE laser system providing
the optical undulator pulses.
The incident photon number of the Å TWTS OFEL is reduced from the 10 × 1012 photons typi-
cally provided by a traditional X-ray FEL for two reasons. First, its electron bunch charge is smaller
with 50 pC in contrast to 180 pC at LCLS. Second, its electron energy is lower resulting in less
X-ray photon production as expressed by the scaling of radiated peak power P ≈ ργ0mc2Ip/ e.
Furthermore, the emitted radiation of the Å TWTS OFEL is not fully transversely coherent
due to non-optimum matching of radiation and electron bunch divergence which requires spatial
filtering of the radiation pulse. The coefficient ǫˆ indicating the degree of spatial coherence, which
is optimally around unity for full spatial coherence according to refs. [87, 88] (cf. eq. (2.17)), yields
a value of 8.7. But the requirement of ǫˆ ≈ 1 should not be taken too strictly, for example the hard
X-ray FEL SACLA yields a transverse coherence parameter of 3.7 for 1.24 Å X-rays but reaches
full transverse coherence [75].
Despite the lower photon number of this Å TWTS OFEL, its radiation pulses can be used to
image the plasma dynamics in the laser driven target by non-resonant X-ray scattering. The re-
cent LN04 experiment conducted at the Matter under Extreme Conditions Instrument at LCLS in
October 2016, which was lead by Thomas Kluge and aimed at establishing the SAXS method to
probe laser-driven plasmas on femtosencond timescales, did diffraction experiments at crystal-
lographically sharp step targets as well as targets with a grating structure and targets composed
of copper and silicon with a grating structure at the interface. During these experiments the
incident X-ray pulses contained 1012 photons. Although they were attenuated by two orders of
magnitude, the X-ray CCD camera used for measuring the scattered X-ray signal almost saturated
during the experiments at the step and grating targets due to the large scattering signal [262].
Therefore even another order of magnitude reduction in incident photon number should yield a
measurable scattering signal. Thus, the Å TWTS OFEL can be a useful source for these kind
of experiments aiming at imaging steep electron density gradients or testing instruments and
diagnostic tools by scattering from artificial structures where the recorded signal is theoretically
known beforehand.
The applicability of this Å TWTS OFEL to image femtosecond and nanometer scale plasma
dynamics is further substantiated in a simulation study were the electron density distribution
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Figure 6.12.: Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) signal from a laser driven cryogenic hydrogen
strand. The left image shows the electron number density distribution 134 fs after a
30 fs, 105 TW infrared driver laser pulse has hit the 5 µm thick solid hydrogen strand.
The laser is incident from the left and focused to a spot size of 3 µm full-width at
half maximum of the intensity profile which yields a scaled intensity of a0 = 22. The
initial hydrogen number density is thirty critical densities nc = k20ǫ0mc
2/ q2 for the
laser wavelength of λLaser = 800 nm. During laser irradiation electrons are pushed
by the laser ponderomotive force leading to hole boring and an increase in density
near the laser propagation axis. The electron density distribution can be imaged
by small-angle X-ray scattering with an X-ray pulse of femtosecond scale duration.
X-ray pulse and pump laser direction of propagation are perpendicular such that the
1.5 Å wavelength X-ray pulse illuminates the target from the side on a 7 µm × 7 µm
area. The right image shows the corresponding synthetic scattering signal on an
X-ray camera 62 cm behind the target. The incident X-ray pulse parameters match
those in tab. 6.8. With photon counts in the range of 100–1000 per 13 µm × 13 µm
detector pixel the scattering signal is well-measurable. Thus, the Å TWTS OFEL
is well suited to probe the femtosecond and nanometer scale plasma dynamics
of laser driven solid density materials. (Electron density data obtained from PICLS
simulations carried out by João Branco. See appendix B)
in a thin laser driven solid density material is recorded by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).
Figure 6.12 shows a synthetic SAXS scattering image from a cryogenic hydrogen strand irradiated
by a 105 TW infrared laser pulse. The scattering of 1.5 Å pulses, obtained from this Å TWTS
OFEL, produces on a detector 62 cm behind the strand a photon count of more than 100 per
detector pixel within the pronounced cross-shaped region. Even with a quantum efficiency of
the detector around 10 % the signal is strong enough for state-of-the-art X-ray detectors capable
of single-photon counting [263].
Imaging dynamics in higher density materials such as titanium, copper or gold is also possible
with this Å TWTS OFEL. For 1.5 Å radiation the critical plasma density, which marks the largest
penetrable electron density, is orders of magnitude larger than the density of this materials.
Furthermore, structures in electron density which develop on a scale larger than the plasmas
Debye length [264] are still resolvable, too. The Debye length, scaling with electron temperature
and density as well as ionic charge, for 20+ copper at a temperature of 400 eV is 2.6 nm while in
principles structures with a scale length of the X-ray wavelength of 1.5 Å are resolvable.
The photon yield of the Å TWTS OFEL can be increased by tweaking the laser wakefield
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acceleration to yield higher bunch charges, as it has recently been done in an experimental
campaign with the DRACO laser at HZDR [61]. This may result in lower quality electron bunches
but the increased photon yield could make up for this.
All in all, scattering experiments from laser driven plasmas with nanometer and femtosecond
resolution, and possibly elemental and charge state sensitivity when taking advantage of reso-
nant scattering, seems to be feasible with the Å TWTS OFEL at HZDR once the required electron
bunch and laser quality is available. A project of this kind clearly is to be seen as an ambitious
long-term goal which would demonstrate the full power of all-optical free-electron lasers. These
compact high-brightness radiation sources, realized by the combination of laser wakefield accel-
eration and Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering, can be built on a much smaller footprint than
existing X-ray free-electron lasers. Combining all the available resources of the ELBE Center
for High-Power Radiation Sources at HZDR, the petawatt laser systems DRACO and PEnELOPE
as well as the facilities for laser wakefield or radio frequency electron acceleration, an Å TWTS
OFEL is realizable at HZDR.
On a mid-term time scale pump-probe experiments using an all-optical, high-flux, incoherent
TWTS X-ray source, such as the 30 keV source presented at the beginning of this chapter, can be
imagined. These ultrafast and tunable TWTS X-ray sources could be used for example to image
transient processes on the one hundred femtosecond scale by phase-contrast imaging [265].
Again, these experiments would make use of the unique research infrastructure at HZDR by
combining the two petawatt-class laser-systems and possibly the conventional electron acceler-
ator ELBE. The reduced electron bunch and laser pulse quality requirements of a yield-enhanced
Thomson source by TWTS remove the highest realization hurdle encountered in an Å TWTS
OFEL realization, at the cost of a reduced photon output. Thus, an enhanced Thomson source
can represent an intermediate stage towards TWTS OFEL realization.
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7. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
CONCLUSION
Traveling-Wave Thomson-Scattering (TWTS) optical free-electron lasers (OFELs) can be realized
today. This final result of the thesis can be drawn from its work on the theory as well as the
implementation of TWTS.
The theoretical possibility of operating a TWTS OFEL is proven by a 1.5D analytical model
of the interaction between electrons, laser pulse and radiation field showing microbunching of
the electron bunch and subsequent coherent radiation amplification in TWTS. Furthermore, it
is shown that TWTS OFELs can become fully transverse coherent, do not suffer from the pho-
ton emission recoil even at hard X-ray wavelengths and that they have lower requirements on
electron bunch quality than head-on Thomson scattering OFEL schemes. Implementing TWTS
OFELs becomes possible with the presented optical setups for the generation of pulse-front
tilted laser pulses featuring local second-order dispersion compensation.
These setups form the basis of the optical design of the presented examples of TWTS OFELs.
Combining the findings gained from these examples leads to the conclusion that TWTS OFELs
are realizable today. The specific example of a VUV TWTS OFEL demonstrates that existing
electron accelerators deliver bunches of sufficient quality for TWTS OFEL operation. Further-
more, by inserting corrugated structures into the electron beam path the electron bunch energy
spread can be reduced after acceleration, which has been demonstrated experimentally already,
allowing for the realization of EUV TWTS OFELs today. All examples demonstrate that laser sys-
tems delivering pulses of sufficient peak power for TWTS OFEL realization are available today. In
addition, the necessary optical components for the generation of pulse-front tilted laser pulses
featuring local second-order dispersion compensation are available today and technology exists
to achieve the necessary alignment precision.
The presented TWTS OFEL examples also demonstrate that their lab space requirement is
at least an order of magnitude smaller than those of conventional FELs radiating at the same
wavelength. The compactness of TWTS OFELs mainly arises from their lower required electron
energy compared to conventional FELs. At least an order of magnitude lower electron energy
is required for TWTS OFELs which becomes possible by the two or more orders of magnitude
smaller period of optical undulators compared to typical magnetic undulators employed at exist-
ing FELs. TWTS OFELs become exceedingly compact if electrons are laser wakefield acceler-
ated. Then the same laser system can be used to accelerate electrons and provide the optical
undulator if laser pulses are split in two part and used accordingly. This offers inherent synchro-
nization of electrons and optical undulator, and reduces the complexity of the entire TWTS OFEL
by reducing the number of complex devices to the one laser system. Thus, improvements in
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laser pulse quality, e. g. pulse contrast, transverse profile uniformity or pointing stability, are of
twofold benefit to a TWTS OFEL realization since they do not only improve the quality of electron
bunches but also of optical undulators.
The reduced lab space requirement of TWTS OFELs has a significant impact on the construc-
tion cost of an FEL. Especially at X-ray wavelengths, were conventional free-electron lasers em-
ploy 100 m long magnetic undulators and kilometer scale electron accelerators, TWTS OFELs
require less than a tenth of the area a conventional free-electron laser facility occupies which de-
creases their construction cost tremendously. For example, during the European XFEL construc-
tion about a third of the total construction cost was spent on civil engineering which amounts to
EUR 430 million in total and EUR 23 million per hectare. The presented Ångström TWTS OFEL
is realizable on an area less than one hectare, being less than a tenth of the area spanned by the
European XFEL, giving rise to a significant reduction of construction cost.
Today all of the existing high peak-brilliance FEL light sources are large-scale devices requiring
large-scale infrastructure, for example, in civil and electrical engineering, data communication,
power supply and personnel. Compact TWTS OFELs also require less infrastructure reducing
their daily operation cost in addition to their lower construction cost, but at the expanse of lower
peak-brilliance being reduced by about two orders of magnitude due to the smaller photon yield
as seen from the examples. Yet not all of the experiments conducted at existing free-electron
lasers make use of their full photon flux and thus TWTS OFELs can become a valuable addition
to the existing landscape of high peak-brilliance light sources by offering beam time to these ex-
periments at reduced cost. Possible experiments conducted at TWTS OFELs primarily make use
of their femtosecond scale pulse durations and transverse coherence but study objects contain-
ing sufficient scatterers, for example solid density materials, to obtain a measurable scattering
signal. The combination of short pulse durations and transverse coherence enables recording of
scattering signals from samples before the radiation damage significantly alters their structural
or chemical properties, which is known as the diffract-before-destroy principle [266–268]. If the
photon yield of a TWTS OFEL is large enough, the full spectroscopic or structural information of
a small and irreproducible sample can be obtained within a single shot. Examples of such sam-
ples are single nano objects [76, 269] or biological specimen which can not be grown in crystals
large enough for synchrotron sources [270–272]. The ability to rely on single shot analysis even
removes the need to keep biological samples at cryogenic temperatures allowing to study these
in a fully functional state and with nanometer resolution [11].
OUTLOOK
While this thesis focused on the possibility, requirements and necessary techniques to oper-
ate a TWTS OFEL, a TWTS light source does not need to operate as an optical FEL with high
requirements on the quality of electron bunches and laser pulses. The realization of a compact in-
coherent TWTS source is a less elaborate task and can precede the realization of a TWTS OFEL.
Compared to a head-on Thomson scattering source, an incoherent TWTS source can produce
radiation with orders of magnitude higher peak spectral-brightness due to the available longer
interaction distances in the TWTS geometry and can thus be seen as a yield-enhanced Thom-
son source. Its radiation pulses have higher intensity and smaller bandwidth than those of a
comparable head-on source, since the scattered photon number scales linearly to the number
of undulator periods and the bandwidth scales inversely proportional to it. Optical undulators
provided by petawatt laser pulses being focused only vertically are long but not too strong. Their
non-relativistic strengths allow to produce radiation well within the linear regime of Thomson
scattering [45, 273]. Yield-enhanced Thomson sources will be especially relevant if they are
operated at large interaction angles where the Doppler shift is large and megaelectronvolt pho-
ton energies are achievable. They have the potential to become the brightest controllable light
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source in the megaelectronvolt photon energy range. Yield-enhanced Thomson sources with un-
precedented peak brightness at a hundred kiloelectronvolt to several megaelectronvolt photon
energies can become a tool, for example, to nondestructively analyze the isotopic composition
of materials, such as spent nuclear fuel, via nuclear resonance fluorescence [142, 274–277]. The
production of positron beams copropagating with the radiation that produced them is an exam-
ple which models astrophysical scenarios in laboratory experiments [278, 279]. Other possible
applications include transmuting nuclear waste [143], testing nondestructively [280], studying
dense-liquid-jet flow dynamics [281] or the structure of nuclei [282, 283]. Even more applications
are investigated at ELI-NP [284]. Furthermore, the possibility to adjust the bandwidth of a yield-
-enhanced Thomson source by the laser pulse width could be exploited to fulfill the needs of a
range of applications requiring percent-level bandwidths X-ray pulses (pink beams) [37, 285–287].
Control over the optical undulator lengths, which controls the bandwidth, is simply achieved in
TWTS by blocking outer parts of the laser pulse with an aperture allowing for experiment spe-
cific tuning of undulator length and thus bandwidth. A couple of challenges remain for their
realization such as the development of diagnostic tools to measure the correct orientation of
pulse-front tilt and plane of optimum compression as well as the 100 fs-scale synchronization of
electron bunches and laser pulses.
Once the necessary diagnostics exist, the realization of a TWTS OFEL is in reach. Radiation
wavelengths in the vacuum or extreme ultraviolet range suggest itself as target wavelengths
of the first TWTS OFELs since the required quality of electrons and laser pulses are lower at
these longer wavelengths. From today’s perspective the major task encountered when building
TWTS OFELs is the development of techniques granting control over the laser pulse transverse
irradiance variation on the 1 % level whereas electron bunches of sufficient quality can be already
provided by existing accelerators. Fields of research targeted by a VUV TWTS OFEL are, for
example, ionization dynamics in many-particle systems [140] as well as temporal observation of
reaction kinetics at surfaces [163–165] and ablation from material surfaces [139, 166]. While the
former is relevant to engineer catalysts for the chemical or pharmaceutical industry, the latter is
of relevance to micromachining and -structuring.
The continuous advance of electron and laser quality as well as laser power enables the reduc-
tion of TWTS OFEL radiation wavelengths. Advancing to hard X-ray wavelengths in the Ångström
range is especially attractive since these can penetrate deep into samples and allow to image the
structure of matter at atomic length scales. Experiments making use of this and the femtosecond
scale X-ray pulse duration study, for example, the ultrafast dynamics of non-crystalline materials
at nanometer length scales [15, 180, 251], such as the probing of the laser-driven solid hydrogen
strand discussed in the last chapter, observe real-time changes in electronic structure at material
surfaces [288] and X-ray irradiance induced damage of materials [289], obtain three-dimensional
information of small biological structures such as proteins [16, 290], chromosomes [291], bacte-
ria [11] and viruses [10], or identify particular atomic elements in (living) organic material [292]
on a subcellular scale. Experiments in the field condensed matter physics study different types
of order in high temperature superconductors, such as spin and charge density waves or mag-
netic excitations, that either compete or compel with superconductivity at its onset [203, 293,
294], or visualize the dynamics of magnetic fluctuations and magnetization relaxation processes
in low-dimensional matter [202, 203, 295] which is a topic relevant to research on future storage
device technology and electronics utilizing the electrons spin.
TWTS even allows to produce attosecond radiation pulses to probe subfemtosecond electron
dynamics. Evolved schemes exist for classical FELs to produce such pulses [296, 297], but
TWTS makes their generation possible with electron pulses of femtoseond and longer pulse
duration. In interaction scenarios where the laser pulse is shorter than the electron bunch the
part of the electron bunch interacting with the laser pulse is the same over the whole interaction
duration which simply follows from the choice and condition of pulse front tilt angle. Thus, with
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attosecond laser pulses [298] as optical undulators only an attosecond part of the electron bunch
produces radiation which defines the radiation pulse duration. Furthermore, monocycle radiation
pulses may be generated by the method presented in ref. [299]. It was originally developed for
conventional FELs, but can be realized by TWTS with multiple chirped laser pulses.
The development of TWTS OFELs needs to be accompanied by comprehensive simulation
studies taking realistic experimental conditions into account [KSc2]. The TWTS OFEL perfor-
mance is expected to depend on the real laser profile, electron bunch energy spread and normal-
ized transverse emittance, as well as radiation diffraction and walk-off. Their impact on radiation
amplification needs to be quantified and weighed up against each other in order to design opti-
mized setups which well suit to a particular combination of electron accelerator and laser system.
However, an analysis of the widely used FEL codes PUFFIN [300] and GENESIS [301] revealed that
none of these is able to model the fundamental interaction between a laser field, a radiation field
and an electron bunch in TWTS OFELs correctly. Both codes intrinsically assume the existence
of a magnetic undulator by integrating the FEL pendulum equations. In order to model and cal-
culate the fundamental interaction correctly, thereby taking all realistic experimental conditions
into account, a particle in cell code, such as PICONGPU [302, 303], can be used. Being able
to simulate the fundamental interaction comes at the cost of a very high computational power
requirement. In order to resolve the electron and radiation field dynamics on the simulation
grid and self-consistently calculate their interaction, the entire FEL amplification needs to be
simulated with temporal and spatial resolution better than the radiation period and wavelength,
respectively, over a volume enclosing the electron bunch and over an interaction duration until
saturation is reached after nanoseconds. PICONGPU is fast enough to make this possible on a
timescale of weeks, contrary to legacy codes where this is simply not feasible. At the same time
the radiation emitted by all electrons during the interaction can be calculated in-situ and time-re-
solved allowing to analyze the complete spectrum of emitted radiation which also provides a
diagnostic tool to analyze electron dynamics [KSc3–KSc5].
Beyond the application of TWTS as a light source, it can find use in other applications, too.
These applications can make use of the optical designs for the generation of dispersion-con-
trolled laser pulses being presented in this thesis. Implementations of TWTS can serve as a
laboratory to study fundamental quantum effects in the interaction of electron bunches with high
intensity lasers [304] where it can be applied to investigate e. g. quantum mechanical approaches
to cancel the ponderomotive line broadening by an optimized laser pulse frequency chirp [137] or
the FEL startup from shotnoise [305–308] which may be described by the quantum free-electron
laser interaction [113, 309, 310]. TWTS laser pulses can also be used to cool electron bunches in
electron storage rings [311] or to accelerate electrons beyond the dephasing and depletion limit
in laser-wakefield accelerators (Traveling-Wave Electron-Acceleration: TWEAC) [KSc6].
To conclude, the numerous described applications of TWTS strongly motivate its realization
and this thesis prepares the ground for it. With possible realizations as a driver for fundamen-
tal quantum physics, compact high-energy electron accelerators or compact high-brilliance light
sources it can be foreseen that bringing TWTS from theory to life will significantly contribute to
the advance of fundamental and applied science.
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A. MACRO TO EVALUATE LASER PULSE
DISPERSIONS IN ZEMAX
In order to determine plane of optimum compression orientation and pulse-front tilt in the optical
design software ZEMAX, during the thesis work a macro was written in the ZEMAX Programming
Language ZPL which is callable within the program.
Section 6.1 already introduced the principle of determining pulse-front tilt and plane of opti-
mum compression orientation by sampling time-delay TD and group-delay dispersion GDD in
planes coinciding with expected pulse-front and plane of optimum compression, respectively.
When using the presented method to calculate TD and GDD as derivatives of the optical phase
from optical path length differences between different wavelengths, the optical path length as it
is given by the function OPTH() in ZEMAX for a particular wavelength needs to be corrected if the
wavelength is not the central laser wavelength.
For a correct calculation of TD and GDD optical phase differences between different wave-
lengths need to be calculated, where the phases for all wavelengths are evaluated at the same
spatial position along the laser path. But there is no build-in function in ZEMAX returning the path
length of a ray until it reaches a certain position within the path. Such a complex function would
either need to interpolate the correct starting position of a ray in the entrance plane by follow-
ing many rays or it would need to reverse raytrace a ray through the setup where its starting
parameters could be approximated from a forward raytrace.
The compensation calculation chosen in the following macro is simpler by estimating true path
lengths from path lengths obtained in ZEMAX for rays originating from the same point. Figure A.1
gives a geometric overview on the compensation calculation. From every starting position of a
central wavelength ray in the entrance plane two accompanying rays of different wavelengths,
where λ2 < λ1 = λLaser < λ3, start as well. The central wavelength ray serves as a reference ray
for the other two rays. Three wavelengths are raytraced for every position where dispersion is
evaluated in order to calculate the numerical derivatives (6.2). The position where the reference
ray reaches the target plane, assumed to be the pulse front in the picture, defines an intersection
point between the target plane and planes normal to the propagation direction of each of the
other two rays. The latter two planes serve as reference planes until which the path length of a
ray is measured in order to obtain a better estimate on the path length of a ray until the position
where dispersion is evaluated for the calculation of TD and GDD. This yields a better estimate for
the path length of ray by subtracting the additional distance covered by a ray until it reaches the
target plane where ZEMAX stops measuring the path length. An even better estimate could be
obtained by also subtracting the path length difference that two parallel rays of equal wavelength
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Figure A.1.: Approximating path length compensation for wavelength λ3 to calculate dispersion
at point P in the reference plane by eqs. (6.2). To approximate the path of a ray
of wavelength λ3 until it reaches P the path length of a ray with equal wavelength
and starting at the same position as a reference ray of central laser wavelength is
measured by ZEMAX until it reaches the target plane. The target is plane is chosen
to be the pulse front in this example. From this path length the correction ∆l is
subtracted. (Originally in [KS4])
can have due to pulse-front tilt.
In this macro the path length of a ray of different wavelength than the central laser wavelength
is estimated by subtracting the length ∆l from the path length returned by ZEMAX. For this
compensation calculation the distance a between a rays point of incidence on the target plane
and the central wavelengths point of incidence can be obtained via the built-in function RAYY()
returning the incidence position of a single ray on the target plane. Furthermore the angle β
enclosed by the target plane and a rays propagation direction can be obtained by the build in
function RAYM(). Then the correction ∆l to the path length can be approximated by
∆l = a cosβ .
Whether the correction ∆l needs to be subtracted or added to the ZEMAX value of a path length
also depends on the propagation direction (+ or −z) of the pulse at the target plane. Thus the
final propagation direction is an input parameter of the macro. The general layout of the macro
follows the macro given in ref. [312].
!*******************************************************************************
! Zemax macro to compute the angular dispersion and
! group delay dispersion of a laser pulse.
!
!
! Klaus Steiniger, 2016
! Last review 28 Jun 2017
!
!*******************************************************************************
! Constants and input parameter
!
pi = 4*ATAN(1)
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cspeed = 0.299792458 # [cspeed] = 1E9 * m / s = mm / ps
INPUT "Central Wavelength of laser in micrometer", lambda0
PRINT "Central Laser wavelength [mum] = ", lambda0 #[lambda] = 1E-6 m
bandw = 0.001*lambda0
nlambda = 3 #odd number!
dlambda = bandw/(nlambda-1)
INPUT "Surface at which to calculate dispersion", NSURF
PRINT "NSUR = ", NSURF
INPUT "Propagation direction at plane of measurement? (z = 1, -z = -1)", coord_sys
PRINT ""
SETSYSTEMPROPERTY 201, nlambda
!*******************************************************************************
! Set wavelengths for dispersion calculation
!
SETSYSTEMPROPERTY 202, 1, lambda0
VEC1(1) = lambda0 # Vector of the wavelengths which are
# propagated through the setup
# [VEC1] = 1E-6 m
K=-INTE(.5*nlambda)
! Set wavelength smaller than central
!
FOR J, 2, INTE(.5*nlambda) + 1, 1
lambda = lambda0 + K*dlambda
SETSYSTEMPROPERTY 202, J, lambda
VEC1(J) = lambda
K = K+1
NEXT
K = K+1 # leave out center frequency in frequency calculation
! Set wavelength larger than central
!
FOR J, INTE(.5*nlambda) + 2, nlambda, 1
lambda = lambda0 + K*dlambda
SETSYSTEMPROPERTY 202, J, lambda
VEC1(J) = lambda
K = K+1
NEXT
!*******************************************************************************
! Calculate Dispersions
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!PRINT ""
PRINT "Entrance pupil coordinate py, y-coordinate at plane[mm], TD[ps], GDD[fs^2]"
transv_samples = 3 # Refactor to an input value if necessary
!*** Produce container ***
DECLARE PHASES, DOUBLE, 1, 1000 # container for optical phase
DECLARE TD, DOUBLE, 1, 1000 # container for time delay
DECLARE GDD, DOUBLE, 1, 1000 # container for group delay dispersion
!*** Sample over multiple ray starting positions across the entrance pupil ***
!***
For L, 1, transv_samples, 1
!*** Equally distribute the starting positions ***
py = -1 + (L-1)*2/(transv_samples - 1)
FOR J, 1, nlambda, 1
RAYTRACE 0, 0, 0, py, J
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------
! Calculate compensation of optical path length for rays of different
! frequency than the central frequency.
!
! For the calculation of dispersion, the optical path length
! of a ray must be measured until its phase-front overlaps with the
! point of dispersion measurement.
! That is, at the position where the central frequency ray hits the
! measurement plane in Zemax.
! Since Zemax calculates optical path lengths of rays until they hit
! the measurement plane, the optical path length of
! non-central-frequency rays needs to be corrected.
! Which is done in the following.
!
! Assumes that propagation is in vacuum (n=1)
! Sign of compensation depends on the propagation direction with
! respect to coord.-system in the measurement plane.
!
ypos = RAYY(NSURF)
IF (J==1) THEN plane_intercept_c = ypos
plane_intercept_difference = ypos - plane_intercept_c
opth_compensation = plane_intercept_difference * RAYM(NSURF)
path_length = OPTH(NSURF) - coord_sys*opth_compensation
# OPTH returns the path in millimeter
# [path_length] = 1E-3 m
PHASES(J) = 2*PI*path_length/VEC1(J)
# Phase from optical path along the ray
# VEC1 is wavelength in microns
# [PHASES] = 1E3
NEXT
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dlambda = -lambda0*lambda0/(2*pi*cspeed) # [dlambda] = 1E-21 m s
ddlambda = -lambda0 * dlambda /(pi*cspeed) # [ddlambda] = 1E-36 m s**2
FOR J, 2, INTE(.5*nlambda) + 1, 1
h = VEC1(1)-VEC1(J) # [h] = 1E-6 m
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------
! optical phase derivatives with respect to frequency (TD and GDD)
!
dphase = (PHASES(nlambda+2-J)-PHASES(J))/2/h # [dphase] = 1E9 / m
ddphase = (PHASES(nlambda+2-J)-2*PHASES(1)+PHASES(J))/h/h
# [ddphase] = 1E15 / m**2
TD(J) = dphase*dlambda # [TD] = 1E-12 s = ps
GDD(J) = ddphase*dlambda*dlambda + dphase*ddlambda
# [GDD] = 1E-27 s**2
PRINT py, ", ", plane_intercept_c, ", ", TD(J), ", ", GDD(J)*1E3
NEXT
NEXT
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B. CALCULATING SCATTERING IMAGES
FROM 2D ELECTRON NUMBER
DENSITY DATA
Section 6.4 presented an x-ray diffraction image, fig. 6.12, from a laser pumped solid hydrogen
target as it can be obtained by small angle X-ray scattering. This appendix explains the details
behind the calculation of this scattering image.
The electron number density distribution was obtained by a two dimensional particle-in-cell
simulation within a window of 32 µm × 32 µm. For write-out the electron density was sampled
on an equidistant grid of 1152 × 1152 nodes corresponding to a sample spacing of d = 1/ 36 µm.
The simulation was carried out by João Branco with the PICLS code [313].
For the simulation the cryogenic hydrogen target is assumed to be fully ionized already before
the main laser pulse interaction.
Thus all the electrons in the target can be considered free and the scattering signal on the
detector is simply the superposition of radiation emitted by all electrons individually as a response
to the X-ray probe field.
The electric field radiated by a single electron and measured at a position r at time t can be
approximated from the fields obtained from the Liénard-Wiechert potentials by [77, 314]
E(r , t) =
q
4πǫ0
[
p ×
(
p × w¨
)]
c2p3
, (B.1)
with ǫ0, m, q, c being the vacuum permittivity, electron mass and charge as well as vacuum
speed of light, respectively. As illustrated in fig. B.1, in this formula w (t) is the vector pointing
from the origin of ordinates to the particle position at time t, w¨ its second derivative with respect
to time, p(t) = r − w is the vector pointing from the particles position to the point where the
field is evaluated, p its scalar value. This approximation assumes that the incident field does not
accelerate the electron to relativistic energies as well as the angle enclosed by the polarization
direction of the incident radiation field E in,0 and the observation direction p is close to ninety
degree. That is, radiation is observed in a narrow cone around the forward propagation direction
of the incident radiation. Under these conditions the vector u = cp/ p − w˙ and the scalar product
pu, which appear in the exact field calculation obtained from the Liénard-Wiechert potentials of
a moving point charge, can be approximated by u = cp/ p and pu = cp, respectively, which leads
to the above formula.
In the right hand side of this formula the electron position and acceleration have to be evaluated
at the retarded time tret taking into account that the field produced by the charge q at time tret < t
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Figure B.1.: Angles and vectors used for the calculation of small-angle X-ray scattering images
from simulated two dimensional electron density data.
needs to travel the distance p before it is observed at the detector at time t. Thus tret is implicitly
defined by the equation t − tret = |r − w (tret)| / c. Assuming the electrons do not change their
position significantly during illumination by the X-ray probe, i. e. the oscilattion in the probe field
is small allowing for the approximation w (t) = const, the retarded time can be expressed by
tret = t − |r − w | / c. This can be approximated for r ≫ w by
tret = t −
r
c
+
k ′w
kc
,
where k ′ is the wave vector of the observed radiation whose wavelength is equal to the incident
radiation, k ′ = k, and which travels along the direction of r . The approximation is obtained by
expanding p = |r − w | and using r / r = k ′/ k
p2 = pp = r2 − 2rw + w2 ≈ r2 − 2rw
⇒ p = r
(
1 − 2
k ′w
kr
)1/ 2
≈ r − k
′w
k
.
Acceleration of the radiating electron w¨ (t) = (q/ m)E in(w , t) is (mainly) induced by the incident
electric X-ray probe field
E in(r, t) = E in,0e
i(kct−kr ) ,
assumed to be linearly polarized along the direction of E in,0, traveling in the direction of the wave
vector k whose magnitude k = 2π/λX−ray is given by the X-ray wavelength λX−ray. At the retarded
time the electron acceleration is
w¨ (tret) = (q/ m)E in(w , t − r / c + k
′w / kc)
and thus its radiated field is, according to (B.1),
E(r , t) =
q2
4πǫ0mc2
eik(ct−r )
r
Ein,0 sin(ϑ)e
i(k ′−k )w ,
where for the field amplitude p has been approximated by r , assuming r ≫ w , and where ϑ is
the angle enclosed by the polarization direction of the incident radiation field E in,0 and the vector
k ′ pointing towards the observation point r .
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The electric field observed at the position r is a superposition of the fields radiated by all Ne
electrons within the target
E(r , t) =
Ne∑
j=1
Ej (r , t) =
re
r
Ein,0e
ik(ct−r )
Ne∑
j=1
eiQw j ,
where re = q2/ 4πǫ0mc2 is the classical electron radius, Q = k ′ − k is the scattering vector and its
scalar value is given by the angle θ which is one half of the angle enclosed by the wave vectors
of incident and observed radiation
|Q| = 2k sin θ .
For small-angle X-ray scattering considered here, where θ ≪ 1, the angle ϑ is almost ninety
degree for all points of observation which was exploited in the derivation of the above formula
by approximating sinϑ ≈ 1.
The calculation of the scattering signal from the electric field at the observation point can be
simplified by rewriting the sum over all electrons into an integral over the target volume. To do
so, the sum over all electrons is replaced by a sum over volume elements d3w within which
all electrons are assumed to equally contribute to the scattering signal, i. e. w j = const for all
electrons within the volume element d3w . The number of equally contributing electrons NV
within a volume element is obtained from the continuous electron number density n(w , t) by
evaluating it at the position of the volume element and multiplying by the volume of the element
Nv(w j , t) = n(w j , t)d3w . In total the sum is rewritten as
Ne∑
j=1
eiQw j →
∑
j
n(w j , t)e
iQw j d3w .
In the limit d3w → 0 the summation becomes an integration which has the form of a Fourier
transform of the electron number density. Thus the observed scattered field can be calculated
by
E(r , t) =
re
r
Ein,0e
ik(ct−r )f (Q) ,
where the scattering factor f (Q) is defined by
f (Q) =
∫
d3w n(w , t)eiQw .
In a scattering experiment the signal is recorded on a detector at a distance L behind the target.
The detector measures the number of radiated photons per detector pixel. This signal can be
approximated from the above formula for the scattered field by first calculating the irradiance
I(r ) = 12cǫ0 |E(r , t)|
2 on the detector from it. Second rewriting the scattered irradiance as a
scattered photon flux nphot by dividing the irradiance by the incident photon energy Ephot, thereby
assuming elastic scattering,
nphot(r ) =
Pi
EphotAi
r2e
L2
|f (Q)|2 ,
where the incident X-ray pulse irradiance is expressed in terms of the power Pi and area Ai of the
pulse and where r = L/ cos(2θ) ≈ L is approximated for the considered small-angle scattering.
Third, to obtain the number of photons ND scattered into a detector pixel at position rD the
scattered photon density is evaluated at a detector pixel center and multiplied by the detector
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pixel area AD as well as X-ray pulse duration, which is approximately the electron pulse duration
τel,
ND(rD) =
PiτelAD
EphotAi
r2e
L2
|f (QD)|
2 ,
where QD is a scattering vector pointing to a detector pixel center. Using the simple multipli-
cation to convert from the scattered photon flux density to scattered photons per detector pixel
assumes that the photon flux density is approximately constant in time and space over a detector
pixel area.
To facilitate the calculation of the complex scattering factor f (QD) from a sampled two dimen-
sional electron number density n(w ), which is obtained by a two dimensional particle-in-cell
simulation in the case of the example presented in section 6.4, it is assumed that the electron
distribution along the (not simulated) third dimension is a constant continuation of the simulated
2D slice. This can be a good assumption if the target depth is smaller or on the size of the
pump-laser diameter as it is the case for the simulated solid hydrogen. Under this assump-
tion, the three-dimensional volume integral over the three-dimensional electron number density
reduces to a two-dimensional area integral over the two-dimensional electron number density
times the target depth
f (Q) = (target depth) ·
∫
d2w n(w )eiQw ,
where w is now a two dimensional vector within a cross-sectional area of the target.
The two dimensional Fourier transform of the sampled two dimensional electron number den-
sity is performed by a fast Fourier transform (FFT). For the FFT the two dimensional electron
number density is sampled on an equidistant grid with two dimensional vectors w pointing to
its nodes. These vectors can be written as w = w j,k = (j · d, k · d) with j, k ∈ [0, 1, . . . , N − 1]
where N is the number of sampling points along one of the two orthogonal directions span-
ning the cross-sectional area. Further, d =
∣∣wj+1,k − wj,k∣∣ is the sample spacing which together
with the number of samples defines the sample window width D = N · d = |wN−1,k − w0,k |.
The number of samples N should be a value of the kind 2n, where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , in order to
avoid unphysical structures in calculated scattering images which originate from zero-padding
by the FFT algorithm. The window width D determines the frequency spacing ∆Q = 2π/ D in
Q-space. The Q-space frequencies, for which a contribution to the scattering signal is calculated,
are Ql,m = (l · ∆Q, m · ∆Q) with l, m ∈ [0, 1, . . . , (N/ 2) − 1, −N/ 2, . . . , −1] (for the scipy.fftpack.fft()
routine from SciPy which is used in this thesis).
The electron number density obtained from the PIC simulation is given relative to the critical
density. Thus, in order to ensure correctness of the scattering factor calculated by the FFT, the
matrix of the fast Fourier transformed electron number density is rescaled to yield at Q = (0, 0) =
Q00 the number Ne of electrons contributing to the scattering signal as it is demanded by the
above relation for f (Q).
The wave vector differences Q for which scattering signals are calculated by the FFT are related
to coordinates rD in the detector plane by the distance L between target and detector. A relation
can be derived by analyzing
r = r
k ′
k
⇔ Lez + rDxex + rDyey = L
k cos(2θ)
(
k + Qzez + Qxex + Qyey
)
.
Using Qz = −k
[
1 − cos(2θ)
]
the following relation between coordinates in the detector plane
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(rDx, rDy) and transverse components of the scattering vector (Qx , Qy ) can be given
rDx =
L
k cos(2θ)
Qx ≈ L
k
Qx rDy =
L
k cos(2θ)
Qy ≈ L
k
Qy ,
where the approximation is again valid for the considered case of small-angle scattering. In the
calculation of the scattering signal in section 6.4 the distance L between target and detector is
chosen to let the Q-space spacing ∆Q correspond to a spacing on the detector plane equal to a
detector pixel size, which is assumed to be 13 µm. This eliminates the need to interpolate and
average the scattered photon flux density in the detector plane over a pixel size.
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